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1. INTRODUCTION

A major thrust of the research was to study and develop database design and
management techniques for engineering applications. Structural design and optimization
was to be considered as the major area of application. Considerable progress was made in
this important area of management of large numerical databases. The area is perceived to
be of extreme importance. The reason is that as the computing power increases, we want
to solve more complex problems. Need to integrate various disciplines to design complex
systems becomes acute. We want to design efficient systems that can operate in extreme
environments. All these requirements lead to computationally extensive problems.
Software to solve such problems becomes quite large and complex. Data generated and
managed become quite large. In addition, the flow of data is quite complex and
unmanageable without a well defined database and database management system (DBMS). ,

In the current project, we studied the database management concepts in computer- I
aided design and optimization. Type of data encountered and their usage was studied.
Data structures that are encountered in above application and, in general, other engineering
applications were studied. Then we studied the existing database management models that
had been used in the past. Based on this investigation it was determined the relational data
model came close to satisfying the requirements of the engineering (numerical) data. The
model can handle large relational data quite efficiently. It is, however, unsuitable for
handling large matrix data types. This led to the development of what we call the

generalized relational data model." Basically, the standard relational model was
generalized to handle additional data structures that are encountered in engineering
applications.

A few existing database management systems, such as System R and RIM, were
studied. This was done to learn about the implementation details as well as the algorithms
used in them. Based on these studies and needs of engineering data, specifications for a
suitable database management system were developed. Several experimental DBMS were
designed and implemented to study their performance. Detailed implementation plans were
developed. Various algorithms suitable for implementation of various capabilities were
studied and the algorithms suitable for a DBMS to meet the specifications were selected.
Several experimental codes were developed and implemented to evaluate database
management concepts, algorithms and database design procedures.

This report contains all the developments outlined in the preceding paragraphs.
Chapter 2 contains a list of M.S. and Ph.D. dissertations completed under the project and
the reports that have been submitted previously. Chapter 3 contains a list of journal articles
that have been published. Abstract of the articles are included here and full length papers 0
are given in Appendices at the end. Chapter 4 contains a list of conference presentations
and the papers that have appeared in the proceedings. Abstracts of the papers are also
included.

Finally, a computer software called MIDAS/GR which stands for Management of IT]
Information for Design and Analysis of Systems /Generalized Relational Model is
submitted as a part of the final report. A users manual for the system is also submitted.
This experimental system has evolved as a result of several designs, redesigns and
implementations. The system can handle relations, vectors, matrices and other variable size NO-
objects. The system is organized as a library. Programmers can use the library facilities
from their programs. Data sets can be created and deleted while the program is running.
Data can be inserted or retrieved; it can be stored in one form and retrieved in another.
Thus, the system provides run-time support for data management. Using the system, . -
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complex software can be developed and debugged in a relatively short time. With some
additional effort the system can be converted into a commercial quality product.

Using this modem DBMS, creation of a software environment for engineering -

analysis and design is in progress. MIDAS can be used in two modes of operation:

1. It can be used to connect existing software components through a database, and
2. It can be used to develop new software that uses system facilities to manage

permanent and transient data; in this mode the system provides run-time support for
management of large amount of data. F

Once this environment has been established, several numerical problems will be solved to
evaluate the performance of the system.
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2. THESES COMPLETED AND REPORTS SUBMITTED

2.1 Ph.D. Dissertations

1. T. SreekantaMurthy, "Computer-Aided Structural Design Optimization Using a
Database Management System," Civil Engineering; submitted as Technical Report No.
85.17, November 1985.

2. G.J. Park, "Interaction Design Optimization with Modern Database Management
Concepts," Mechanical Engineering; submitted as Technical Report No. ODL-86.9,
November 1986.

3. S.S. A1-Saadoun, "A Design Optimization System with Central Database for Framed
Structures," Civil Engineering; submitted as Technical Report NO. ODL-86.21,
November 1986.

2.2 M.S. Theses

1. Y-K Shyy, "A Database Management for Engineering Applications," Mechanical
#Engineering; submitted as Technical Report No. 85.23, November 1985.

2. S. Mukhopadhyay, "A Database Management System Using A Generalized Relational S
Model," Computer Science; submitted as Technical Report No. 86.27, November
1986.

3. R. Venkatraman, "Query Optimization in Deductive Database," Computer Science;
submitted as Technical Report No. ODL-88.1, February 1988.

2.3 Other Reports Submitted

1. SreekantaMurthy, T., Rajan, S.D., Reddy, C.P.D., Staley, D.T., Bhatti, M.A. and
~', -' Arora, J.S., "Database Management in Design Optimization," Technical Report No.

CAD-SS-83.17, October 1983.

2. SreekantaMurthy, T. and Arora, J.S., "A Survey of Database Management Systems,"
Technical Report No. CAD-SS-84.19, August 1984.

3. SreekantaMurthy, T. and Arora, J.S., "Database Design Methodology and Database
Management System for Computer-Aided Structural Design Optimization," Technical N.
Report No. CAD-SS-84.20, September 1984.

4. Arora, J.S., Haririan, M., Paeng, J.K., Ryu, Y.S., SreekantaMurthy, T. and Wu,
C.C., "Database Design for Structural Analysis and Design Optimization," Technical
Report No. CAD-SS-84.20, October 1984.--

5. Arora, J.S. and Mukhopadhyay, S., "Specification for MIDAS/GR: Management of
Information for Design and Analysis of Systems: Generalized Relational Model,"
Technical Report No. CAD -SS-84.24, December 1984.

6. Arora, J.S., "Database Design and Management in Engineering Design Optimization,"
Technical Report No. ODL-85.31, September 1985.
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3. JOURNAL ARTICLES PUBLISHED

3.1 SreekantaMurthy, T. and Arora, J.S., "Survey of Database Management in
Engineering," Advances in Engineering Software, Vol. 7, No. 3, pp. 126-132,
1985.

Abstract. Database management in engineering fields is becoming extremely
important. A number of reports and papers have been published on this subject and
computer-aided design applications. It is important to know state-of-the-art to fully utilize
the benefits of this new field. The paper contains a survey of literature on database
management for engineering applications. The survey is broadly classified into database
management concepts and systems. Research work of various authors in related areas such
as database design methodology, data models, data definition and manipulation languages,
database integrity and consistency are reviewed. Various database management systems
(15 in all) currently in use are reviewed and their features tabulated. Capabilities and
usefulness of these systems are emphasized. The survey is intended to provide important
developments in data management field to the engineering community. Also, it should be
useful to those currently engaged in research on the subject.

3.2 SreekantaMurthy, T. and Arora, J.S., "Database Management Concepts in
Computer-Aided Design Optimization," Advances in Engineering Software, Vol. 8,
No. 2, pp. 88-97, 1986.

Abstract. This paper deals with database management concepts in computer-aided
design optimization. Complex nature of engineering data and the need to organize them are
emphasized. Database management concepts applicable to finite element analysis and
design optimization are explained. Various aspects associated with the development of data
models, such as conceptual, internal and external models are discussed. Suitability of
external models, like hierarchical, network and relational, are discussed with reference to
design optimization requirements. Some techniques to organize data of large matrices for - ..
efficient numerical computations are given. Concepts of normalization of data, global and
local databases are described. Details of a suitable database management system are
described in a separate paper.

3.3 SreekantaMurthy, T., Shyy, T-K. and Arora, J.S., "MIDAS: Management of
Information for Design and Analysis of systems," Advances in Engineering
Software, Vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 149-158, 1986.

Abstract. The paper describes features, system design and implementation of a
database management system called MIDAS. The system has capability to organize data of
both relational and numerical models, and meets several important requirements - a good -*

data model, ability to organize large matrix data, handle various data types, simplified data .
definition and data manipulation languages, dynamic data definition, multiple database
organization, speed of data access, and provision for temporary databases. Tabular and .'
matrix form of data generated and used in design and analysis of system can be
conveniently organized. Details of various commands of the database management system S
MIDAS are presented.

3.4 SreekantaMurthy, T. and Arora, J.S., "Data Base Design Methodology for ,
Structural Analysis and Design Optimization," Engineering with Computers 1, pp.
149-160, 1986. %

Abstract. A methodology to design data bases for finite element analysis and
structural design optimization is described. The methodology considers three views of data

%....



organization - conceptual, internal, and external. Tabular and matrix forms of data are
included. The relational data model is used in the data base design. Entity, relation, and
attributes are considered to form a conceptual view of data. First, second, and third normal
forms of data are suggested to design an internal model. Several aspects such as
processing iterative needs, multiple views of data, efficiency of storage and access time,
and transitive data are considered in the methodology.

3.5 Arora, J.S., Lee, H.H. and Jao, S.Y., "SMART: Scientific Database Management
and Engineering Analysis Routines and Tools," Advances in Engineering Software,
Vol. 8, No. 4, pp. 194-199, 1986.

Abstract. Development of user-friendly and flexible scientific programs is a key
., , , to their widespread usage, extension and maintenance. The paper describes capabilities of

a library called SMART that can be used in the development of such programs. The library
contains many interactive programming aids and screen management utilities that can help
in development of the user interfaces. A very flexible full screen data editor is available.
Many other subroutines are available, such as vector and matrix operations, in-core data
management, out-of-core numerical and relational database management, and graphics.
The library is not advocated to be comprehensive. It is meant to show the kind of
capabilities that are needed in development and maintenance of scientific programs. Such
libraries can be of particular use in research on computational methods for scientific
applications.

3.6 SreekantaMurthy, T., Shyy, Y-K., Mukhopadhyay, S. and Arora, J.S., "Evaluation
of the MIDAS DBMS in an Equation-Solving Environment," Engineering with
Computers 2, pp. 11-19, 1987.

Abstract. The paper describes an evaluation of a data base management system,
MIDAS, for the solution of linear equations. A brief description of the system is given. It
is used and evaluated employing skyline and hypermatrix approaches for solving large
matrix equations. Performance of the two subsystems of MIDAS - MIDAS/N and
MIDAS/R - is measured and compared in terms of several system parameters.
Programming for efficient use of the available memory is noted. Suggestions for
application programming using MIDAS are given. Major conclusions of the study are that
memory management schemes, data structures, and data access methods of the DBMS play
very important roles for its efficient use in dynamic environment. Such methods must be
developed and implemented for large-scale engineering applications.

3.7 Arora, J.S. and Baenziger, G., "Uses of Artificial Intelligence in Design
Optimization," Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering 54, pp.
303-323, 1986.

Abstract. In this paper, basic ideas and concepts of using artificial intelligence in -'

design optimization of engineering systems are presented. The purpose of the study is to
develop an expert (knowledge-based) system that helps the user in design optimization.
Two basic ideas are advocated: (1) the successful numerical implementation of algorithms
needs heuristics; and (2) the optimal design process can be greatly benefited by the use of
heuristics based on knowledge captured during the iterative process. Various steps in the
optimization process, where artificial intelligence ideas can be of tremendous help, are
delineated. Some siznple rules are presented to utilize the knowledge base and raw data as
it accumulates in the iterative process. A simple example is used to demonstrate some of
the basic ideas.
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6
3.8 Mukhopadhyay, S. and Arora, J.S., "Implementation of an Efficient Run-Time

Support System for Engineering Design Environment," Advances in Engineering
Software, Vol. 9, No. 4, pp. 178-185, 1987. -

Abstract. The need for both relational and matrix data types in engineering
applications has been long recognized. While matrices form mostly temporary or semi-
permanent data private to a program, relations are either permanent data in public domain
used by different programs or final results of a program to the end user. Though several ""
systems came up in the last few years with various degree of facilities and level of
efficiency, none however, met the requirement of versatile data structure or run-time
support required in a volatile, large I/O environment of engineering database. ' .

This paper describes implementation of a system and its evaluation using an
existing users' interface. Benchmarking shows that the system is far superior to the ..
existing ones and also incurs little overhead for DBMS calls.

3.9 Mukhopadhyay, S. and Arora, J.S., "Design and Implementation Issues in an
Integrated Database Management System for Engineering Design Environment," "'

Advances in Engineering Software, Vol. 9, No. 4, pp. 186-193, 1987.

Abstract. The need for a unified database management system for various
engineering applications has long been felt. Due to the conflicting requirements, so far,
most of the attempts in this field are at best partially successful. This paper presents broad
perspectives of design and implementation issues of an integrated database management
system. A unique feature of the system is its ability to define a unifying data model for
matrices and relations. The system also provides for a unified language interface for
different user groups. System architecture and a few distinguishing features are described.
An evaluation of the system is presented.

3.10 Park, G.J. and Arora, J.S., "Role of Data Base Management in Design Optimization
Systems," J. Aircraft, Vol. 24, No. 11, pp. 745-750, November 1987. .

Abstract. To study the role of data base and data base management system, an * a,.

interactive design optimization software system called IDESIGN5 is developed to solve
nonlinear programming problems. Four promising algorithms are included to overcome
the lack of unanimous choice of an algorithm. Tuning parameters and procedures of '_ .

algorithms are implemented through extensive numerical experimentation. The interactive
process consists of menu displays, advice for decisions, and applicable messages. Input .-
data can be created interactively and the designer can change problem parameters,
algorithm, and design variable data at any point of execution. If a design variable does not
effect the optimization process, it can be given a fixed value interactively. Discrete variable
optimization can be performed by using design variable status capability of the system.
Graphics facilities are provided for decision making. The system consists of several
modules that communicate with each other through a data base managed by a data base 7 ,1
management system. Several example problems are solved in batch and interactive
environments to test the system.

3.11 Arora, J.S. and Mukhopadhyay, S., "An Integrated Database Management System
for Engineering Applications Based on an Extended Relational Model," Engineering , '
with Computers, to appear, 1988. .

Abstract. Engineering analysis and design of complex systems require the use of ':'
large software components. Development, maintenance, and extension of such a software
system needs modern design and implementation techniques. Usually a large amount of
data is generated. Flow of data is also quite complex adding further complications in
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maintenance and extension of the software. A sophisticated database management system
is needed to support data handling during the run-time environment as well as for the
integration of various software components. Design and development of such a DBMS -6
needs new concepts and ideas such that efficiency of calculations is not sacrificed.
Degradation in efficiency due to the use of a DBMS can hinder large scale applications.
The paper describes a generalized relational model to handle large matrices and tables that
are encountered in numerous engineering applications. A DBMS based on the model is
designed and implemented. The system supports run-time data management as well as data
sharing between various software components. A preliminary evaluation of the system
against some existing ones reveals the new concept and design to be quite appropriate for V.
engineering applications. The system is very efficient and compact. Some details of
design and performance of the system are given and discussed.
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4. CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

4.1 SreekantaMurthy, T., Reddy, C.P.D. and Arora, J.S., "Database Management
Concepts in Engineering Design Optimization," proceedings of the 25th
AIAA/ASME/ASCEIAHS Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, May 14-16, 1984, Palm Springs, CA, (84-0967-CP) pp. 360-372.

Abstract. The paper deals with database management concepts in engineering
design optimization. Complex nature of engineering data and the need to organize them are
emphasized. Requirements of a good database management system (DBMS) for handling
such data are presented. Various aspects associated with the development of data models,
such as conceptual, internal and external models are discussed. Suitability of external
models, like hierarchical, network and relational models, are discussed with reference to
design optimization requirements. Some techniques to organize data of large matrices for
efficient numerical computations are given. Essential components of a good DBMS, such
as data definition, data manipulation, query capabilities, and memory management schemes
are described. Existing DBMS for engineering applications are reviewed. Finally, details
of an Engineering Database Management System (EDMS) are presented.

4.2 SreekantaMurthy, T., Shyy, Y-K. and Arora, J.S., "MIDAS: Management of
Information for Design and Analysis of Systems," Proceedings of the AIAA 26th
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, Orlando, Florida, April
1985 (85-0618-CP), pp. 85-95.

Abstract. The paper describes features, system design and implementation of a
database management system called MIDAS. The system has capability to organize data of
both relational and numerical models, and meets several important requirements -- a good 10-v
data model, ability to organize large matrix data, handle various data types, simplified data
definition and data manipulation languages, dynamic data definition, multiple database
organization, speed of data access, and provision for temporary databases. Tabular and _
matrix form of data generated and used in design and analysis of systems can be '..

conveniently organized using MIDAS. Details of various commands of the database
management system MIDAS are presented.

4.3 SreekantaMurthy, T. and Arora, J.S., "A Methodology to Design Database for
Finite Element Analysis and Structural Design Optimization Applications,"
Proceedings of the AIAA 26th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, Orlando, Florida, April 1985 (85-0743-CP), pp. 494-504.

Abstract. A methodology to design databases for finite element analysis and -
structural design optimization is presented. The methodology considers three views of data
organization -- conceptual, internal and external. Tabular and matrix forms of data are
included. Relational data model is used in the database design. Entity, relation, and
attributes are considered to form a conceptual view of data. First, second and third normal
form of data are suggested to design an internal model. Several aspects like processing,
iterative needs, multiple views of data, efficiency of storage and access time, and transitive
data are considered in the methodology.

4.4 Arora, J.S. and Baenziger, G., "Use of AI in Design Optimization," Proceedings of " ,
the AIAA 26th Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials Conference, Orlando,
Florida, April 1985 (85-0801-CP), pp. 834-846. -

Abstract. In this paper, basic ideas and concepts of using artificial intelligence in
design optimization of engineering systems are presented. The purpose of the study is to

0



9
develop an expert (knowledge-based) system that helps the user in design optimization.
Iterative numerical algorithms must be used to accomplish this objective. It is well known
that some algorithms when implemented in a computer program do not behave the way they
are theoretically supposed to. Two basic ideas are advocated: (1) the successful numerical
implementation of algorithms needs heuristics; and (2) the optimal design process can be
greatly benefited by the use of heuristics based on knowledge captured during the iterative
process. Various steps in the optimization process, where artificial intelligence ideas can be
of tremendous help, are delineated. Some simple rules are presented to utilize the
knowledge base and raw data as it accumulates in the iterative process. A simple example
is used to demonstrate some of the basic ideas

4.5 Baenziger, G. and Arora, J.S., "Development of an Artificially Intelligent Nonlinear
Optimization Expert System," Proceedings of the 27th AIAA Structures, Structural
Dynamics and Materials Conference, San Antonio, TX, May 19-21, 1986, pp. 67-
77.

Abstract. In the last SDM Conference some basic ideas on the use of artificial
intelligence in design optimization were presented. In the present paper, the layout and
design of an Artificially Intelligent Nonlinear Optimization Expert System is delineated.
Implementation details of the system, including a general purpose inference engine, and the
knowledge base for Nonlinear Optimization are discussed. The design of the expert system
combines a modular rule based inference engine with database management and a nonlinear
optimization package IDESIGN5. The inference engine has four major parts: an ordered
forward-chaining inference algorithm which plans the combinations of actions required to
achieve the application solution, a multi-objective backward-chaining evaluation algorithm,
a knowledge base compiler, and a processor which operates the other parts by carrying out
default plans and the plan developed. The most efficient and successful plans and search
graphs are saved in composite form for future reuse. The system learns from statistical
efficiency and success to modify the rule evaluation order and alternative plan selection.
The nonlinear optimization knowledge base is rule oriented and includes control of
algorithm selection, active set strategy, and reactions to solution conditions such as design
variable trends, solution failure, convergence, instability, and other optimization concerns.
Also included are rules that provide the basis for the interactive consultant functions of the
system.

4.6 Park, G.J. and Arora, J.S., "Role of Database Management in Design Optimization
Systems," Proceedings of the 27th AIAA Structures, Structural Dynamics and
Materials Conference, San Antonio, TX, May 19-21, 1986, pp. 620-629.

Abstract. To study the role of a database and database management system, an ]
interactive design optimization software system IDESIGN5 is developed to solve nonlinear
programming problems (NLP). Four promising algorithms are included to overcome the .N.
lack of unanimous choice on an algorithm. Tuning parameters and procedures of
algorithms are implemented through extensive numerical experimentation. The interactive .
process is well designed with menu displays, advice for decisions, and applicable
messages. Input data can be created interactively and the designer can change problem 0
parameters, algorithm, and design variable data at any point of execution. If a design .',
variable does not affect the optimization process, it can be given a fixed value interactively. :.
Discrete variable optimization can be performed by using design variable status capability
of the system. Graphics facilities are provided for decision making. The trend or history
of design parameters are displayed on the graphics terminal. The system consists of
several modules which communicate with each other through a database managed by a
DBMS. The DBMS is well exploited in managing complex data organization of the
interactive system. Structural optimization problems are solved in batch and interactive
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environments to test the system. IDESIGN5 has been also coupled to the finite element 10
analysis program ADINA to solve nonlinear response optimization problems. The
developed system is quite robust with diverse capabilities and wide possibilities for
extension. The study shows (1) how database and DBMS has to be used in design
optimization, (2) advantages and disadvantages of using a database and DBMS, and (3)
what interactive capability is possible and what are its advantages. The systems like
IDESIGN5 can be very useful tools in the practical design process.

4.7 Arora, J.S. and Baenziger, G., "A Nonlinear Optimization Expert System,"
Proceedings of the ASCE Structures Congress '87, Session on Knowledge Based
Structural Design an Optimization, Orlando, FL, August 17-20, 1987 in Computer
Applications in Structural Engineering, D.R. Jenkins (Ed.). ASCE, pp. 113-125.

Abstract. Several methods for optimum design of systems have been developed
over the last twenty years. Most methods, however, work well only when used by the
optimization expert. Designers who are not optimization experts have difficulties in making
the algorithms and programs based on them work for their application. This indicates that
the rules used by the expert in making the program work should be captured and put in the
knowledge base to provide consulting help to the designers. Such an expert system should
be well designed for knowledge acquisition and utilization. The paper describes the layout
of such a nonlinear optimization expert system. Some of the rules used in the system are
discussed. A simple application is included to demonstrate some of the capabilities.

4.8 AI-Saadoun, S.S. and Arora, J.S., "Interactive Design Optimization of Framed
Structures," Proceedings of the ASCE Structures Congress '87, Session on
Interactive Design and Optimization: Algorithms, Applications and Software,
Orlando, FL, August 17-20, 1987, in Computer Applications in Structural
Engineering, D.R. Jenkins (Ed.), ASCE, pp. 357-372.

Abstract. Optimum design of framed structures under multiple loading and
constraint conditions requires substantial computational effort. Optimization algorithms
when turned loose on such problems can actually fail resulting in wastage of human as well
as computer resources. Therefore it is prudent to monitor progress of optimization
algorithms for such complex design applications. The paper describes a formulation for
optimum design of framed structures. The AISC code limits on element stresses, member
maximum deflection, stability and slenderness ratios, width thickness ratios and nodal
displacements are imposed in the design process. A procedure for optimization is
developed and described. An interactive software to solve the problem is designed and
implemented. It uses modular approach and modern database management concepts. The
system is used to solve two design optimization problems. A postprocessor is available to-
select members from the AISC tables. The system is another step in making practical use
of optimization a reality.

4.9 Arora, J.S. and Mukhopadhyay, S., "An Integrated Database Management System
for Engineering Applications Based on an Extended Relational Model," Proceedings
of the Symposium on Engineering Data Base Management: Critical Issues, (R.E.
Fulton, Ed.) ASME CIE Conference and Exhibition, New York, August 9-13, .*.,.

1987, pp. 49-58. ,

Abstract. Engineering analysis and design of complex systems require the use of
large software components. Development, maintenance, and extension of such a software -
system needs modern design and implementation techniques. Usually a large amount of
data is generated. Flow of data is also quite complex adding further complications inmaintenance and extension of the software. A sophisticated database management system



is needed to support data handling during the run-time environment as well as for the
integration of various software components. Design and development of such a DBMS
needs new concepts and ideas such that efficiency of calculations is not sacrificed.
Degradation in efficiency due to the use of a DBMS can hinder large scale applications.
The paper describes a generalized relational model to handle large matrices and tables that
are encountered in numerous engineering applications. A DBMS based on the model is
designed and implemented. The system supports run-time data management as well as data
sharing between various software components. A preliminary evaluation of the system
against some existing ones reveals the new concept and design to be quite appropriate for
engineering applications. The system is very efficient and compact. Some details of
design and performance of the system are given and discussed.

4.10 SreekantaMurthy, T. and Arora, J.S., "A Structural Optimization Program Using a
Database Management System," Proceedings of the Symposium on Engineering
Database Management: Critical Issues, (R.E. Fulton, Ed.) ASME CIE Conference
and Exhibition, August 9-13, 1987, New York, pp. 59-66.

Abstract. Data management is one of the most important tasks in the development
of sophisticated computer programs for optimization of practical structural systems. The
paper describes and discusses the implementation of a structural optimization program
which uses a relational database and a data management system. Features of the program
and modules used in the program are described. Organizational structure of the database 9
and the database design process are described. Data definition and data manipulation
routines used in the optimization program are described. Several structural optimization
example problems were solved to demonstrate the working of the program. Finally, the
database, the data definition and manipulation routines, and the performance of the
optimization program are evaluated and discussed.
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A survey of database management in engineering

T. SREEKANTA MURTHY and J. S. ARORA

Optinal Design Laboratory, College of Engineering, The University of Iowa, Iowa Oty, V1N

1A 52242 USA

Database management in engineering fields is systems and brought about a total chaos in data organi7a-
tion. The situation was not different even within the

becoming extremely important. A number of environment of computer programs. As the computer
reports and papers have been published on this programs for engineering were able to deal with large
subject and computer-aided design applications. It problems, the data storage on disk became more common.
is important to know state-of-the-art to fully utilize The data storage schemes were too tedious and made
the benefits of this new field. The paper contains efficient and easy use of data almqst impossible.
a survey of literature on database management for With use of computers in business and commercial fields,
engineering applications. The survey is broadly data management in accounting, inventory control, produc-
classified into database management concepts and tion scheduling, and other fields becsume important during
systems. Research work of various authors in early 1970s. An enormous amount of knowledge exists for
related areas such as database design methodology, data management in these areas. Sophisticated database
data models. data definition and manipulation management systems have been used and are constantly
datgagels, data finiti and mnitin a being improved. Hlowever, introduction of database manage-
languages, database integrity and consistency are ment in the engineering field is quite recent. Due to the
reviewed. Various database management systems complex nature of information in engineering applications.
(I 5 in all) currently in use are reviewed and their the growth of database management systems has not taken
features tabulated. Capabilities and usefulness of place to the same extent as in business applications.
these systems are emphasized. The survey is In this paper, a survey of literature on database manage-
intended to provide important developments in ment In engineering is given. The survey is broadly classified
data management field to the engineering com- into database management concepts and database manage-
munity. Also, it should be useful to those currently ment systems. Research work of various authors in related
engaged in reseat h on the subject. areas such as database design methodology, data models,

data definition and manipulation languages. database
integrity and consistency are reviewed. Several database

INTRODUCTION management systens that are currently in use are reviewed.
Unprecedented developments in computer usage in the last Their capabilities and drawbacks are emphasized and
five years have fostered equally impressive developments in tabulated.
usage of database management systems in various applica- D
tions. Of particular importance Is the use of database DATA MANAGEMENT TERMINOLOGY, USE AND
management in computer-aided design of engineering REQUIREMENTS
systems. The present day computer-aided design is a speedy A number of papers have been published on database
way of designing better systems. Previously, the process management concepts for engineering applications. The
was tedious and slow because of manual data generation or paper by Fellipa (1979) serves as an introduction to the
use of desk calculators. Development of finite element subject of database management for scientific and engineer- Q.- '

method In the mid-19SOs along with modern digital com- ing applications. The paper highlights the difference
puters, have made analysis and design of large systems between the business data management and scientific data
possible. These developments, however, led to the problem management. A comprehensive list of terminology relevant
of dealing with large matrices in small computer memory. to scientific computing is given in another paper by the
Large amount of finite element data has posed a challenge author (Fellipa. 1980). Siice the terminology used in
to engineers to properly manage data. Furthermore, business DBMS is fairly new to engineers, this list serves as
developments in design optimization algorithms posed a starting point to get acquainted with various terminology.
a serious problem for designers In organizing large amounts It is interesting to know how scientists actually use their
of design data. Similarly, data management problems were data. The paper by Bell (1982) discusses some issues about
encountered in other engineering disciplines, data usage and also gives comparison between data model- -

The desire for data organization in the engineering field ling for scientific and business applications. Difficulties
Is not new. Engineers in pre-computer days, were systemati. associated with identification of data entities, naming of ,' 1cally using set tables, charts and drawings to describe their entities and other related data modelling aspects are dis- ,.,'_-

system. With the use of small programs to generate analysis cussed. In order to bring out the difference between the use
and design data, the standard methodology for date logging of database for business and engineering applications.
in tables and charts became less rigorous. This trend Foisseau and Valette(1982) present a list of criteria. Special
continued even with the computer-aided design of large nature of scientific data identifies requirements of DBMS

for scientific computing. Lopatka and Johnson (1978)
Accepted Octuber 1984. Discusilo closes September 1985. provide a review of the requirements for a DBMS in
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supporting of engineering applications. CAD/CAM data DATA MODELS
management requirements for aircraft industry wereidentified by Fulton nd VolgI (1976). Southhel (1980) The weltknown data models - herachcl, netwok and
pIsentfied byeultent anolaet (16). o engineeg relational - have been studied by many researchers to findpresent requirements for management of engineering out their suitability for organizing engineering data. Kouiba
information in the areas of integration support, informnation (13)dsuesapibltyoANIS RC O SYnmanagement and computer pro~gram management. Data (1983) discusses applicability of ANSI/SPARC, CODASYL
management andeq mutesor IPAD and Dof and the relational approach to CAD software design. Themanagement tio irceieentssor IP n capabilities of three levels of data view proposed by ANSI/SPARC are
infoumation processor IIP are given by Johnson, Cmfolrt gaining wide acceptance and are likely to be incorporated
and Shull (19'). in future CAD systems. On the other hand. relational

approach is based on set concepts and provide a sound
DATABASE DESIGN METHODOLOGY niathenatical background. This approach provides high

Several research studies have been conducted to find out level of data Independence, user friendly data definition
a suitable way to design a database fur engineering applica- and data manipulation capabilities. Relational model is

tions. There exists basically two different approaches to becoming popular among database designers and users.

database design - one approach first generates a global Several researchers ate currently working on this nwdel.
schema and then derivcs local views from It; another Fishwick and Blackburn (1982) discuss some advantages

approach obtains local views of dilferent users and then and disadvantages of a relational model from an engineering
integrates thei to forns a global view. Huchman and Dale poiit of view. The paper reports *the use of a relational

(1979) analyze different methudologies to database design database management system in an integrated design

and present a franmework for evaluating them. Ilowever, systemt. Blackburn, Stocaashi and Fulton (1982) in another

these methodohogies appear to be not suitable for product- paper demonstrate the use of a relational database in CAD.

modelling databases. Lilichagen arid Dokkar (1982) discuss Ilaskin and Lori (1982) have shown how the relational

the key principles needed for constructing product- database managements systems (System R) can be extended

modelling databases. Also, the paper depicts various to acconmmodate arbitrary length of data items commonly

methodologies for data abstraction processes leading to encountered in engineering applications. The relational data

conceptual schemas. The number of stages required it the model for CAD applications is emphasized by Valle (1976)

data abstraction process to transfer real world data to stressing the flexibility aspect of relational view of data.

physical storage imedia is still not known. Grabowski, Also time paper gives some examples related to the use of
relational organization of graphic data. Some aspects ofEagvin pler. end as w8aoel as finsaeecoencep frm design of a relational information management system with

atiltm problei.-irdependency as well as independen:e from reference to CAD and interactive data handling are also

a programmning language and specific hardware. A table

comparing various levels of data abstraction used by several given. Foisseau ard Valette (982) propose a CAD data
model based on 'type', 'object' and 'relation', and functionesearchers is given in another pper by ihe authors concepts. Studies on the hierarchical model are mainly with

hrabwski and igrer 1979. It has been widely accepted reference to organizing large matrices. Lopez (1974) and
that tre three conventional data mssodels (hierarchic, Pahl (1981) use a hierarchical miodel for finite element data
network and relational) are not owerful enough to express ogaitonIlpmaixgfnsadladaaaefud

all semantic structures of CAD data. Therefore, the authors organizatlon. iyperatrix stiffness and load data are found

suggest the use of se niilic data .nnidels which serves as A be by sitale to siid Bcwc e (19a 8)ep es t ion.
pictring A paper by Elliot. Kunni amid Brownse (1978) describesa theoretical tool for database designers in picturing a hierarchical model of data and a DBMS system designinformation structures of CAD applications. The semtantic baeont.S eprcileapesnsrutaldig

model acts as an Inteniiediate level of data abstraclk)n based on it. Some practical examples on structural design
between well known data nudels and real world infor.., and wind tunnel data management are also given In the . -

paper, Ilowever, this system, requires a precornpiler totiun. Ilowever. thme use of the semantic data model IsI still % %,
ctroIvei and seral reseach studies onathis odl astel decode the data description and data manipulation com--
controversial and several researchr studies on this imodel are mands in a source program. -. ''
cited in Eberlein and Wedekind (1982).

% DATA DEFINITION AND DATA MANIPULATION
DATABASE NETWORK . LANGUAGES

The concept of network of databases is becoming imcreas- Devclopment of suitable data definition (DDL) and data \.

ingly irpudtent in organizing data of several engineering manipulation languages (DML) for engineering applications
applicamo).s. Databases can be considered interconnected, have been of interest to many authors. One of the major
to frim a network, ihomgh a set of programis which use considerations in time design of data definition language was
them. Several researchers, Feilipa (1979), Fishwick and to keep the synta concise amid easy to use for application ..' -
Blackburn (1982),'and Managaki (1982) have discussed the prgraninmes. e. .ral other ifimportant considerations In
use of database network. Data of final design and results of DDL design are described in detail by Elliot. Kunni and
peinanent nature which can be accessed by several applica- Browne (978). They use special indicators in the source

cis %;a be slt:ed in global database. Itermediate results, pogrami code to identify the ODL and DML commands
trial aod error design process dais needed f er individual and to translate dthe usaDL a piecopile[ to FORTRAN
progfrsus are stored in prcal databases. Database network statements. These DDL and DkIL statements can be used
for .tioc.itoculet. requires decom.position of a database to operate on a hieratehical data structure. Special feares
into sub-databases. Juimaiie (1982) made a preliminary of DDL and DML in a relational database management
study on suitability of a ceutralized database. Tire concept system for inlteractive design are described by Shenoy and
of mssler file which acts as s directory to databases aid Painaik (1983). lit eigineering design environment, daias.-
problems associated wilht integration of dai in such data. base schema are cAmlintiously updated, deleted aid
bases are discussed by C(ekalinski and Zgurietkl 1982). muifled. By cossubining DDL and DML, indepemidence of
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compilation and database can be achieved. Lafue (1979) DELIGHT - Design Language with Interactive Graphics --

suggested merging DDL and DML which are traditionally and a Hippier Tomorrow
separate In database management systems. Thus, dynamic DATHAN - A Datailandling Program for Finite Element
data definition is an important requirement of engineering Analysis
database management systems. It is desirable to have a DDL EDIPAS - An Engineering Data Management SystemKi
and DML that support hierarchical, network and relational for CAD
models. In this regard, IPIP software (Johnson, Comfort FILES - Automated Engineering Data Management
and Shull, 1980) supports both network and relational data System
models. GIFTS - GIFTS Data Management System

GLIDE - GLIDE Language with Interactive Graphics
DATABASE INTEGRITY AND CONSISTENCY ICES - Integrated Civil Engineering System

Larger implications of integrated design databases are IPIP - Information Processor for IPAD

beginning to be understood. A large amount of information PHIDAS - A Database Management System for CAD

and an associated variety of data representations require REGENT - A Systen for CAD

automation of management of integrity and consistency of RIM - Relational information Management System

databases. In this regard the paper by Eastman (1978) gives SDMS - A Scientific Data Management System

some conceptual tools for organizing design systems and SPAR - SPAR Database Management System

implementing automatic integrity management. Lafue TORNADO - A DBMS for CAD/CAM System

(1978) addresses several issues related to semantic integrity XIO - A Fortran Direht Access Data Management

and consistency maintenance of design databases. It is System

shown that the hierarchical structure is suitable for dealing
with integrity maintenance of databases. A mechanism for DELIGHT. It stands for Design Language with interactive
effecting automatic integrity management based on validity Graphics and a Ilappier Tomorrow (Nye, 1981). In its
flogs is presented by Eastman and Fenves (1978). It is philosophy, the DELIGHT system is very close to the
important to note that database support must extend GLIDE system (Eastman and llenrion. 1980). DELIGHT is
considerably beyond providing passive I/O capabilities and an interactive programming language. It has a good exten-
must provide substantial assistance in integrity maintenance sion and debugging capability. It provides high-level graphic
at various design stages. The implementation of Integrity commands, a built-in editor and well-defined interface
management schemes have not yet been fully realized. routines. A single statement, procedure or part of an
Entity state transaction management proposed by Kutay algorithm can be tested without having to write and load/
and Eastman (1983) allows partial integrity management link a program. The system relies on virtual memory , ,. r,.
schemes and is applicable to large engineering problems. management of the operating system. It is difficult to use .

the system with large scale programs. Multiple users are not ',.,
NUMERICAL DATA MANAGEMENT allowed in the system.

DATHAN. It stands for Data Ilandling Program. It is -

The application of data management in numerical compute- written mainly for finite element analysis applications
tions is fairly new. Finite element analysis and design (Sreekanta Murthy and Arora, 1983). The program has
optimization procedures require a substantial amount of some basic in core buffer management scheme. It has the
matrix data processing. Data management systems require capability to store permanent and temporary data sets. ,
special facilities to deal with data of large matrices. Substructure files can be arranged quite easily with the 6
A recognition of this need is made by Diani (1982) and same data set names for different substructures. Both
a model is developed for numerical database arising in many integer and real data types can be handled. A drawback
scientific applications to keep track of large, sparse and of the system is that the user has to keep track of the __"

dense matrices. The paper presents a generalized facility location from which a new data set has to begin. The .,..

for providing data independence by relieving users of the system has FORTRAN data manipulation commands which
need for knowledge of physical data organization on the are simple to use.
secondary storage devices. Because of the limitation of core EDIPAS. It stands for Engineering Data Interactive Presenta-
storage and to reduce the input-output operations involved tion and Analysis System (tleerema and van Hedel, 1983).
in secondary storage technique, many investigations have It is a tool for data management, analysis, and presentation.
been conducted on the efficient use of primary memory. The data management part provides a utility to initialize
A detailed survey by Pooch and Nieder (1973)glives various a project database, input programs to load data from files ", 1
Indexing techniques that can be used in dealing with sparse into database under user controls, and a set of routines to P%

matrices. Darby.Dowman and Mitre (1983) describe extract data front and load data into database in a con-
a matrix storage schema in linear programming. Rajan and trolled way. EDIPAS allows users to name a database.
8hattl (1983) presented a memory management scheme for a data structure, and data entities. It allows the user to /,,.
finite element software. Sreekanta Murthy, Reddy and employ one or more hierarchical levels. The data is stored
Arora (1983) describe the database management concepts in entities called blocks. A data block allows matrices,
that are applicable to the design optimization field. single values and characteristic values as data elements.

A database administration support provides initialization of - /\
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS database, access of users, deletion of data structures, audit , ,.'".

database contents, and the back-up facility. The system

Several database management systems (DBMS) have been does not have a data redefinition facility. Improvements are
developed or are in the development stage. In the following being made to include a redefinition facility in order that .-
section. 15 systems are reviewed. The capability of these the data structures and their levels can be manipulated.

systems are emphasized and important features are tabu- Extension of an authorization provision from database level -
lated. to the level of data element is being incorporated.,..
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FILES. This is an automated engineering data management management program uses buffers to convert logical records
system (Lopez. 1974). It is extremely flexible with respect to physical records. An identifier is supplied by the pro.
to the definition of a database and methods of accessing it. granmmer which is a pointer giving the position on secondaryinformation storage and retrieval may be performed using storage of physical record. The programmer has a choice to
problem-oriented languages. Ilierarchical data structure is either store data using dyna.mic arrays or use the data
provided. For example matrix type of data encountered in management system depending on the amount and use of
finite element application can be organized using hierarchi, the data. A drawback of the system is that it uses a pre-
cal data structure. The first two levels in hierarchy may compiler ICETRAN to convert to the FORTRAN program
contain pointers to the third level containing actual matrix instead of directly to machine language. Physical stoiage of
data. The program al'.;ws dynamic memory allocation. Data data requires knowledge of address and pointers which the
transfer takes place between FORTRAN common block programmers have to give. Only three levels of hierarchy are
and database. FILES has a data definition language. The adopted and it is difficult to extend to many levels of hier-
System does not have data mapping language to specify arhy.
mapping of data items and arrays to an external device. The IPIP. This is a state.of-the-art database management system
data definition language (DDL) depends on the problem satisfying engineering requirements (Johnson, Comfort and
oriented language (POL). Therefore DDL cannot be used Shull, 19U). it otfers a number of capabilities ranging from
independently. The system requires a distinct data manage- support for multiple schemas and data models to support

iment compiler, for distributed processing, and data support for distributed
GIFTS. This is an interactive program for finite element processing, and data inventory management. An integrated
analysis (Kantel. McCabe and Spector, 1979). It is a collec- software architecture supports all user interfaces: program-
tion of modules in a program library. Individual inodules ming languages, interactive data manipulation and schema
run independently and communicate via the unified languages. IPIP supports a multiple-schema architecture
database. The database manager processes requests for of ANSI/SPARC database group. Three types of schemas -
opening a file, closing a file, storing data set in a file, and conceptual, external and internal schenmas are supported.
retrieving data set froim a file. The program has a memory IPIP schema and data manipulation languages exhibit a high
management scheme. Each data set Is stored In a separate degree of integrw'ion and compatibility. The logical schema
random access file. Pagiig is carried out within the working supports botl the network and relational data models, and,
storage. A unique set of four routines are associated with functionally, the hierarchical data model. The internal
a data set for opening aid initializing the working storage, schema of IPIP is written using the internal schema language
for reading a data set, for creating/modifying the data set, compiler. The internal schema language overlaps that of the
and for realizing the working storage. Drawbacks of the logical schema language to the greatest practical extent to
system are that every new data set created requires four minimize the amount of schema language with which the
new routines to be written. Each data set is associated with administrator must deal. IPIP software subcomponents
a separate common block, thereby increasing the number of consist of user interface, and data manager. The software
common blocks in the system. The data manager is applica- of user interface is made up of precompilers, a query
tio dependent and cannot be used as a stand alone system, processor anid compilers. Data manager software is made up
GLIDE. This is a context-free database management system of a scheduler, a imessage procedure interface processor,
(Eastman and Ilenrion, 1980). It is designed to provide a common semantic processor, a database control sub-
a high level facility for developing an individualized CAD system, a data manipulation subsystem, a record translator,
system. It can be viewed as a language. a database manage, a presentation service, an access module, a resource manager
ment system, and a geometric modelling system. It allows and stubs.
users to define new record types known as FORM that PIiIDAS. This is a data management system specially
consists of a set of attribute fields. It provides a primitive desigiied for handling a collection of structured data on
data type set to organize a database. It provides an excellent minicomipulers(Fischer, 1979). The architecture of PIIIDAS
geometric modelling system or a graphic system. The is in accordance with the ANSI-2 schema. It has an externaldrawback of GLIDE is that It does not allow multi- subscheina based on the network model of CODASYL and
diimensional arrays. an Internal schema for physical tuning particularly suited
ICES. Integrated Civil Engineering System is a computer for engineering database. The data description language is
system designed for solking civil engineering problems provided to describe schema and sub-schema. PIIIDAS also
(Roos, 1966). ICES consists of a series of subsystems each has a storage structure description language. Data manipula.
corresponding to an engineering discipline. It provides lion language is FORTRAN call statements to subroutines.
a Problem Oriented Language which can be used to write A drawback of the system is that it Is difficult to represent
subsystem progranms (e.g. coordinate geometry program, matrix type data.
stress analysis program). Command Definition Language is RIM. This stands for Relational Information Management
used by a pfogranmer to specify the structure and required System (Comfort and Erickson, 1978). RIM has the
processing for each subsystem command. A Data Definition capability to create a t .modify data element definition and
Language is used to specify the subsystem data structure. It relatiomships without co.epiling the schemas or reloading the
uses its own programmning language called ICETRAN database. It also provides the capability to define new types

IICES FORTRAN) and has a precomnpiler which translates of data for use in special applications such as graphics. RIM
ICESTRAN to FORTRAN statements. supports three types of data: real, integer and text. Data

A dynamic data structuring capability Is provided In definition and data manipulation languages are available to
the system which helps to organize dynamic arrays in the define or manipulate relations. The user has the capability
primary memory. The hierarchical data structure Is used for to project, intersect, join and subtract relations. RIM has
data modelling. Three hierarchical levels, equivalence class, good query language. RIM's modification commands permit
members and attributes, are provided. Data is stored on the user to update relation definition, change data values,
secondary storage using random access files. The data attribute names, delete tuples and delete the entire relation.
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Utility commands such as LOAD, and EXIT are provided to CAM application (Ulfsby. Steiner-and Oian. 1979). It is
load a new database and close an existing database. A draw- a CODASYL network system written in FORTRAN and is
back of RIM is that it does not allow a relation having very useful for handling complex data structures. It handles
a tow size more than 1024 computer words. The applica- variable object length and dynamic length records. The
tion oriented FORTRAN call statements do not have the system allows different data types - integer, real, character,
capability to define attributes, relations, rules, etc., required double precision, double integer, complex and logira. data.
in defining a schema. The system does not support manage- The system has easy to use data definition language and .-.
ment of a temporary database. Simultaneous operations on data manipulation language. TORNADO system is highly
a number of databases are not possible. portable. Data in the database can be accessed by name.
REGENT. This is a system for the support of computer- There is no restriction on data set types and allows many-
aided design (Leinemann and Schlechtendahl, 1976). The to-many relationships. Some drawbacks of the system ate
main goal of the development was to provide a so-called that the size of a data object defined by the system is
'system nucleus' in the sense of ICES. Improvement claimed limited by the largest integer value that can be represented
for the system is that it has a powerful base language PL/I in the computer, the size of the database is limited by the
instead of FORTRAN. Interactive use has been considered maximum size of a file. a multi-file version is not available
in system development. The database management of and the database cannot be used by multiple users at the
REGENT provides facilities to compress a database, copy same time. ,
data between databases, and to change name and size of XIO. This is a set of subroutines that provides a generalized'.-
data elements. The database of REGENT is not a database data management capability fbr FORTRAN programs using.,
in the usual sense. It is some sort of partitioned data set a direct access file (Ronald, 1978). The system allows
concept, built up using a tree structure of sequential files, arrays of integer, real double prfcision and character data -
but the internal structure of these files is known only to storage. Both random access and sequential access of data
those programs that use them. is provided. Variable length record I/O is allowed in the
SDMS. This is a database management system developed system. The bit map scheme is used to identify the unused
specifically to support scientific programming applications space for storage of data to minimize disk storage require-
(Massena. 1978). It consists of a data definition program to ments. The program allows a restart facility using saved
define the form of databases, and FORTRAN compatible files following completion of a partial execution or after
subroutines to create and access data within them. Database a program termination. The system at present is only imple-
contains one or more data sets. A data set has form of mented on IBM360 or DEC PDPI I computing systems.
a relation. Each column of a data set is defined to be either The system does not provide a data definition language.
a key or data element. The key must be a scalar. Data Nor does it provide either hierarchical or relational data
elements may be vectors or matrices. The element in each structures.
row of the relation forms an element set. Temporary Capabilities of various systems are summarized in the
database capability that vanishes at the end of a job is table.
provided. A scientific data definition language provides I,
a program-independent data structure. Both random and
sequential access of data set is possible. Data elements
include scalars, fixed and variable length vectors, fixed and SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
variable-size matrices. Data element types include text, real ,t.
and integer. A drawback of the system is that it does not A survey of database management in engineering is pre-
have a query language. Generalized database load/unload sented. Various topics starting from database management -
is not available. Double precision data type is not allowed, terminologies, requirements, data models, to advanced
The system is implemented only on Cyber series computers. research topics like integrity of database, transaction -i

SPAR. The computer program is a collection of processors management, database design methodology are covered.
that perform particular steps in finite element analysis Many research studies on engineering data management are ,.
procedure (Whetstone, 1977). The data generated by each derived from sttdies on business data management area.
processor is stored on a database compiler that resides on Therefore, they do not address many problems of engineer- ,.
an auxiliary storage device. Each processor has a working Ing database management. Several researchers are currently , ',
storage area th, contains the input and the computed data working on database management topics related to --'

from the processor. Allocation of spaces in the storage area computer-aided design. But, a majority of them are related
is a problem dependent and is dynamically allocated during to graphic applications. There is a great scope for further .

execution. Data transfer takes place directly between research in engineering database management.
a specified location on disk using a set of data handling Application of database management to finite element
utilities. SPAR database complex is composed of 26 data analysis and design optimization is fairly new. Many of the ,
libraries or data files. Libraries 1-20 are available for general general engineering database management concepts can he ., *Y
use. Libraries 21-26 are reserved for temporary and internal applied to data organization of analysis and design com- ".
use. The database manager uses a master directory to locate putations. Only a few researchers have worked on numerical
the table of contents which in turn is used to locate the database management. Many problems of data organizationdata sets in the database. Physically, the auxiliary storage is in engineering computing are still not solved. .d'v L

divided into sectors of fixed size and each read/write opera- Several database managements systems that are suitable ,.
lion begins at the beginning of a sector. Drawback of the for engineering data organization are reviewed. Their %
system is that it does not provide either a hierarchical or capabilities and limitations are described. Some of the
relational data structure. Excessive fragmentation may take database management systems are used in finite element ,.
place if the sector size does not happen to be an integral analysis and design optimization problems. There is a need
multiple of the data that is stored. for good database management systems that can deal with
TORNADO. This Is a DBMS system developed for CAD/ engineering computation, as well as graphic data.
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Tab/a I. Fe~atures ofarious datlabase nurnageinen systems for engineeing aplcain

A -Available If = Hierarchical N - Network It - Relational D =Data set
AS - Available but specialized F = I QRTRAN PL = P1.11 0 = Others

Matrix Simnulta-
Data data Geo- neous

dynamic Data AppU- Inlt- organi- metric access
hotEtra nenldata Data rnanigau- Memory cation active zation data to Multiple
HotEtra nenldefini- definition lation manage- init- capa- capa. capa- multiple user Temporary 9

No DBMS language moudel miodel lion language language anent face bility bility bility database facility database

I DELIGHT AS AS A A A A A
2 DATIIAN F D A A A A A AS A
3 EDWIAS It A A A A AS A
4 FILES F iI AS A AS A A A A%
5 GI FTS F D A A AS AS A
6 GLIDE AS AS A A A
7 ICLS 0 f. D AS AS AS AS '
a IMP Il. N.R A A A A A A A A A -

9 PIIIDAS F N A A A * A AS A
10 KIM F It A A A A A A A A
11 REGENT PL AS AS AS AS
12 SDNS F. R A A A A A A
13 SPAR F D A A AS A A A
14 TORNADO F N AS A A 1. A A
is XIO I.- A AS A
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Database management concepts in computer-aided
design optimization i
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engineering design optimization. Therefore, it is important 1"
This paper deals with database management con- to look at the role of data management in design, and to
cepts in computer-aided design optimization. study the applicability of various database management 0 ,%
Complex nature of engineering data and the need concepts in engineering design optimization. , .

to organize them are emphasized. Database manage- This paper examines various database management
ment concepts applicable to finite element analysis concepts available for design optimization. Even though
and design optimization are explained. Various most of the concepts are frequently used in business

aspects associated with the development of data database management, they are new to the engineering
models, such as conceptual, internal and external community. A number of terms are used in the paper for

models are discussed. Suitability of external describing these concepts. 6-8 Since many of the terms arederived from business applications, they do not bring out
models, like hierarchical. network and relational, clear definition when used in engineering context.8 -1
are discussed with reference to design optimization Therefore, they are explained with finite element analysis
requirements. Some techniques to organize data of and design optimization examples.
large matrices for efficient numerical computations Design and implementation of a good database for any -'
are given. Concepts of normalization of data, application needs a sophisticated DBMS. Without such a
global and local databases are described. Details system it is not possible to evaluate different designs for
of a suitable database management system are the database. Requirements of a ood DBMS for design
described in a separate paper. optimization must be formulated. Available methods for .database design and management can be evaluated in the

light of these requirements. Various data models applicable
INTRODUCTION for design optimization are described with examples. In a

separate paper, 2 database management system having many
of the desirable features for design optimization and other

In the design of complex structural and mechanical systems, oe irablfatures fo desrign o
the need for data management has increased considerably. engineering applications is described.
Sophisticated engineering design optimization methods, use
large amounts of data and require substantial computer NEED FOR DATABASE AND ITS MANAGEMENT ,
analysis. Also, these methods use finite element and other IN COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 0%_
numerical techniques during analysis. The volume of data
generated during analysis are used in design sensitivity and In optimal design of structural and mechanical systems, we
optimization phases. Data generated and used depends generally use nonlinear programming techniques.' 3 The . *..
directly on the number of iterations performed by the design objectives and constraints for the system are described ,

optimization algorithm. Designer needs to exercise control in a mathematical model. Design of a system is specified
over the data and the program to properly guide the iterative using a set of parameters called design variables. The design S
process towards acceptable designs. Significant improvement variables depend on the type of optimization problem. In
in design capability can be achieved with effective manage- design of aircraft components such as stiffened panels and
ment of data. A properly designed database and a database cylinders, the design variables are spacing of the stiffeners.
management system when used with interactive computer size and shape of stiffeners, and thickness of skin. In
graphics will be an invaluable tool for an engineer involved optimization the structural systems such as frames and .
in the design process, trusses of fixed configuration the sizes of the elements are ,

Data management systems in business applications such design variables. Thickness of plates, cross-sectional areas
as accounting, in'entory control and task scheduling, are of bars, moment of inertia represent sizes of the elements. .

quite sophisticated. However, due to the complex nature of If shape optimization is the objective, the design variables ,*.,,
engineering applications, growth of their data management may include parameters related to geometry of the system. . . *systems has been very slow. Although advancement in The constraints for the system are classified into the

coirmcuter-aided design (graphics) has led to the development performance and size constraints. The performance con-
of some database systems (DBMS) and concepts,5 not straints are on stresses, displacements, and local and overall ,
much has been done in development of a suitable DBMS for stability requirements in the static case; frequencies and b

displacements in the dynamic case; flutter velocity and
Accepted July 1985. Discussion closes June 1986. divergence in aeroelastic case, or a combination of these.
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The size constraints are the minimum and maximum value analysis. Once design sensitivity analysis has been completed,
of design variables. In nonlinear programming, the search a direction finding problem is defined and solved. Note that I
for the optimum design variable vector involves iterative the size of direction finding problem at each iteration
schemes. The design variable data at the nth iteration is depends on the number of active constraints. Therefore,
used to compute a direction vector and a step size along it. sizes of data sets change from iteration to iteration. Thus,,1W
The direction vector involves computation of gradients of the nature of data is quite dynamic. We should be able to
objective and constraint functions with respect to the dynamically create large data sets, manipulate them during
design variables. Data belonging to equivalent design the iteration, and delete some of them at the end of iteration.
variables are grouped there by reducing the size of design Useful trend information from each iteration must be saved
variable vector. for processing in later iterations. Note that a row of the

In most problems of structural and mechanical system history matrix (such as design variable values) is generated

design, behaviour of the system can be defined using state at each iteration. However, to use the trend information for
variables, e.g., stresses, displacements, and other response a quantity (e.g., a design variable), we need to look at its
variables. In such a case, state space formulation is frequently value at the previous iterations. This implies that we should
employed.13 Design sensitivity coefficients In terms of look at a column of the history matrix. Therefore, we
matrix equation are determined in state space formulation, should be able to create data in one form and view it
Adjoint equations are used to define a set of variables that another. Thus, we must have an intelligent and sophisti.
provide design sensitivity information. Symmetric mnatrix cated DBMS. Data must be organized, saved in a database,
equations can be used to advantage thereby rcducing the and properly managed for design optimization.
data storage requirments.

Finitc element and other numerical methods are used for DATABASE MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS FOR DESIGN
analysis of structural and mechanical systems. Finite DATA MAN
element method uses data such as element number, nodal O IZ O
connectivity, element stiffness matrix, element mass matrix, The problem is how to organize data in a database, what
element load matrix, assembled stiffness, mass and load kind of information is to be stored, what kind of database
matrices, displacement vectors, cigenvalues, cigenvectors, management system is suitable, and how data is manipulated
buckling modes, decomposed stiffness ,natrix, and the and used. In this regard, sophisticated techniques are'.

, stress matrix. In general, data used itt finite elecent and available in business data management area to deal with
other numerical analysis procedures is quite large. Symmetry complex data organization problems. The techniques used %
of stiffness and mass matrices is taken into account so that in existing finite element programs, however, are primitive
data storage requirement is reduced. Hypermatrix or other and difficult to use. Therefore, a study of database manage-
special schemes are generally used in dealing with large ment concepts is made to understand various methods
matrix equations. available for data organization and to implement them for

For design of large structures, efficient design sensitivity structural design applications. The concepts are explained
* .analysis is particularly critical. For such structures, sub- here with reference to finite element analysis and design ,

structuring concept can be effectively integrated into optimization examples. They are, however, suitable for
structural analysis, design sensitivity analysis, and optimal other engineering and scientific applications."
design procedures.' s In this concept, one deals with small
order matrices as the data can be organized substructure. Definition of 'arious terminologies
wise. The degrees of freedom call be classified into boundary A number of terminologies and definitions are given
degrees of freedom and interior degrees of freedom. Data to facilitate descriptions in subsequent sections. More
for the stiffness matrices corresponding to these degrees of discussions can be found in refs. 6-1I.
freedom can be separately stored. Data of constraint

, functions corresponding to internal and boundary degrees Database. A database is defined as a collection of inter-
of freedom are used in determining design sensitivity related data stored together without harmful or unnecessary
calculations. Adjoint matrix data is stored for cach sub- redundancy to serve multiple applications. The data stored
structure. so that they are independent of programs which use them.

Many real world problems will have features that are not A common and controlled approach is used in new data
explicitly contained in general optimal design formulation, and in modifying and retrieving existing data within the
Problems with peculiar features need to be treated by database. The data is structured so as to provide a founda-

* making minor alterations in the general algorithm. Inter- tion for future application development. One system is
active conputation and graphics can be profitably employed said to contain a collection of databases if they are entirely .

A in design optimization. At a particular iteration, the designer separate in structure. 7

can study the data of design variables, constraints which are
active, performance of the system, cost function, admissible Logical data structure. Data in a particular problem ,.

' direction of travel, sensitivity coefficients, etc. He can make consists of a set of elementary items of data. An item
judgement regarding suitability of a particular algorithm, usually consists of single element such as integer, real and
change of system parameters, and redefine convergence character or a set of such items. The possible ways in which ",
parameters to achieve optimal design. Interactive graphics the data items are structured define different logical data

* requires additional data for display of system model, results, . structures. '-
and graphs, F

Thus, for design optimizationi, data generated during Model. The logical structure of data.
analysis must be saved ini the database. This data is used
for formulation of constraints. Constraints are checked for
violation. Design scmsitivity aialysis of violated constraints S&hema. The coded form of logical data structure is
is carried out using imost of tie data generated duming called sclna.
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Entity. An entity may be 'anything having reality and EL TDO " NODE I --
distinctness of being in fact or in thought . EL-NAME--J NODE29 i*..

AREA NODE30
Entity set. An entity set is a collection of entities of the ELMTI

same type that exist at a particular instant, e.g., set of
finite elements (ELEMENTS) and set of nodes (NODES). Figure 1. Functional dependencies

Property. Property is a named characteristic of an 1
entity, e.g., element name, and element material type.
Properties allow one to identify, characterize, classify and
relate entities. N

Property value. It is an occurrence of a property of an i UNTO
entity, e.g., 'element name' has property value BEAM.

Domain. A domain is the set of eligible values for a
property. Figure 2. Full functional dependency

Element name = (BEAM, TRUSS .... )
Element material type = (STEEL, ALUMINIUM... )J

Length = x x>Oandx 100"

Attributes. Columns of a two-dimensional table are
referred to as attributes. An attribute represents use of a
domain within a relation. Attribute names are distinct from
those of the underlying domains; e.g., R.B

Domains: NODES= i i>Oandi<n
DOFS= j j>Oandj<m

Attributes: NODEI - First node of an element derived R.C
from domain NODES

DOFI - First d.o.f. derived from domain
DOFS Figure 3. Transitive dependence

Relation: ELEMENT (E#, NODEI, NODE2)
Attributes NODEI, NODE2 are derived from ally dependent on another collection of attributes B of R if
the domain NODES. A is functionally dependent on the whole of B but not on

any subset of B. This is written as R.B. -* R.A. In the Fig. 2,Entity key. Entity key is an attribute having different for example, ELMT# in the relation CONNECTION of a
values for each occurring entity and provides unique triangular finite element is fully functionally dependent on
identification of a tuple. An entity represents a compound concentrated attributes NODEI#, NODE2#, and NODE3#
key if it corresponds to a group of attributes. It is also because three nodes combined together define an element.
called candidate key. NODEI #, NODE2#, or NODE3# alone does not identify

Functional dependence. An attribute A is functionally ELMT.

dependent on the attribute B of a relation R if at every Transitive dependence. Suppose A, B and C are three W0
occurrence of a B-value is associated with no more than distinct attributes or attribute collections of a relation R.
one A-value. This is denoted as R.B. -- R.A. As an example, Suppose the following dependencies aloways hold: C is >,' ,
consider the relation: ELEMENT (ELMT#, EL-NAME, functionally dependent on B and B is functionally depend- .,:

AREA). EL-NAME is functionally dependent on ELMT#. ent on A. Then C is functionally dependent on A. If the •
AREA is functionally dependent on ELMT#. ELMT# is inverse mapping is nonsimple (i.e., if A is not functionally
not functionally dependent on EL-NAME, because more dependent on B or B is not functionally dependent on C).
than one element could have the same name. Similarly, then C is said to be transitively dependent on A (refer to
ELMT#is not functionally dependent on AREA. Fig. 3). This is written as

An attribute can be functionally dependent on a group
of attributes rather than one attribute. For example, R.A. -'R.B,R.B. -R.A,R.B. -R.C
consider the relation for a triangular finite element: Then, we can deduce that .

CONNECTION (NODE I #, NODE2#, NODE3#, E LMT# R.A. - R. C, R. C R.A
Here ELMT# is functionally dependent on three nodes For ex
NODEI#, NODE2#, and NODE3#. Given any one of a e n r et
NODE#, NODE2#, or NODE3# it is not possible to EL-DISP(ELMT#, EL-TYPE, DOFINODE) "'. ".identify ELMT#. These functional dependencies are shown HeM"EL Ein Fill. 1. Here ELMT# - EL-TYPE %.e

EL-TYPE - ELMT#

Full functional dependency. An attribute or a collection EL-TYPE - DOF/NODE,
of attributes A of a relation R is said to be fully function. DOF/NODE * ELMT#
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Therefore ELMT#-* DOF/NODE (transitively models - viz, hierarchical, network and relational. These
dependent) data models are described in the following subsections with

reference to finite element analysis and design optimization

VIEWS OF DATA AND DATA MODELS data.

A database can be viewed at various levels depending on Data set approach. User organizes the data using uniquely
the context. External view represents the data as seen by named data sets.' 5 Data sets are grouped to form a data
the interactive terminal users and application programmers. library. How the contents of the data sets are managed is
Conceptual view deals with inherent nature of data occurring completely up to the application programs. Since most of
in the real world information and represents a global view the engineering data are highly unstructured, the data set
of the data. The data organization describing the physical offers a simple solution to describe the user's view of the
layout is dealt at the internal level. At this level, one is data. This type of organization is quite simple, flexible and
concerned with efficiency and storage details. There is one easy to use by application programmers. Further improve-
more level of data organization below the internal level ment in this type of organization can be done by defining
where the actual storage of data on a particular computer ordered data sets. For example, row, column or submatrix
system becomes the main consideration. But, this aspect is order may be used to deal with matrix data. The data
a specialist's job and has no general guidelines. Therefore, libraries formed by this approach may be classified according
it is not discussed here. Three levels of data - external, to project or their usage. For example, data of substructures
conceptual and internal are used to describe various views in finite element analysis may be grouped substructure-wise,
of data and are explained in the next three sections. These each in a separate library. This type of data modelling,
levels of data organization were suggested by ANSI/SPARC however, has high redundancy. Also, it is not suitable for
(Standard Planning and Requirements Committee). It is interactive use.
gaining wide acceptance in designing a database.

Traditionally users define the data in a database in terms Hierarchical model. Data is organized at various levels
of data sets. Other common approaches are through data using a simple tree structure. A tree is composed of hierarchy

of elements called nodes. A detailed description of hicrarchi-
cal model can be found in Date.' Hierarchical structure
appears to fit data of many design problems.'6 - 1 To

illustrate an application of a hierarchical model, consider
STRUCTURE a structure idealied by finite elements. Data pertaining to

complete structure may be placed at root level. Finite
elements data, node number data and material data can be
placed at the next level. Such a model is shown in Fig. 4.
An example of hierarchical model for hyperinatrix data is
shown in Fig. S. Depending on the size of hypermatrix, it

NODES E-LEENT'S HTER ., can be divided into number of submatrices and arranged at
various hierarchical levels. In design optimization applica-
tions, the concept of design variable is fundamental to the

Figure 4. Hierarchical model forflnite element analysis development of a hierarchical model. Organizing design

Structure

4.

internal Boundary] It/Boundary Internal Boundary
Stiffness Stiffness Stiffness Load Load

Submatrix Submatrix Submatrix Submatrix Submatrix

Figure 5. Hierarchical model for hypermatrix representation 6e
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PROJECT

PART NO.

DESCYC DES MAT

Design Cyl Material No. ,

DESGRP MAT PRO

Design Variable Design Group Design Variable E G CL
# Link # Shape

DESDAT

Length Height Width Thickness

Figure 6. A hierarchical model for design variable data

variable data using a hierarchical model is described as can form data model with items such as elements and
follows. Figure 6 shows various levels of data in the hier- nodes. Disadvantages of the model are in its complexity and
archical model. Root level in the model represents project the associated data definition language.
name, followed by part number In the immediately next
lower level. Part number has two dependent nodes having Relational model. A data model formed using relations .,- "&':

design cycle DESCYC and material number DESMAT is known as relation model.6 - 8 A relational data model is
data. At the fourth level DESGRP data consisting of constructed from a tabular representation of the data.
design variable number, design group link, and design Figure 7 shows a relational model. The rows of the table
variable shape data are indicated. Material properties data are referred to as tuples. The columns are referred to as , ,S.
MATPRO is also set up at the same level. Lower most attributes. The relational model provides an easy way to
level consists of detailed design data. We can see from the represent data. The relational operations such as JOIN, ,
above examples that hierarchical model fits naturally with INTERSECT and PROJECT can be used to form new,
the usual subdivision of design data. relations. This model can provide easy access to data for

the user. Also, tabular structure of the model provides a eOF
Network model. A collection of arbitrarily connected convenient way of representing engineering data that are

logical relations is called a network. A data model defined generally in this form. j
by such a network is called the network model. It is more Relational model is quite appropriate for design optimi-
general than the hierarchical model as it allows many-to- zation applications, since retrieval of data requires smaller - -
many relations. For example, in finite element analysis we preconceived paths. Applications generally require a com-
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CORD Coke of data model. It is seen tIat various types or

data models described in previous paragraphs could be used
for design optimization applications. It is not possible to
expect effective use of any one model in all situations.

However, from practical considerations, we have to choose VNODE X Y Z one data mnodel for implementation purposes. Choice ran Z'
be made on the merits of a data model to organize design

and analysis data.
A hierarchical data model is suitable where the data to

be organized occurs in a truely hierarchical fashion. The
model, however, requires complex manoeuvres through
a chain of pointers to access a particular data. Aso, it has
a fixed structure and offers little flexibility to change for I
alternate structures. Another drawback of the hierarchical
model is the complexity of database design requiring
tedious process of establishing links between data. If new
kinds of data are to be added or new information must be
generated from a database, it is necessary to add new links.
Generally, this process requires redesigning the entire
database. Network data models have similar problems,
although addition of new item is much easier compared to

Fiture 7. Relationalmodel the hierarchical data model.
Relational data model provides maximum flexibility of

all the three data models. Moreover, relational data model
Is easier to understand. Users find it natural and familiar toplete set of related items simultaneously. Retrieving parts" 1

of information is not useful. In such a case the relational
"'' model which is set oriented provides a suitable way to %

organize the design data.%oo SQUARE RO 2 I 0 0 ,0-1 0
Numerical model. Most of the computations in design SQUAoE ' 2 2 100

optimization involve operations on matrices like matrix
addition, multiplications, solution of simultaneous equations,
and eigenvalue calculations. The data models presented
earlier are not tailored to handle matrix data effectively.
It is necessary to provide a user-friendly facility for defining
such numerical data and manipulating a numerical data- - - - -\--
base.19' l2 It is possible to provide such a facility by defining (a) - , ,-- -
a new data model called numerical model. This numerical
model is basically a variation of hierarchical data model
having two levels of data representation. At the first level
information pertaining to type and size of data is placed. I 0 S-BAND ROW 20 5 0- 1  0 I
The second level contains the actual numerical data. This
model is shown in Fig. 8. A matrix is referenced through a" "i

NX user defined NAME or NUMBER. Various levels of sub-
matrix organization can be defined through parameter -
called LEVEL. TYPI Indicates the type of matrix: square, 4"
lower triangular, upper triangular, banded symmetric,
banded nonsymmetric, diagonal, etc. ORDER indicates .
user's view of matrix storage; e.g., rows, columns or sub- N
matrices. For storage or retrieval of matrix data, the unit (b) -. .

of transaction will be in terms of ORDER; i.e., row, column "
or full matrix. Dimension of matrix is represented by the
number of ROWS or COLUMNS. PRECISION parameter TI 0 U-TRI ROW 15 1 10-10
specify the tolerance required while performing floating [,0.
point operations. NULL parameter specifies if matrix is null / i
or not. By checking this parameter unnecessary operations
on null matrices can be eliminated, thereby saving consider-
able storage and execution time. .p

Examples of numerical model are shown in Fig. 8. Sub-
matrix organization for level I is shown in Fig. 8a. The
matrix information for level 0 can be described in the (c)
same way as shown for level I. Symmetric banded matrix %

organization is shown in Fig. 8b. Note that rows or columns Figure 8. Examples of numerical data model (a) A square
are of variable size. Fig. 8c shows an upper triangular matrix matrix; (b) a symmetric banded matrix. (c) an upper tri-
represented in the model, angular matrix
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organize data in tables. A major advantage of the model is of many complicated design optimization procedures
the ease with which database can be changed. As the design where identification of entities, relations, etc., is not clear.
evolves new attributes and relations can be added, and Moreover, new design optimization methods continuously
existing ones deleted easily. The model is more appropriate evolve, leading to change in conceptual models and thereby
for design applications, since data storage and retrieval uses imposing constraints on existing models. But it is important
a less preconceived path. It is possible to support a simple to examine the suitability of available tools and techniques
query structure using this model, for conceptualization before they can be totally rejected.

Thus, it is seen that the relational data model is appro-
priate for design and analysis applications. The relational Internal model
data model alone, however, does not provide the capability Logical organization of data to be stored on physical
to organize large matrix data. A numerical model which is storage media is described by an internal model. It is
basically a variation of the hierarchical model appears to basically organization of elementary relations or parts of
be quite effective in representing matrix data structures. In them and storing them as a unit to reduce number of
any general design situation, coexistence of these data accesses. One approach to define an internal model is by
modelling facilities is desirable. means of relations and use of normalization6',7 criteria to

obtain relations consistent with the conceptual model. Such
A conceptual data model a collection of relations reduces redundancy, eliminates

Conceptual model describes the structure of all types of undesired anomalies in storage operations, and ensures ,.l
data that need to be stored in a database. It represents real database integrity. So far intuitive approaches have guided
world data independent of any computer constraints and the design of an internal model for many existing finite
therefore provides a theoretical basis for organizing data of element packages. With the availability of new tools for
finite element analysis and design optimization problems. designing an internal model a more rigorous and logical
A logical approach for conceptualization of data is through approach can be used to design a database. .
information collection and analysis of data.' Conceptual Relational and numerical data modelling concepts are
model can be derived either by first forming global views appropriate to design an internal model for finite element
and then deriving local views, or by aggregating local views analysis and optimization data. Collection of relations and
to form a global view. The first approach involves entity matrices can be interpreted as sets, records and data items.
identification, relation formation, and name assignment. Such sets are stored together and accessed as a unit. Details
The other approach is based on combining segregated of how the data items are connected to form a record, set
views of usages and information contents of individual and finally physical blocks are part of the physical data
perspectives, structure. The task of physical data structure is to produce

Information collection is through identification of an access path for transferring logical data to physical -
entities based on their properties. To illustrate how this space. Stored data mapping description encodes the access
may be done in design optimization, consider the entity path to corresponding storage structure. This mapping
PLATE. The entity has properties of two side dimensions, provides flexibility for tuning the physical structure inde-
thickness, and material constant E. The associated property pendent of the logical structure to achieve varying degree of
values are, say, 100, 50, 0.5, and 107, respectively. These efficiency and physical data independence.
property values belong to a certain domain, for example, ,. "a
domain of property 'dimension' is x 0 < x < 200 . Entity External model
sets are formed by considering entities so identified. Attri. One of the important requirements of a database is to
butes are associated from entity sets to domain. Finally, provide facility for data retrieval by different application
unique names are assigned to the entities and attributes programs depending on their needs. Different application
so formulated. programs can have different views ofa database.To illustrate

Various complexities are involved in entity identification this consider the needs of two finite element analysis
in design optimization area. Design specifications ofa system programs. Let one finite element analysis program use
are expressed quantitatively in terms of a mathematical skyline approach to assemble and solve system equations. , . ,
model using design variables. They are dependent on the Another program using hypermatrix approach to perform %
type of optimization problem. For example, in optimization similar task needs to use the same database. Basically, the -'
of trusses of fixed configuration, sizes of members become two application programs using some common data such as
design variables. If shape optimization is the objective, geometry, material and other finite element idealization
design variables consist of parameters related to geometry data should be able to derive them through an existing .' ,
of the system. Therefore, one cannot arbitrarily form an database. This aspect of catering to the needs of different
entity set 'Design Variable'. Further, in identification of application is possible through an external model.
entities, time must be modelled appropriately. Data structure as seen by an application program or

Analysis of information about conceptual objects - interactive user is called an external data model. Data
entities, attributes and relations - leads to the formation of retrieved from actual physical storage in the database
a conceptual model which replaces the real world informa- undergoes transformation till it reaches the user. Trans.
tion. It requires determination of functional dependencies formation involves rearrangement of data from internal level
of various kinds.' 7 But it is difficult to clearly identify all to external level into a form acceptable to the application
possible dependencies in the design data. Moreover, these program.
dependencies could change from time to time. Finally, Some constraints have to be observed while designing an
transformation of list of conceptual objects into irreducible external model. Constraints arise while rearranging data "
units called elementary relations gives a conceptual model from internal data structure to an external data structure.
representing all relevant data. An important constraint is that internal data structure must

Assumption that all design data can be conceptualized be consistent with the conceptual data structure. Any
into a model may not hold good. This is particularly true retrieval and storage operation specified on the external
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model must be correctly transformed into corresponding As an example, Fig. 9 shows the relation CONN betweenoperations on the Internal model and at the same time data four attributes ELMT#, E-NAME, NODES# and DOF/
must be consistent with the conceptual data model. Also NODE with domains DI, D2, D3 and D4 . The relation is
design of the external model must fit the database manage- first shown not in the I NF and then in the I NF.nhent system capability.

Second normal form (2NF). A relation is in second
normal form if and only if it is in I NF and every non-key

Normalization of data attribute is fully functionally dependent on each candidate
It was seen in the previous sections that data items are key.

grouped together to form associations. An Issue of concern Let us see if the relation CONN of Fig. 9 in the I NF is
here, is how to decide what data items have to be grouped also In the 2NF. Consider a non-key attribute E-NAME:
together? In particular, using a relational model, determining ELMT#, NODES# - E-NAME
what relations are needed and what their attributes should
be? As database is changed, older views of data must be ELMT#- E-NAME
preserved so as to avoid having to rewrite the programs NODE# 1 E-NAME
using the data. However, certain changes in data associations
could force modification of programs, and could be Therefore, ELMT#, NODES# * E-NAME, i.e., E-NAME
extremely disruptive. If grouping of data items and keys is Is not fully functionally dependent on (ELMT#, NODES#).
well thought of originally, such disruptions are less likely to Similarly for the non-kcy attribute DOF/NODE:
occur. ELMT#, NODES# - DOF/NODE

Normalization theory , 
6.

7
. provides certain guidelines to

organize data items together to form relations. The theory ELMT# - DOF/NODE
is built around the concept of normal forms. A relation is NODE# 4o DOF/NODE
said to be in a particular normal form if it satisfies a certain
specified set of constraints. Three normal fornis - I st, 2nd Therefore, ELMT#, NODES# 4* DOF/NODE. Since neither
and 3rd - are described below. E-NAME nor DOF/NODE is full), functionally dependent

on candidate key (ELMT#, NODES#), the relation CONN
First normal form (INF). A relation is said to be in the is not in 2NF.

first normal form if and only if it satisfies the constraint of Conversion of the relation CONN to 2NF consist of
having atomic values, replacing CONN by two of its projections (refer to Fig. 10):

Domain D Domain 02 Domain 03 Domain D4

ELKTI I BEAM NODE I NOIo
NODE 02 per node

ELN112 TRUSS NODEJ13 1 6 1S
NODE94 3

ELMTI3 PLATE NODE#5 2

I V'

Key Key Key Key

CONN ELMT E-NAWE NODES i DOF/NODE ELNTI E-NAME NODES I DOF/NODE

1 BEA 1 I BEAM 1 6a I BEAM 2 6 1 BEAM 2 6TRUSS 2 TRUSS 3 32 2RTRUSS5 2 TRUSS 5 3
3T PATE T 3 PLATE 2 2

3 3 PLATE 3 2
4 3 PLATE 4 2
5 3 PLATE 5 2 1

Not In IF In INF .
Figure 9. First normal form for a relation CONN
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NAM-DOF .- CONN (ELMT#, E-NAME, NODES#, EN
DOFINODE)

ELMT-NODE ~- CONN (ELMT#, E-NAME, NODES#,
DOFINODE)

Relation ELMT-NODE does not violate 2NF because its
attributes are all keys. ' ,

Third normal form (3NF). A relation is in the third
normal form if it is in second normal form and its every E-NAME
non-prime attribute is non-transitively dependent on each
candidate key of the relation.I

For example, consider the relation NAM-DOF (Fig. 10)
to see if it is in third normal form. It still suffers from a
lack of mutual independence among its non-key attributes.
The dependency of DOF/NODE on ELMT#, though it is
functional, is transitive (via E-NAME). Each ELMT# value DOUNODE
determines an E-NAME value and in turn determines the
DOF/NODE value. This relation is reduced further into
relations NAME and DOF. These relations (Fig. II) are in
the third normal form.

Global and local databases DOF E-NAHE DOF/NODE
Computer-aided design of complex structural systems _,_

uses several application programs during the design process.
Many of these programs require common information such
as geometry of the structure, finite element idealization BEAM 6
details, material properties, loading conditions, structural TRUSS 2
stiffness, mass and load distributions, and responses resulting
from the analysis runs. Also, it is common that data generated PLATE 2
by one program is required for processing in subsequent !..
programs in certain predetermined pattern. These data do
not include transitory information such as intermediate "
results generated during an analysis run. The transitory
information is highly unstructured and its usage pattern NAME ELMTI E-NAME I

1 BEAM
NAM-DOF ELMT E-NAlE DOF/NODE 2 TRUSS I

3 PLATE
1 BEAM 6 Figure 1. Third normal form for relation NAM-DOF
2 TRUSS 3
3 PLATE 2

is known only to applications that use them. Generally, .'.,
the transitory information is deleted a* 'he end of a run.
Therefore, there is a need for systematic grouping of the

ELMT-NOOE ELNTO NOOE# data.
A network of databases offers a systematic approach to

support data of multiple applications.2,'2 A network of
databases consists of a global database connected to a

1I number of local databases through program data interface.
1 2 Application programs which use them may be thought of
2 3 as links connecting the databases. A global database contains

2 5 common information required for all applications whereas
a local database contains only application dependent :, 9',

transitory data. Data in global database is highly structured ,,N
3 3 and integrity of the database is maintained carefully. Data
3 4 in a local database, however, is extremely flexible and
3 5 integrity is not of importance.

The network of databases offers considerable aid in the
structural design process. Any changes made to the data in

FigurelO. Second normal orm for relation CON global database is immediately available for use in other
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applications of the system. Any new application program 2 Isc Ar . W. E. PIIIDAS - A database management system for t

can be added to share the common data. The data views CAD/CAM software, Camputer-Aied Design 1979, 11 (3).

in global databases are clear to all applications and anty 3 Comfort, D. L. and Erickson, W, J. RIM - A prototype for a -

modified views can be easily incorporated to suit a new relational information management system, NASA Conference
application. Local databases are dependent on application Publications 2053, 1978
programs and are highly efficient in data transfer operations 4 Fulton, R. E. and Voigt, S. J. Computer-aided design and corn-
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analysis application. They are closely tied to the finite
The paper describes features, system design and element analysis program and it is difficult to modify b,'

implementation of a database management system and extend them for design applications. On the other hand
called MIDAS. The system has capability to information management systems like RIM were found
organize data of both relational and numerical quite useful in integrating general engineering analysis
models, and meets several important requirements programs, but their applicability to finite element analysis ..

- a good data model, ability to organize large and design optimization is limited. Thus, a need of a good o.
matrix data, handle various data types, simplified data (information) management system (DBMS) which can
data definition and data manipulation languages, deal with organization of both design and analysis data
dynamic data definition, multiple database organiza- exists.
tion, speed of data access, and provision for With various requirements (discussed in the next section)
temporary databases. Tabular and matrix form of in view, a database management system called MIDAS wasdesigned. It was decided to use an existing package as much
data generated and used in design and analysis of as possible. RIM is the most advanced system available for %
system can be conveniently organized. Details of scientific database management. It supports relational data
various commands of the database management model facility. So, it was decided to see if the system can , %
system MIDAS are presented. be extended to satisfy the requirements stated above. It

was found difficult to extend RIM to have multiple data- 0a-'
bases, to organize large matrices, and to be efficient in

INTRODUCTION handling large data sets and large memory. It essentially
meant rewriting the memory management, and data defini-

Management of information has become an extremely tion and manipulation parts. So, it was decided to use RIM " .
important task in computer-aided design and analysis as is but add new data definiton and data manipulation ,,
of engineering systems. Organization of large volume of subroutines that could be called from a FORTRAN applica-
design information is a complex task and requires careful tion program. This subsystem is called MIDAS/R which
considerations. Complexity in organizing information stands for MIDAS-Relational Data Management System.
arises due to several reasons. First, the scientific methods of A second subsystem called MIDAS/N was designed .
information management are still in their infancy in the which stands for MIDAS-Numerical Data Management
engineering field when compared to sophisticated methods System. MIDAS/N supports numerical data model facility.
used in business applications. Secondly, the nature and use This subsystem can handle multiple databases, small and , %io
of engineering design information is different from business large matrices, and small and large memory environment. ',. %
information. Thirdl,, design information processing needs This paper is intended to discuss the requirements of a
to consider efficiency aspects, as data is stored and retrieved DBMS, language facilities, system design and commands S
a large number of times during execution of application available in MIDAS. This will show the features required -
programs. Since, a major part of design and analysis work in a DBMS for engineering applications.
is management of information, significant improvement in
designer and application program efficiency can be achieved
through better ways of managing such information. REQUIREMENTS OF A DBMS

Several systems for management of information are It is important to lay down requirements of a good DBMS I"
available for engineerin applications. Systems such as before discussing various features of MIDAS. Requirements 9
FILES,' GIFTS, RIM, SDMS,4 SPAR,s PHIDAS' and of a DBMS for design optimization oriented applications
TORNADO' have been used in some engineering applica- differ considerably from requirements of business DBMS. .-
tions. They have been developed with varying degree of They even differ from those for the computer-aided design -
sophistication and have a variety of capabilities. A study (graphics) DBMS. For more discussion on the differences "' •'
was made to find out the capabilities and usefulness of between business and engineering application DBMS, refs. 9
existing data management systems for design and analysis and 10 can be consulted. Before the requirements for a ,,' I-applications. It was found' that use of such systems is good DBMS are stated, types of DBMS are defined.
limited to special applications for which they were Context-free DBMS: Such a system is designed to workdeveloped. In particular, information programs such as as a stand-alone package. The application program executes
FILES, GIFTS, and SPAR were used for finite element under the control of DBMS, i.e. DBMS acts as the main pro- ,

gram. Thus data manager must be modified or extended ~~
Accepted July 1985. Discusuion dloses September 1986. when a new application is introduced.
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Application-oMented DBMS: Such systems are designed should identify the types of data subdivisions, assign a
for a particular application. Their data definition, data unique name to data types, specify the sequence of occur.
manipulation and query languages use syntax of the appli, rence, specify the keys, assign length of data items, specify .
cation. It is either not possible to use the DBMS for other the dimension of a matrix and specify the passwords for
applications or it requires extensive modifications, database security. In building a data definiton language for 'I

Applicatnon-independent DBMS: Such a system is design optimization foUowing points must be considered.
designed based on the concept of a library of subroutines, First, data definition must be compatible with FORTRAN
and is not tied to any particular application. Any applica- as a host language. Since data definition is continuously
tion software can call standard subroutines from the DBMS redefined in an application program, DDL must have j
libary to define, manipulate, and query its database. feature to define data dynamically. Also provision for

Current trends in database management are toward query of schema must be provided. I
designing a DBMS that meets certain standard requirements
such as data independence, flexibility in data modeling, and Data Manipulation Language (DML)
device independence. Apart from these, some additional Data manipulation language consists of FORTRAN
requirements must be met by DBMS for engineering design callable subroutines for storing, retrieving and modifying
applications: data in the database. These commands should be simple as

they are frequently used in an application program. Data a
I . As FORTRAN is the host language for majority of manipulation language commands include utility, schema

the engineering applications, it is necessary to pro- information, create, and add commands. Utility commands
vide application interface with DBMS through stan- are used for opening and closing a database, and printing
dard FORTRAN statements. error messages. Data manipulation commands' main opera.~~2. Data model provided in DBMS must be easy to t

understand and apply for design application pro- tions are to get data from a database and store data into the

anmers and users. Data model must be flexible to database. Schema commands are useful in verifying data defi-

suit the requirements of different applications. Rela. nition in situations where they are continuously changing.

tatlonal and numerical data models are desirable."
3. Since the system will be used for design optimiza- Memory management

tion in multidisciplinary environment, it must be an Efficient use of primary computer memory, is possible
application-independent DBMS. through judicious allocation of available space. Memory r

4. Des gn data consists of arrays and matrices to a large management scheme dynamically controls the allocation
extent. Often matrix data are in the form of banded, of available memory space. The memory is organized into
submatrix, and triangular. A suitable data model, pages and page sizes are assigned. The size of a page is set-_
therefore, required to organize matrix data. multiple of a physical record. The performance is better

5. DBMS should be able to deal with various data with larger page size. However, the space may be wasted
types such as characters, short integers, long inte- if there are too many partially full pages. Small page size
gets, single precision, double precision, and complex leads to increased page replacement activity and main-
numbers. tenance of large size page table. Variable length pages

6. Speed of storage and retrieval is one of the most require more programming tasl,. Memory management
important requirements of a DBMS in design scheme should keep track of the pages in the memory.
optimization. Short access time will considerably Paging scheme may adopt some kind of page replacement
reduce the total execution time in an iterative algorithm, for e.g. 'Least Recently Used (LRU)' algorithm.
nature of design process. In LRU algorithm, a page counter is maintained for each

7. Simple to use data definition and data manipulation page. When the page is to be replaced, the page with the
languages are required. Applications often define highest counter value becomes the candidate. Page replace-
data dynamically. For example, size of various ment is done when no free pages are available. Page not
matrices, length of data, etc., are not known at modified may be overwritten, instead of replacement. ,
compilation time. They are also modified frequently, Memory management scheme should be developed such , .,
It is necessary to privide data definition capability that the user has some control over the size of the pages. ,%
to cater to these special needs. This feature helps in determining the appropriate page

8. DBMS should provide additional capability to organ. size while operating on large order matrices in design
ize the available pdmay memory. A suitable memory optimization problems. Fragmentation of large matrices
management schene should be incorporated, in pages can be avoided by using page size in multiples of

9. A good query language is required for interactive matrix size. Matrix operations such as addition, multiplica-
design application. Query language should be tion and transpose by row representation can have page
general to cove. all applications, size in terms of number of rows of the matrix. The algo-

10. Provision for manegin a temporary database will rithms that solve large order simultaneous equations by r-

considerably help designers in evaluating trial submatrix approach require at least a few submatrices to .
designs and transfering the acceptable final design be present simultaneously in the memory. In such a case,
to a permanent database. Temporary databases allocation of one submatrix per page induces fewer page-
will also be needed in iterative design optimliza- faults. This leads to reduction in I/O activity of iterative
tion process. Thus, DBMS must be able to handle algorithms and brings down the execution time. :Kjj
multiple databases simultaneously.

Dat Definitdon Lwqwuq(DDL) Query language allows the user to interrogate and update

Data definition language is a means to describe data a database. Even though design optimization algorithms are

types and logical relations among them. This definition automated, it is necessary to provide flexibility and control
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to the user for modification in actual design process. This tion, attributes and matrices can be renamed. Redefinition r',. da
control is useful to execute decisions which either cannot of a matrix storage order is possible. For example, a matrix
be automated or are based on designer's intuition and stored in a row order can be redefined to a column order.
judgement. Requirements of a query language include data Also, data types in a matrix can be redeftned.
independence, simplicity, nonprocedurality, extendability Dynamic data definition facility is one of the important
and completeness. Query commands must be general and features of MIDAS. This means that DDL has the facility
not limited to any special problem. The syntax of query to define relations and matrices during run time. Dynamic V
should be simple enough to be understood by a non- data definition is essential to many application programs, .V-7
programming user. Some typical queries are FIND, LIST, since it is not always possible to define relations and their
SELECT, PLOT, CHANGE, ADD, DELETE, RENAME, attributes till a certain amount of problem related data is
OPEN and CLOSE. Query of large order matrices requires processed. Dynamic data definiton of MIDAS also enables
special conditional clauses so that data may be displayed addition of new relations, attributes, matrices during the
in parts. Formatted display of data is essential while dealing course of execution of design and analysis programs. A
with floating point numbers. typical DDL syntax in Backus-Naur Form (BNF) for

In design optimization, a convenient query language is defining relation and matrix data is given in Fig. 1. A
essential. Using the query commands, the applications detailed list is given in ref. 13.
programmer can formulate his design optimization problem. Data manipulation language of MIDAS offers capability-,
Cost and constraint functions can be defined by querying to store, retrieve, modify and delete data in a database.
the database. Active set of constraints and their values can Both relation and matrix data can be manipulated. Data.
be obtained using appropriate commands. Use of query base name and relation or matrix name are used as a
language has been recently demonstrated in structural basic set of arguments in data manipulation commands.
design optimization. 2 This particular query language uses The DML has facility to store or retrieve data of a rela- ,
the syntax of structural design problems. Using the query tion in two different ways depending on the convenience
language, stress and displacement constraints are formulated of the user. One way is to store data of a relation in a ,
and checked for violation. For general design environment, sequential order of row numbers and retrieve them using
we need a much more general and flexible query language, row numbers. A second way is to store data in a relation

without any reference to row numbers. New data created
at a later stage are added at the end of existing data in a

LANGUAGE FEATURES OF MIDAS relation. Retrieval of data is possible in the same order in ,
One of the important considerations in the development of which it was stored. Also, data of selected attributes of a
MIDAS is the language. It is developed to provide simple to relation can be stored and retrieved. The DML also has the
use data definiton language (DDL) and data manipulation capability to copy data of a relation from one database to
language (DML) for both application programmers and another.
interactive users of the database. 3 These commands do not MIDAS data manipulation language can be used to
contain any reference to the storage structure of the data- manipulate data of large matrices. Matrices can be stored in
base. Since application programmers use FORTRAN as the row, column or submatrix order and can be retrieved in any -

host language, the data definition and manipulation facili- of these orders. For example, a matrix stored in a row order -
ties are provided through FORTRAN subroutine call can be retrieved in a column order. This facility is useful in
statements (commands). These commands interface the matrix operations such as transpose and multiplication. The
application program and MIDAS. An interactive database
user can define and manipulate MIDAS database using
query language.

MIDAS data definition language for application inter. 4.-,,,. 0,,,.,tte sa.,maw:; desed Pr•w VALW .

face consists of those declarative constructs of FORTRAN (,66tab fItt,, Am, P.,.) ..?. %

needed to declare database objects: variables, arrays, ..... , , aelti.. Ptr., .a P , t-:: ,. mat,.. . -

FORTRAN data types, and extensions to FORTRAN to ""..."

support objects not handled by FORTRAN. An extension 'Attr't* a-.

to FORTRAN needed to define relations and matrices is Attrt.t. "",. --
provided through CALL statements. Arguments of sub- ctttr t.,,.

routine call statements, for example, are used to specify A Itt-tt . stes
database name, relation name, attribute name and size, tttht. ,
etc. MIDAS data definition language ,Jows data types - dat,.. io,.,,,.. ., I
long integer, short integer, real, do. ale precision and .tru,) ftf, tl State.t,.:: •104 Procedur 1WN, :.character. ( ft.l Go.,,.,i.. Aroe h, ')

Large matrices can be defined using DDL of MIDAS. ,ftt. m A,,, -,1,:: - .... . -
Matrix types such as square, rectangular upper triangular, at.
lower trangular, and hypermatrices can be defined. A
matrix can contain data of integer, real or double precision C i-, alm o .f,,..t.

data types. Matrix data definition requires specification of . , . .1
matrix type, data type, number of rows and columns, num. [altC~mImllial,t.. . .,.

ber of rows and columns of a submatrix, and storage order d"i "l "f at"'"

such as row, column or submatrix order. Several matrices c"- %its of ""i-|

can be defined in a database which are organized at a num- "t '" "n'" "a " i."..

bet of hierarchical levels. .tr,.....l.. c.."
MIDAS data definition capability has the facility to Figure 1. Typical data definition syntax for relation and d

modify and delete existing data definitions. Database, rela. mntrix definition %V
OL
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,.,t,,, b,.,.*I , *,..,,N, • f,,..q ,. . is stored in a fde for processing. Command processing
'b..,. ,-, ,..., Pw ..,) routines are used to verify syntax of the relation and

4§14.4 , t w ,... ,- * ,. . attribute definition. Later, these data definitions are corn-
dwift.m ,... piled and stored in the first file of the database.
(.. , Modification of the application interface commands are

W.. W,., . made to simplify the data storage, retrieval and modifica-
coo, tion of data. The original set of conventional data manipula.

, .f.t. Own. tion commands in RIM were found to be tedious to use in
, ."t. ,., wt applications such as finite element analysis programs. This

t,,,. ~tg.... s.e... ,.,.': • ,. -.. ~was because, even for a simple retrieval of data at least two
.. ,, or three DML calls had to be made. In the MIDAS/R pro-

, . , W..,.. .,w. gram, such storage and retrieval of data are made generally
. .. using one call statement.

I.t f, , .,W.. MIDAS/R data manipulation commands use relation and
• -,,.... database names for data manipulation operations, whereas

S,., . - ,,, in RIM, users are required to assign integer numbers to refer
lc ... , ., , to predefined relations of a database that are to be manipu.
• , , lated. The use of database and relation names in data

Figure 2. Typical data manipulation syntax for retreval manipulation commands reduces programming errors on
of relation and matrix the part of users which otherwise may cause reference to a

wrong relation. Also, by specifying database and relation
names, user is allowed to refer to a relation in another data.

DML also has commands to copy a matrix from one data- base, directly, without using commands for opening and %
base to another, to compress a database, to open and close closing of database files. Arguments of data manipulation
databases. A typical DML syntax in BNF to retrieve data of commands of MIDAS/R for storage, retrieval and modifica-
a relation is given in Fig. 2. A mow; detailed list is given in tion have provisions for specification of row number of a
ref. 13. relation. The routines for storage and retrieval internally

MIDAS uses query language of the RIM program. The use the row numbers to transfer users data to specified
query language can be used to interactively define and locations in a relation. This provision of row number speci-
manipulate relations in a database. The general syntax of fication in the argument has facilitated in simplifying
the query command is application program logic.

(command) (expression clause) (conditional clause)

A detailed description of these commands is given in RIM MIDAS/N design features

users guide ? The second subsystem MIDASIN is specially developed
for organizing matrix data. The system is programmed in

SYSTEM DESIGN FORTRAN77. It has data definition and data manipulation
subroutines to define large matrix data and to manipulate

% Database management system - MIDAS consists of two them. Rectangular, square, upper triangular, lower triangular
subsystems MIDAS/R and MIDAS/N. The subsystems and hypermatrices can be defined in a database.
are capable of organizing data of relatational and numerical MIDAS/N has the capability to create a number of data-
models respectively. MIDAS/R is based on modification bases. They can be temporary or permanent. An importantI"
and extension of subroutines of RIM.' The other subsystem feature is that these databases can be assessed simul-
is specially developed to organize matrix data. The next taneously. A database can store data of a number of
few paragraphs summarize the important design features of matrices of different type, such as character, short integer,
both MIDAS/R and MIDAS/N subsystems, long integer, real or double precision real. Each data set

has several access models such as row order, column order
or submatrix order. Any part of a data set can be accessed

MIDAS/R design fetuas just by one call statement. Dimensions, order, and data
Database structure of MIDAS/R is the same as the RIM type of a data set can be redefined dynamically. The size

database. Each databasm consists of three riles. The first of a database and a matrix is unlimited, but depends only
file stores relation and attribute names and their details, on the availability of disk space. Databases of MIDAS/N
The second file contain the actual data. The third file can be organized at a number of hierarchical levels and A
contains pointers to keyed attributes. The program is can be accessed using a path name as shown in Fig. 3. e..

written in FORTRAN77. It consists of a number of In MIDAS/N, the available memory (called the buffer) issubroutines having well-defined functions Functions of divided into pages. Data set is also divided into pages of the

these subroutines can be generally clasfied into (I) com- same size when it is defined or transferred into the memory
mand processors, (iU) input-output processor, (ill) file buffer. MIDAS/N handles all access requests and trans-
definition and initialization routines, (iv) memory manage- actions against data sets. Each transaction is in terms of
ment routines, (v) addressing and seatching routines, (vi) pages. Once part of a data set is requested, some pages must
conditional clause and rule processing routines, and (vii) be assigned to it. When there is no free page, some page
security routines, must be freed. Page replacement strategy decides the page

Extensions to RIM program are made to include dynamic to be freed. MIDAS/N chooses the 'least recently used' page
data definition facility. The command processng routines for replacement. For handlingl trasactions, information %

were changed to incorporate this facility. Any new definition about data sets and page usage must be kept and managed.
of a relation or an attribute during execution of a program Information about data sets and pag usage must be kept

%
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(v) InputlOutput System (/0 System). This part con-
Level I tains a few subroutines to perform disk I/O. '- .

(iv) Physical data. Information tables and data are on the

DATAASE DAABAS C ATABSE Levl 2 physical disk.
Three information tables used by APIPS and MMS are: W
(A) APMPS information table (database information

DATABASE E DATABASE F Laval 3 table). This contains information about currently opened
databases. The information of each database includes its

Level name, status, access type, logical unit number, modification P ;#
DAAAE xLevel , index, and the names and addresses of its data sets. This

table is used by APIPS only.

Path to database F A >C >F (B) Common information table (data set information
Figure 3. Hierarchical t f dat e otable). This contains data set information of several

Figure 3. Hierarchical leel of database organization recently used data sets. Data set information includes data
set dimensions, submatrix dimensions, data type, data
model, storage order, starting address, total number of "..
words, and left pointer of a double link. This table is -,

and managed. Information about data sets is stored in shared by APIPS and MMS.
the 'data set information' table. Information about page (C) MMS information table (Memory Buffer information
usage is stored in the 'memory buffer information' table, table). This contains information about each page in

Some important considerations in designing MIDAS/N memory buffer and usage status of the pages. Page informa.
are: tion includes logical page number and modification index.

Usage status includes free pages, the least recently used
(i) The system should efficiently utilize large as well page, and each data set connected pages. It is used by MMS

as small memory buffer. only.
(ii) It should efficiently handle large and small data MIDAS/N is also in the form of a library of subroutines.

sets.a the se
)Thsestem suApplication programs can call these subroutines to perform -(iii) The system should give flexibility to the user to terqie ucin.We h plcto rga od

stor th daa i on for an reriee i in the required functions. When the application program loadsstore the data in one form and retrieve it in it, only the referenced subroutines are loaded. MIDAS/N
another form. has a number of user interface routines. More functions will
applications shoudl be available, be added and the library will grow in the future. Design of 3

be the system is such that the application program loads
(v) Duplication in overhead information should be only a small part of MIDAS/N. This part includes a few

avoided. 
.T

(vi) The system should be efficiently used in personal
computer as well as its larger host. 2" .

(vii) The system should be application independent. "

The system is organized into several distinct segments as £,IctI P-w-

shown in Fig. 4. Each segment can be modified or extended
without effecting others. Each block is briefly explained in
the following. (II Apleeacaltt..-t

(i) Application Program Interface (API). This represents ,,
the interface between application program and the data- .
base management system. This part is designed so that it
does not change in the future, as any change would require Inefc pmta al
changes in the application programs. It can be, however, , st,

extended to add more capabilities. ,."-,

(i) Application Program Interface Processing System
(APIPS). This is actually the processing part of the appli- (vi em.
cation program interface. Its job is to process caller's r.b. SWeg (i) Fsy AmgesetAP l I IS1 Ilterftce

requests for validity and correctness. Once this is done, %, ,
it transfers the request to a sequence of calls to the memory
management system.

(iii) Memory Management Interface (MMI). This is the .
connection between application program interface pro. ,
cessing system and memory management system. Since any
modification in this part will cause modification in APIPS
and Memory Management System, it should be designed
with care so that it does not need frequent modifications. Systm

(iv) Memory Management System (MMS). The job of the
Memory Management System is to transfer data between
the user buffer and memory buffer, calculate required logi- ,) f,,s,,t 1_-]

cal pages, and call 1/0 system to read-in and update logical
pages or information records. Figure 4. System Organization d/
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IN ELM -A vector of row size of attributes
~tI5JELM - A vector of column size of attribute

KEY -A vector of key attribute indicator

AttestA relation can be defined using this routine. A row and
A 9 N Ccolumn intersection in a relation table can contain either a
A S Csingle data item, a vector or a matrix. Details of data type

bta nsetm ~and layout of data in a typical relation are given in Figs. 6
Fiuea hsclsopsrcw and 7 respectively.

Data Set Definition: CALL RDSDFN (NAME, DSNAME,Figue .. Pysial sorae srucureDTYPE, IELM, JELM, IERR)

DSNAME - Name of the data set
called APIPS routines and ail the routines of MMtS and i/0 DTYPE = Data type (see Fig. 6)

subystms.IELM - Row size of attribute (see Fig. 6)
In MIDAS/N, dimensions of the memory buffer and JELM ou Column size of an attribute (see Fig. 6)

overhead information records are defined by parameters.
We allthee sstm pramter. CaningthesysemA data set is defined as; a collection of data belonging to

parameters does not influence the organization of the data-' same data type such as single data item, vector, or matrix.
base. This means that a database created by one application In some sense, data set is a relation having only one attni-
program can be used in others without matching their bute. Name of data set has to be unique in a database.
system parameters. With this property, each module of a
modularized system can load MIDAS/N with the system
parameters which are chosen for its efficiency. For
example, the preprocessor of finite element programs can ___________________________

rWchoose smaller page size with more number of pages, since brocIptlen IT" JuN J"A
eN, this module has a lot of small data sets. For the equation

solving module, it is better to choose larger page size and Illpr oo I I

less number of pages because the module uses a fewer 11114
large data sets. This property is also important for a DBMS Double procole no I I l

to communicate data between a personal computer (or a Int.We wteter aIC a I%

minicomputer) and its larger host. The reason is the available NMI ,.te K
memory buffer for DBMS in a personal computer is much Doubl prcsoovc
smaller than that in the host. tnse ',1'i

IMPLEMENTATION OF MIDAS Dobl Pegelsm otrin wr a a

C ~In the following paragraphs data definiton and data am I$o B u j" It 0 - eU tbo *ot to of -orab* Isop
manipulation routines (commands) of both MIDAS/R and
MIDAS/N are given to show their capabilities. Also, matrix Figure 6. Data type and size of a relation

- ~operation routines developed for use in anaysis and design
of system are given.

Dat definiton .ovti. of MIDAS/R bt A I"*lat IV [Vic~t C for~t

%Database initfialistion: CALL RDDINT *,

This routine initiaizes MIDASIR and must be used *

before using any other routines of the system. "

Database definition: CALL RDDDFN (NAME, STAT, 0Aa..

NAME) - Noisof the datbass *''

STAT - Persmma or temporary status of the .

databm
La.IERR so Error Code

A unique database can be defined using this routine.
.1'.,,A tempolrary database is deleted when it Is closed.

Reei' Definition CALL RELDFN (NAME. RNAME,
NCOL, CHAME, CTYPE, IELN, JELM, KEY, [ERR)

RNAME - Relation name 10" InN *trb a I. Ja 4

NCOL - Number of attribute columns "tweuts ISLISu 1: A
CNAME - A vector of attribute niames MttmbmtC IW . .W"N.

N.NCTYPE - Avector of atribute type FiaSare7. Layou of datein a tpical relation IQ
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Data Set Redefinition: CALL RDRDFN (NAME, DSNAME, OLDNAM = Old name of the relation
DTYPE, IELM, JELM, IERR) NEWNAM = New mane of the relation

This routine redefines a data set using new data type,
and new attribute size. Old data set definition and its Rename an attribute: CALL RRNATT (NAME, DSNAME,
data is lost. OLDATT, NEWATT, IERR)

Data definition ending: CALL RDSEND (IERR) OLDATT = Old attribute name
After database, relations and data sets have been NEWATT = New attribute name

defined, data definition process is ended by calling this Copy a relation: CALL RDSCPY (NAMEI, NAME2, I '
routine. During execution of this call statement, the data DSNAMI, DSNAM2, IERR)
definition is verified and compiled internally. NAMEI = Name of the database containing data

Data manipulation routines of MIDAS/R NAME2 = Name of the database where data has to
Data manipulation routines open, close, store, retrieve, be copied

modify, and delete data, rename a relation or a data set, DSNAMI = Relation name containing data
rename an attribute and copy data sets in a database. DSNAM2 = Relation name where data has to be copied

Open a database: CALL RDBOPN (NAME, STAT, IERR) Using this routine, data from one relation can be copied
A database closed earlier can be opened using this to another relation. Both the database and relation must

routine. It must be opened before any operation is per- have been defined before copying the data.
formed.

Condition specification for retrieval of data: CALL
Close a database: CALL RDBEND (IERR) RDSRUL (NUM, ATNAM, COND, VALUE, BOOL, lEER)

A database is closed using this routine. It transfers the
memory buffer data into the database and closes the files. NUM = Number of conditions

ATNAM = A vector of attribute names
Store data in a relation: CALL RDSPUT (NAME, DS- COND = A vector of logical operator (EQ. GT, LT)
NAME, KROW, UBUF, IERR) VALUE = A vector of attribute values

KROW = Row number BOOL = A vector of Boolean operator (AND, OR) ..e
UBUF = User buffer containing data IERR = Error code -

Data can be stored into a relation from application As mentioned for RDSGET routine, data values satisfying 'Sf"' .-
program work area (user buffer) with this routine. Data is certain conditions can be retrieved. The conditions are
transferred from user buffer to the specified row of a specified using RDSRUL. This routine must be executed ,
relation. If more rows have to be stored, a FORTRAN DO before calling RDSGET. A maximum of ten conditions
loop over the row number in the application program will can be specified at a time. The following example illustrates
transfer all the required rows. More details of the routine use of the routine. Condition on a relaxation X:
are given in the user's manual." Attribute A'GT. 15.3 'AND Attribute B" LT- 20.1

Retrieve data from a relation: CALL RDSGET (NAME, Use NUM = 2; ATNAM(I) = 'A'; ATNAM(2) = 'B'
DSNAME, KROW, UBUF, IERR) N

Data can be retrieved from a relation into a user buffer COND() = 'GT'; COND(2) = 'LT';
using this routine. Requested row is transferred from the VALUE(I) = 15.3;VALUE(2)= 20.1;
relation to user buffer. FORTRAN DO loop over the row BOOL(1) = 'AND'
number is necessary if more than one row has to be retrieved. Interactive commands .
Data can be retrieved in the same order as it was stored by MIDAS/R provides interactive support for creating,
initializing row number as zero. Data of a relation satisfying updating, modifying, and deleting a database. Interactive ".'
certain condition (for example, attributes having certain commands are general and can be used in any application. "'"
values) can be retrieved into user buffer. User specifies the The system provides terminal prompts for the users to
condition on data values that must be satisfied for retrieval respond with appropriate commands. The interactive
by using RDSRUL routine (explained later). The details for session starts with a display of MENU and requests the A
variouswaysof data retrievalis givenin the user's manual.' user to choose one of the five options: CREATE, UPDATE,
Modify data in a relation: CALL RDSMOD (NAME, QUERY, COMMAND and EXIT. The interactive session
DSNAME, DROW, UBUF, IERR) ends with an EXIT command. The detailed commands for

Once a database is loaded using RDSPUT, it can be each of these options are entered at appropriate instant. .Y,\
modified by calling RDSMOD. This routine modifies a row For details of interactive commands, refer to RIM user's ,,.!N
of the relation. RDSGET routine must be called before manual.3

calling this subroutine. The row of the relation is retrieved Data definition subroutines of MIDAS/N
into user buffer. The row or its part is modified and stored Data definition subroutines of MIDAS/N can be used , , j
back. to define databases and matrices. These are FORTRAN %, y',
Delete rows of a relation: CALL RRWDEL (NAME, call statements and can be directly interfaced with an
DSNAME,fKROW, IERR) dapplication program.

Rows of a relation can be deleted using this routine. Database definition: CALL NDBDFN (NAME, THNAM,'
This is useful in elimination unwanted values in a relation. TYPE, STAT, IERR) W

Delete a relation: CALL RDSDEL (NAME, DSNAME, PTHNAM - Path name in database hierarchy
IERR) TYPE = Random or sequential access file type
Rename a relation: CALL RDRNAM (NAME, OLDNAM, This routine can be used to define a database. Path
NEWNAM, IERR) name specifies the hierarchy of databases that are stored
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in a computer system file directly organized at various UBUF - User buffer (array name)
levels. [ROW = Row dimension of the user buffer
Renaming a database: CALL NDBRNM (OLDBN, NEWBN, ICOL - Column dimension of the user buffer
PTHNAM, IERR) This routine stores a matrix data from user buffer into a

OLDBN - Old database name database. Full or part of a matrix can be stored and its size
NEWBN - New database name specified using NSTR and NEND. Row or column storage

order can be used for a matrix whose order is defined asMatrix definition: CALL NDSDFN (NAME, DSNAME, row-wise, column-wise or submatrix-wise in data definition.
ISUB, JSUB, ORDER, NROW, NCOL, DTYPE, IERR) Submatrix storage order can only be used for a matrix

DSNAME = Data set (Matrix) name defined as submatrix.
ISUB - Row dimension of a submatrix if present
JSUB -Column dimension of a submatrix if Retrieve a matrix: CALL NDSGET (NAME, DSNAME,

present NSTR, NEND, ISTR, ORDER, UBUF, IROW, ICOL,
ORDER - Order of data storage (explained below) IERR)
NROW - Row size of the matrix A matrix can be retrieved into a user buffer from a
NCOL - Column size of the matrix database using this routine. Full or part of a matrix can
DTYPE = Data type of data elements in matrix be retrieved.

A matrix (data set) can be defined by calling this routine. Retrieve a matrix in row order: CALL NDGETR (NAME,
Order of the matrix refers to the data storage order which DSNAME, NSTR, NEND, ISTR, UBUFF, IROW. ICOL,
can be row-wise, column-wise, or submatrix-wise. In case of IERR)a triangular matrix, order is either row-wise or column-wise. Retrieve a matrix in column order: CALL NDGETC

If submatrices are used, then size of a submatrix should be (NAME, DSNAME, NSTR, NEND, ISTR, UBUFF, IROW,
given. ICOL, IERR)
Matrix redefinition: CALL NDSRDF (NAME, DSNAME, Retrieve a matrix in submatrix order: CALL NDGETM
ISUB, JSUB, ORDER, NROW, NCOL, DTYPE, IERR) (NAME, DSNAME, NSTR, NEND, ISTR, UBUF, IROW,

* This routine redefines a matrix in a different storage ICOL, IERR)
order. A matrix which is in either row, column or sub- Matrix must have been defined in submatrix order
matrix order can b redefined to any other order (row, during data definition.

10N. column, submatrix). An upper triangular matrix can be
redefined as either row or column order. Similarly a lower Store a matrix in row order: CALL NDPUTR (NAME,
triangular matrix can be redefined as either row or column DSNAME, NSTR, NEND, ISTR, UBUF, IROW, ICOL,
order. Data types can be redefined as integer, real and IERR)
double precision (except characters). Store a matrix in column order'. CALL NDPUTC (NAME,
Matrix renaming CALL NDSRNM (NAME, OLDNAM, DSNAME, NSTR, NEND, ISTR, UBUF, IROW, ICOL,
NEWNAM, IERR) IERR)

OLDNAM - Old name of a matrix Store a matrix in submatrx order: CALL NDPUTM
NEWNAM - New name of a matrix (NAME, DSNAME, NSTR, NEND, ISTR, UBUF, IROW,

Data manipultion routines of MIDAS/N ICOL, IERR) j-

Data manipulation routines of MIDAS/N cn be used to Matrix should have been defined in submatrix order.
open, close, delete and compress a database, store, retrieve, Copy a nmtr: CALL NDSCOPY (NAMEI, DSNAME,
delete and copy a matrix. NAME2, IERR)
Open a database: CALL NDBOPN (NAME, PTHNAM, NAMEl - Name of the database containing matrix .

IERR) data
Close a dambase: CALL NDBEND (NAME, IERR) NAME2 - Name of the database into which matrix

Any modifications to data in the memory buffer are has to be copied
transferred to the database before closing it This routine copies a matrix from one database to

- Delete a database: CALL NDBDEL (NAME, PTHNAM, another database.
IERR) Delete a matrix: CALL NDSDEL (NAME, DSNAME,
Compres a damtbaw. CALL NDDCMP (NAME, IERR) IERR)

Compresses a database. Empty spaces crested due to
deletion or redefinition of matrices ar rnoved by moving Matrix Ope tioes Utilities
data in a database. Thi command helps in efficient utiliza- re
tion of disk spie. MIDAS/N has several routines to carry out operations

on matrices stored in the database. These include matrix
Store a menix: CALL NDSPUT (NAME, DSNAME, NSTR, addition, scaling and multiplication routines. Algorithms
NEND, iSTR, ORDER, UBUF, IROW, ICOL, IERR) for these utilities am developed to utilize the storge order

NSTR - Starting row, column or submatrix number of the data sets; I.e., if a matrix is stored in the row order
for storing data in the database, an algorithm is developed to use it in that

NEND - Ending row, column or submatrix number order. This is done to minimize the disk I/O and thus per-for storing data form the operations efficiently. The current routines in the
ISTR - Starting element number of each row or system are listed in the following. More routines will be

column added u need arises.
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Multiply general matrices: CALL NMTPYx (NAME I, Decompose a Symmetric Banded Matrix by Chaolesky 's
DSNAME, NAME2, DSNAME2, NAME3, DSNAME3, Method. 

4I
IERR) CALL NMBNDI (NAMEI, DSNAMEI, NEQ, MBND,

NMTpYl: Computes AB = C IER)I
NMTPY2: Computes ABT = C Performs Backward and Forwd Substitutions to
NMTPY3: Computes A TB =C Solve Decomposed System of Linear Banded Equations.
NMTPY4: Computes ATBT =C CALL NMBND2 (NAMEI, DSNAME1, NAME2,

Add matrices: CALL NMADDx (NAME I, DSNAME I DSNAME2, NEQ, MBND, [ER)

NAME2, DSNAME2, NAME3, DSNAME3, [ERR) Solve System of Linear Banded Equations by Chiolesky 's
NMDI optsA+ B= C Method.I

NMADD2: Computes A + BT _ C CALL NMBAND3 (NAMEI, DSNAMEI, NAME2,
NMADD3: Computes AT + B = C DSNAME2, NEQ, MeND, IER)
NMADD4: Computes AT + BT _ C Decompose a General Full Matrix. *-

Subtract matrices: CALL NI4SUBx (NAMEI, DSNAME I, CALL NMGSLI (NAMEI1,DSNAME1, NEQ, ER) V
NAME2, DSNAME2, NAME3, DSNAME3, IERR) Perform Backward and Forward Substitutions to Solve%

NMSUBI; Computes A - B = C a Decomposed General System of Equations.
NMSUB2: Computes A - BT C CALL NMGSL2 (NAME 1, DSNAMEI, NAME2, V

NMSUB3: Computes AT- B = C DSNAME2, NEQ, IER)
NMSUB4: Computes AT - BT = C Solve System of Linear Equations. N6

Scale of matrix: CALL NMSCLx (NAMEI, DSNAME1, CALL NMGSL3 (NAME!, DSNAMEI, NAME2,
NAME2, DSNAME2, SCALE, [ERR) DSNAME2, NEQ, [ER)

NMSCLI: Computes A*SCALE = C Decompose a Full Symmetric Matrix by Modified L
NMSCL2: Computes AT -SCALE = C Cholesky's Method.

Transpose of a matrix: CALL NMTRPZ (NAME1, DS- CALL NMSYM I (NAME 1, DSNAME 1, NEQ, IER)
NAME!1, NAME2, DSNAME2, IERR) Perform Backward and Forward Substitution to Solve

Comute AT= Ca Decomposed Symmetric System of Linea Equations.
CoptsACALL NMSYM2 (NAME!, DSNAMEI, NAME2, ,,.

Multiply a matrix by a diagonal matrix: CALL NMTDGx DSNAME2, NEQ, [ER)
(NAME!, DSNAMEI, NAME2, DSNAME2, ARRAY, Solve a Full Symmetric System of Linear Equations by
IERR) the Modified Cholesky 's Method

NMTDGI: Computes ARRAY*A = C CALL NMSYM3 (NAMEI, DSNAMEI, NAME2,
NMTDG2: Computes ARRAY*AT DSNAME2, NEQ, IER)
NMTDG3:. Computes A*ARRAY = Cli
NMTDG4: Computes A *ARRAY = C ' ?

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Rearrange rows/columns of a matrix: CALL NMSRTx
(NAME!, DSNAMEI, NAME2, DSNAME2, ARRAY, A database management system MIDAS has been imple-
IERR) mented. The system supports relational and numerical

NMSRTl: Rearranges rows according to the order data models which are essential for organizing design and
speifedinARAYanalysis data. User-friendly data definition and data
speifedinARAYmanipulation commands help in improving efficiency of 'r,

NMSRT2: Rearranges columns according to the order apiton rgamesnddesigners. Dynamic data % -.

speifedinARAYdefinition enables definition of relations and matrices %
during runtime. Multiple database capability is useful for

Equation solvers and matuix decomposition rotie design of systems. MIDAS appears to satisfy the require-
MIDAS/N has several routines to decompose and solve ments of a database management system for design and

a liearsysem f eqatins.Thecoeficint atrx my ~ analysis of systems. Design of a database for structural
storedean sylnem or bqain.ed ofor.eIt ma ri also befl analysis and optimization is in progress. The database will l Imtrix. In thekllwnteeruines obaddfr.Imare alste Oherl be implemented with MIDAS so that it can be evaluated
equation solvers and eigenvalue extractors will be added along with the DBMS.
at the later date. b
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Data Base Design Methodology for Strctural Analysis and Design Optimization

T. Sreekanta Murthy and J.S. Arora
Optimal Design Laboratory. College of Engineering. The University of Iowa. Iowa City. IA 52242

Abstract. A methodolog to design data bases for finite element tract intermediate data generated by the programs
analysis and structural design optimization is described. The for structural optimization use. Out-of-core data or-
methodology considers three views of data organization-con- ganization in the programs were based on intuition.
ceptual. internal, and external. Tabular and matrix forms of data
are included. The relational data model is used in the data base since few scientific data base design techniques for
design. Entity, relation, and attributes are considered to form a large engineering programs were available at the
conceptual view of data. First. second, and third normal forms of time the programs were developed. Third, the de-
data are suggested to design an internal model. Several aspects signer needs control over the program and data to
such as processing, iterative needs, multiple views of data. effi- obtain optimum design of structures. Finally, a
ciency of storage and access time. and transitive data are consid- good data base will enable addition of new optimiza-
ered in the methodology. goo daabs ilenbeadto o e piia
ered_________he___ethodology,_____ tion and other programs without extensive modifi- ., ,

cation of the data base or programs.
In this paper a methodology to design data ba-

1 Introduction ses for finite element analysis and structural design
optimization applications is presented. The method- ,.

Data base design topic has recently caught attention ology aims to replace the intuitive design of data
among many engineering data base management en- bases by a systematic method. Also, the methodol- , N-
thusiasts. Designing a good data base is extremely ogy provides a basis for integrating several applica- ...
important for successful implementation of finite el- tion programs through a common data base.
ement analysis and structural design optimization
methods in a computer-based environment. Coin- c",.
plexity of analysis and design data imposes severe 2 Background
constraint to design a good data base. Intuitive
methods are still being used as no systematic ap- Advocates of engineering data base management
proach is available to design data bases of large and software have realized that their system will not be
complex structural design software. In view of the of much use to organize data without a well-de-
computer-aided design of structural systems, a signed data base. This situation has drawn the at- - .

good data base design methodology is very much tention of some investigators to find possible ways -
needed.Seeveral rof designing a data base. The paper by Koriba I I %Several reasons exist for emphasizing a system- describes several approaches followed in business .4'+

atic methodology to design a data base. First, the descies severalAapproachesiollowedAinabusines
iterative nature of structural optimization process tions. Most commonly known approaches are
together with a large amount of computation make ANSI/SPARC, CODASYL, relational hierarchi-
data organization a complex task, Second, the well- cal, and network. Among them, the ANSI/SPARC
known finite element programs like NASTRAN, approach, which recognizes three levels of data ,
ANSYS. ADINA. and GIFTS have no centralized views (conceptual, internal, and external), provides
data base organization. Thus it becomes extremely a generalized framework and basis for a good data
difficult and cumbersome for general users to ex- base design. ,,=-

Hierarchical approach has been tried by Lopez
Reprint reqd'tiv J.S. Arora. Optimal Design Laboratory. 121 and Pahl 13) for finite element analysis applica- " . %

College of Engineering. I he University of Iowa. Iowa City. IA tion. Data base design using this model, however, is % . .,, ,

52242. tedious. since much time is spent working out con- of
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nections between various data items. Penalty for Kahn's methodology, and Smith and Smith's meth-
faulty data base design is high as some data may odology, with reference to applications in engineer-
become totally inaccessible due to poor design. ing design of a chemical plant. A list of criteria for,'
Moreover, any modification of a hierarchical data evaluating the methodologies is given. Salient char-
base is difficult. If new data items need to be added, acteristics of these methodologies are outlined here.
new links must be established. This sometimes re- In Bubenko's methodology, entities are identified
quires restructuring of the entire data base. and classified from query and transaction descrip-

The relational data model has several advan- tions. A strong point of this method is the provision
tages [41. It has simple tabular structure that is easy for two levels of abstractions. Grouping of entities.
to use. Data base design is simple as no links or however, is highly intuitive and application depen-
pointer are used in relational model. Data base can dent. Kahn's approach has characteristics of sepa-
be easily modified using a simple set of data manip- rating the data base design problem into two per- .,.

ulation commands. The model is particularly suit- spectives: information structure perspective, which
able for engineering applications since a relation describes the interconnection of information, and

Y% can be regarded as a two-dimensional array. Vari- the usage perspective, which deals with the pro-
ous columns can be referred to by names or column cessing requirement of information. The method re-
numbers and rows by their numbers. These types of quires design of two schema-one processing and
data structures are quite natural in engineering ap- the other information oriented-which are merged
plications. Fishwich and Blackburn 151 used a rela- at the end of data base design to get a conceptual
tional data model with the finite element program model. This methodology merges local views into
SPAR and optimization package PROSSS. But the global view by aggregating entities. Designers' intu-
use of the model was limited to interfacing these ition is required in this methodology to form nonre-
programs by using a relational data base manage- dundant entities and relations. The Smiths' method-
ment system. ology ignores information analysis and considers

Data base design follows some well-defined only abstract objects of interest. An object can be
steps. The basic problem is that once all the data viewed as an entity, attribute, or relation depending
items have been identified, how should they be solely on the viewpoint of the user. The abstraction
combined to form useful relations. The first step is step used in this method is highly intuitive. Gra-

, the extraction of all the characteristics of the infor- bowski and Eigner 171 pointed out the necessity for
mation that is to be represented in the data base. a semantic model construction in the CAD applica-
Analysis of the information and their integration tion. They described three available semantic
into one conceptual model is the second step. The models, using the example of a geometric model of
conceptual data model obtained by this process is a line: (I) based on binary association. (2) based on
abstract. It is independent of any computer restraint entity and attribute association, and (3) expanded
or data base management software support. In or- relational model.
der for the conceptual model to be useful, it must be The methodologies described earlier are at the

.. expressed in terms that are compatible with a par- research state in the business data management
ticular DBMS by considering efficiency of storage field and are not suitable for engineering applica-
space and access time. An internal model is devel- tions. Also, many of them do not discuss details of
oped for this purpose which is compatible with the the procedure or implementation aspect and hence
conceptual data model. Finally, the data base de- cannot be directly used for designing an engineering
sign requires accommodation of different users of data base. Therefore it is necessary to adopt good
the data base by providing an external data model. features and guidelines provided by existing metho-
The systematic process by which one trasverses the dologies and arrive at a suitable one to design data
different steps of data base design and performs the bases for finite element analysis and structural de-
mapping from one level of abstraction to the next is sign optimization applications.
called a data base design methodology. The proposed methodology to design data bases

Several methodologies are used in design of considers several features and requirements of fi-
data bases for business applications. Suitability of nite element analysis and structural design optimi-

[ some of the methodologies to computer-aided de- zation applications. Some important features of h
sign applications has been investigated by Buchman data considered in the methodology are-tabular
and Dale 161. The investigators analyzed three ex- structure, matrices, static information, operational
isfing methodologics-llubenko's methodology, information, multiple views of data for different ap-

.,
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plication. and iterative changes in data. Tabular is abstract, representing the inherent nature of
structure of data can be conveniently organized us- structural design data and is independent of any
ing a relational data model, whereas large matrix computer restraint or data base management soft-
data needs a different approach [41. A simpler ap- ware support. These steps are now discussed in de-
proach to design a data base is by considering static tail.
and operational information separately for an initial
design and later merging them to arrive at a final 3.1/ Identification of Conceptual Data Objects
design. Multiple views of data are necessary to ac-
commodate theoretical, implementational, and us-
er's requirements. Conceptual, internal, and exter-
nal views of data suggested by ANSI/SPARC is conceptual data objects used in structural design.
considered to accommodate multiple views of data. Entity sets and attributes are considered to be the
The methodology uses entity set. relationship set. syntactic basic elements of the model. Domain defi-
and attributes to form syntactic basic element of the nition is extended to include vectors and matrices.
conceptual model. An attribute value can be the relation name or null.

In summary, the methodology given in the pa- Step 1. Identify each type of entity and assign a

per considers the following aspects: (I) three views unique name to it.

of data-conceptual. internal, and external as sug- Step 2. Determine the domains and assign unique
names to them. This step identifies the information k'gested by ANSI/SPARC: (2) entity set, relationship ta ilapa ntemdl uha trbts

set, and attributes to form syntactic basic elements that will appear in the modely such as attributes.

of the conceptual model; (3) relational data model; Step 3. Identify the primary key for each type of

(4) matrix data: (5) processing requirements: and (6) Step 4. Replace each entity set by its primary key

normalization of data for relational model. domain. etere andinae relts rre-
domains. Determine and name relations corre-

sponding to the association between the primary

3 Methodology to Develop a Conceptual key domain and other domains. This step gives a

Data Model collection of relations forming a rough conceptual
data model.

Analysis of the data used in finite element analysis E m
and structural design optimization is necessary to Example
develop a conceptual data model. In the analysis
the information in use or needed later is identified, We consider a sample structural design problem to
classified, and documented. This forms the basis for describe these steps.
a conceptual data model to represent structural de- Step 1. The following entity sets can be identified
sign data and design process as a whole. In the fol- for the structure:
lowing sections familiarity with terminologies of re- STRUCTURE (S), BEAM (B). TRUSS (T).
lational model 14, 8, 91 is assumed. MEMBRANE-TRI (TRM), MEMBRANE-QD

The following steps are proposed to develop a (QD). NODE (N), ELEMENT (E) ,,
conceptual data model:

I. Identify all the conceptual data objects of Step 2. We can identify the following domains: ,

structural analysis and design optimization. STRUCTURE# Structure identification number (integer)

2. Data identified is stored in a number of rela- Bi Beam element identification number
tions. The data reduced to elementary rela- (integer)
tions representing inherent association of T# Truss element identification number
data. (integer)

3. More elementary relations are derived from TR# Triangular membrane element
the ones formed in Step 2. This step uncov- identification number (integer)
ers more relationships between basic data QD# Quadrilateral membrane element

collected in Step 2. identilication number tinteger)

4. Redundant and meaningless relations ob- NODE# Node number (integer)
tained in Step 3 are removed to obtain a con- E# Element number tinteger)
ceptual data model. EL-TYPE Element tysp H(FM2. BFM3. TRS2.

The conceptual model obtained by this process rRS3. TRM2. TRM3. QI)M2. QDMIJ
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MATID Material identification code. for example. A triangular membrane element is identified by
(STEEL.. STEEL.2. ALUM.5, TR#. Element number E# uniquely identifies the -.
COMP. 1). It also refers to a relation or finite elements of a structure. Attributes NODEI#.
table of material proper,..s- for Nar ii
example. STEEL- I refers to relation NODE2#. and NODE3# are derived from domain
STEEL and material subtype I NODES. Similarly. E is the role name for domain

MATPRO Material property {E. A, G. . . } MATPRO. CSID identifies the cross-section prop-

CSID Cross-section-type identification code: for erty T. Vectors and matrices associated with the

example. THICKl. IHICK2. clement are idenlilied through VECID and MAXID.
RECTI. CIRC5. ISEC-6. LSEC-15[. It respectively. Similarly. the relations TRUSS.
also refers to a relation of BEAM, QDM are obtained.
cross-sectional details. For example.
RECT.I. refers to a relation RECT and
a cross-section subtype I

CSPR() Cross-sectional property JH. W, T. 3.2 Reduction to Elementary Relations
R. - - .1

DOF# Degrees of freedom numbers In the previous section we described a method to
LOAD-TYP Load-type ICONCENTRATED. identify entities, domains, and relations to produce

DISTRIBUTE). TEMPERATURE. a rough conceptual model of the structure. Our ideaACCELERATION) is to develop a conceptual model that contains all
X X coordinate (real) the facts and each fact occurring only once. In order
Y Y coordinate (real) to produce a conceptual data model. we transform ..9
Z Z coordinate (real) the rough model into a better model by using a set of
DESCRIPTION Description (characters) elementary relations 181. Using the concept of func- %
VEC Vectors (integer, real. and double tional dependencies, full functional dependencies,

precision vectors) and transitive dependencies [4, 9j we can establish
MATX Matrices finteger, real. and double rules for reducing a relation to an elementary rela- .

precision matricesi tion. The following steps are identified to form ele-
VECID Vector identification code - x' X = mentary relations:.--

vector description. y = number): for 
,.,yr.to s

example, FORCE5, LOAD 10 Step 1. Replace the original relations by other new .,

MAXID Matrix identification code {x'- l (-ri x relations to eliminate any (nonfull) functional de- "
matrix description. y= number}; for pendencies on candidate keys.
example. EL-STIFF-10. EL-MASS-5 Step 2. Replace the relations obtained in step I by

other relations to eliminate any transitive depen-
Step 3. The following entity keys are identified dencies on candidate keys.

Step 3. Go to step 5 if the: 4,

STRUCTURE# for entity set structure a. relation obtained is all key

B# for entity set beam b. relation contains a single attribute that is

T# for entity set truss fully functionally dependent on a single can-didate key.
TR# for entity set TRM Step 4. Determine the primary key for each relation
QD# for entity set QD that may be a single attribute or a composite attrib-

ute. Take projections of these relations such that I '
each projection contains one primary key and one

Step 4. In the association between entity sets and nonprimary key.
domain the entity sets from step I are replaced by Step 5. Stop when all elementary relations are ob-
their primary keys. Attribute names are derived tained.
from domain names to provide role identification.
The following relations are identified:

For entity set TRM Example '-

TRM (TR#. E#. EL-TYP. MATID. E, y
N0I)EI#. NODE2#. NODE3#. CSID, To see how these steps are used, we consider the ..
T. LOAD-TYP. LOAD#, VECID. relation TRM that was given earlier and reduce it to
VEC. MAXID. MATX) elementary relations: --

%-%-.%
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.F

T" le I. Transitive closure for elementary relation%

Derived Dependencies Composition Semanlically
relations meaningful

ERI5 E# -. EL-TYP E# - TR# - EL- [Yj' YES
ER16 E# - NODEI# E# - TR# - NODEI# YES
ERI7 E# - NODE2# E# -- 1R# - NODE2# YES
ERI8 E# - NODE3# E# - rR# - NODE3# YES
ERI9 E# - MATID E# - TR# - MATID YES "T _
ER20 E# - CSID E# - TR# - CSID YES -' 

€

ER21 E# - LOAD-TYP E# - TR# - LOAD- rYP YES
ER22 E# - MAXID E# - TR# - MAXID YES
ER23 TR# - E TR# - MAXID - E NO '

ER24 TR# -. T TR# - cs-TYP - T NO
ER25 IR# -- VEC TR# -- VECID - VEC NO
ER26 TR# - MATX TR# - MATXID - MATX NO

Step 1. There are problems associated in interpreting

ERI TR# E) ER (*RD, EL-TYP) relations in transitive closure. For example, con- , I
ER3 (TR#. NODE I#) ER4 (TR#. NODE2#) sider relations ERI (TR#, MATID) where TR# - ","

ER5 (TR#. NODE3#) ERI4 (E#, TR#) MATID, and ER7 (MATID, E) where MATID --
E. Transitive closure for this set yields the relation

Step 2. ER (TR#, E) which implies TR# identifies E. This . - .
ER6 (TR#, MATID) ER7 (MATID. E) relation, however, does not represent true informa-
ER8 (TR#. CSID) ER9 (CSID. T) tion since material property E is dependent only on
ERI0(TR#. VECID) ERII (VECID. VEC) the material number and not on the element num-
ERI2 TR#. MAXIDI ER13 ,MATXID. MATX) ber. The relation could be wrongly intrepreted. .,

Therefore such semantically meaningless depen-
Step 3. The preceding relations contain a single at- dencies must be eliminated. It is possible to deter- : %
tribute, so go to step 5. '-%e

Step 4. Skip mine transitive closure, by using directed graphs ' -'"

Step 5. ERI to ERI3 are elementary relations. and the connectivity matrix [10]. e p r s
The steps can be applied to the rest of the rela- The transitive closure for the example produces

tions identified earlier to get a set of elementary additional dependencies as given in Table I. Werelations for the sample structural problem. have eliminated meaningless dependencies from the INV
list.

3.3 Determination of Transitive Closure 3.4 Determination of Minimal Covers

While deriving a large number of relations for ob- We need to remove redundant elementary relations
taining a conceptual data model it is possible that to provide a minimal set of elementary relations. A .

some relations might have been missed. In general, minimal cover is the smallest set of elementary rela-
one can derive further elementary relations from tions from which transitive closure can be derived -

any incomplete collection of such --.lations. To ex- [8]. The following points are noted: (I) minimal
plain in a simple way how such additional relations cover is not unique, (2) deriving several alternative
can be derived, consider two relations ERI(AB) minimal covers from a transitive closure guarantees
and ER2(B.C). which imply functional dependen- that every possible minimal cover is found, and (3)
cies: A- B and B - C. Taking the product of these we can select a minimal cover that best fits the .$.:,
functional dependencies, we get A - C. Therefore, structural design process needs.
from suitable pairs of elementary relations repre- An example of finding a set of minimal cover
senting functional dependencies, further elemen- from the transitive closure derived in previous sec- ,
tary relations can ',e derived. Deriving all such rela- tions is given in Fig. I. A set of minimal cover for
tions from the initial collection of elementary rela- this transitive closer is (ERI. ER 14. ER6, ER7} and
tions yields a transitively closed collection of ele- jER1. ER 14. ER 19. ER7), out of which one set may .'
mentary relations called transitive closure 181. he chosen to suit our requirement. ,

_ * ' . -,,,%
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AP

ER I ER 19 ER 7 To avoid anomalies in storage and update opera-
/ /1 tions, we adopt a normalization procedure 191. In

Ea MA 10 the following discussion we describe a methodology
Eto support an internal model based on normalization

R/ procedures.
ERS An example of an element stiffness matrix is

-2 3 M-ovEM Dconsidered here to describe the methodology. Con- "

sider the conceptual model given by the following
(ii Crelementary relations: V.

ERI (TR#. EL-TYPi ER2 (IR#. NODEI#.

ER3 (TR#. NoDE2#) ER4 (TR#. NODE3# A-

TN W ER5 (TR#, MATID) ER6 .MAIID. El

E/ ER7 (IR#. CSID) ER8 ((SII). I
ER6 ER 9 ER9 NO)DE#. Xi ERI(11 NO)E#. Ys

MAT ID ERII (NODE#. Z) ERI2 (IR#. MAUXID)

ER? ERII (MAI XII). MA I X) ERI4 I#. No)I#)

E ERI5 (]R#. E#i

(11) trarrangqent Data needed for the generation of element stiff-
ness matrix is derived from various domains and
represented in a single relation TRM-D as shown in

TA a _ r a TR # E Fig. 2. Our main intention is to get all the data re-
quired for generation of stiffness matrices for trian-
gular membrane elements in one access or a mini-

MATIo MATW mum number of accesses. It is observed that the
relation in Fig. 2 is not in the first normal form.

/Therefore this unnormalized relation should be re-E E
placed by a semantically equivalent relation in IN F

Fig. 1. Digraph representation of minimal cover as shown in Fig. 3. The advantage of IN F over the
unnormalized relation is that operations required
for application programs are less coinplicatcd and

The preceding procedure can be applied to easy to understand.
To check consistency of this model, first we

other transitive closures derived in the previous y
section. Thus we can get further sets of minimal identify the key attributes. Candidate keys are com-

covers. Each minimal cover is a nonredundant list pound. consisting of (E#. NODE#) and (IR#.NODE#). The primary key is selected as (TR#.of elementary relations and is an appropriate con-
ceptual model of the structural design data. NODE#). Secondary keys are TR#. E#. MATID.

CSID, NODE#. and MArXID. These key attrib-
utes of the relation are consistent with those in the
elementary relation. Second. we need to identify
whether all the attributes in the internal model and

4 Data Base Design to Support an dependencies between them are consistent with the
Internal Model conceptual model. It can be observed thai attributes

NODEI#, NODE2#. and NODE3# do not appear
An internal model deals with the logical organiza- in the relation. Thercfore these three attributes
tion of data to be stored on physical storage de- should be included in the relation. The relation
vices. An approach to build an internal model by TRM-D is now written as:
means of an n-ary relations is given here. The n-ary TRM-D (TR#, E#, EL-TYP, E, CSID, T.
relations have to be consistent with the conceptual NODES#. NODE #. NODE2#, NODE3#,

model and have to follow certain rules. Any storage X, Y, X. MATXID, MATX)
and update operations (insert. modify, delete) must
not lead to inconsistency in data. To avoid anomo- The functional dependencies reflected by elemen-
lies in storage and update operations (insert, mod- tary relations ERI to ERI5 are satisfied in the inter- I
ify. delete) must not lead to inconsistency in data. nal model with the values shown in Fig. 3. There-
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Dom~n Doma I Doma I Domain I%.
Material Property Cross-sectional Property E JjIII

IRO [0 IL-YP KA1ID CSID r NOtDE IX Y 1 I~ MAl KIX"

I IS JRM3 STEL5 108 IIiCK'6 0.1 1 3. 4. 8. SIF'I
8 2. 6. 3 . ..-

12 5. 9. 8.
2 16 1883 AL '4 (J.QE ' to lICK-4 . 14 1 4. 1. Sir-? 1'::l

In 3. S..

Fig. 2. A tentative internal model
.

11# 10 FIL-I'P ?#AIIL E CSiO I NOOF X v I MIAIXiD MAIl

I S 183 S1L1 0 ~ ICK,6 0.1 5 1. S.. 511'.1 1:: 1 *% p

1 1s trJ SteeL's 108 IIIttC'S 0.1 1 3. 4. 8. 5Is - I

1 IS TRM3 SteeL'S 108 111ICKS 0.1 8 ?. 6. 3. SIF-Il 1::

2 16 trO. ALto'4 0.9,o/ ltttCK.4 0.2 1? S. q. S. sIV-"

2 16 RM,3 ALUM'4 O.9xiO
I  

TIIiCK*4 0.2 14 1. 4. 1. SIF'2

2 16 TR883 ALUM*4 0.9xil 11IICK,4 0.2 18 3. S. 8. 5IF-2
.. .. . ..__ ___,,_ '. . *%

Fig. 3. Relation TRM-D in INF -%

fore at this instant the internal model is consistent key and the third relation has all keys. Note that by
with the conceptual model. However, it would be splitting the relation TRM-D no information is lost V
no longer consistent if arbitrary changes in the val- and the relations are still consistent with the con- .
ues of the table are made. Also, note that many ceptual model, However, TRM-DI relation is still
values in the relation TRM-D are redundant. These not satisfactory since it can lead to anomolies in S
inconsistencies and redundancies occur because of storage operations. Modification of the relation is
the anomalies in the INF. Thus it is not desirable to necessary to 3NF to avoid anomalies in storage op-
use the relation in Fig. 3 to represent the internal eration. Nonkey attributes must be nontransitively

model. Modification to 2NF is necessary to avoid dependent on candidate keys to avoid these anomo-
the anomalies 191 in the storage operations. The re- lies. It can be observed from the relation TRM-DI
lation TRM-D should be converted into a set of se- of Fig. 4 that attributes E, T, and MATX are transi- 0
mantically equivalent relations as follows: tively dependent on TR# through MATID, CSID.

URM-DI (TR#. E#. ELL-TYPE, NODEI#. and MATXID, respectively. Removing these transi- %- ,,..
NODE2#, NODE3#. MATID, E, CSID, T. tive dependencies, we get the following relations: .

MATXID, MATX) TRM-D4 (TR#, E#. EL-TYP, NODE I#,

TRM-D2 (NODE#, X. Y. Z) NODE2#, NODE3#, MATID, CSID, b
TRM-D3 (E#. NODE#) MATXID)

The preceding three relations TRM-DI, RM-D2. TRM-D5 (MATID, E),

and TRM-D3 are all in 2NF because the first Iwo TRMD6 (CSID. T :: _
relations do not possess any compound candidate TRM-D7 (MATXID. MATXJ .

.-.

r' .',. x '+. .- '.'. '.-"''. '." ',. ' " ._, , -"." L,' " .' -- % '.'' G
y

',' t ,', ,'= . " - 4.- --a--"
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IRN-Ot

TRi EF EL-TYP NOUM ld NUOF.28 NWF31 A^III9 E CSlo I'MIXID MAIX -I

I IS 8MN3 S 1 8 SIELu'S tu , c- o., s -ii i

2 16 1RM3 12 14 18 ALUFI41 o.9xio10 1 lICK*4 0.2 S1F*2

,m.~

IRM-D2 IRM-03

S I. 5. . IS 5Not)(

1 3. 4. 8. I. W
8 2. 6. 3. IS ,
12 S. 9. . 1* : 17 u .

1 4 Y. 4. 1. 16 14 
''.

18 3. S. B. 16 18

Fig. 4. Relations in 2NF 9

The preceding three relations togethzr with 5 Some Aspects to Accommodate an External
TRM-2 and TRM-D3 constitute the internal model Modei
for element stiffness matrix generation purpose.

This internal model is consistent with the concep- One of the important requirements of a data base is
tual model identified earlier. Also. note that the to provide facility for data retrieval by different ap-
number of relations in the internal model is only 6 as plication programs depending on their needs. Dif-
compared to 15 elementary relations in the concep- ferent application programmers can have different"
tual model. views of a data base. Data structure as seen by an

In summary. the following steps are necessary application program or interactive tser is called an
to derive an internal model that is consistent with external data model. Transformations are required S
the conceptual model. Normalization procedures involving rearrangement of data from the internal .K
have to be adopted at each step to reduce redun- level to the external level into a form acceptable to
dancy and to eliminate undesired anomolies in stor- the application program. Some contraints have to
age operation. This ensures integrity of the stored be observed while designing an external model.
values in the data base. At each step unsatisfactory Constraints arise while rearranging data from inter- S
relations are replaced by others. nal data structure to an external data structure. Any
Step 1. Form relations with attributes derived from retrieval and storage operations specified on the ex-
a set of domains. ternal model must be correctly transformed into
Step 2. Eliminate multiple values at the row- corresponding operations on the internal model.
column intersection of the relation table. Vectors and at the same time, the internal model must be
and matrices are considered to be single data items consistent with the conceptual data model. An ex-
for this step. ample of how an external model is derived from an
Step 3. The result of Step 2 is the relations in the internal model is given subsequently. -
INF. Take projections of INF relations to eliminate Suppose a particular user would like to know
any nonfull functional dependencies and get rela- the coordinates of nodes of each triangular finite
tions in the 2NF. element for a generation of element stiffness matri-
Step 4. Take projection of relations obtained in Step ces. This means that the external model:
3 to eliminate transitive dependencies to form rela-
tions in the 3NF. Thus a set of relations in the 3NF EL-CORD (TR#, E#. EL-TYPE, Xl. YI. ZI. X2,
is the internal model. Y2. Z2, X3. Y3. Z3) ,i

%..,,

K--. tr .. ..B..*
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has to be provided for that particular user. Note 6 Methodology to Incorporate Matrix Data into a
that the external view EL-CORD contains data Data Base
items from two different relations-TRM-D4,
TRM-D2. Therefore a procedure is required to In finite element analysis and structural design opti-
transform the internal data model (relations TRM- mization, we encounter the problem of storage of ,. -

D4, TRM-D2) to the external data model (relation large order matrices. This data is unique to the ap-
EL-CORD). This can be done using JOIN and PRO- plication. so no attempts have been made to design
JECT operations 19) as follows: such data bases in the business data base manage-

ment area. Consequently. there is a need for the
TRM-A (TR#, E#, EL-TYP. NODEI#) - development of a new generalized user friendly

TRM-D4 technique to deal with large order matrices. For the
purpose of our discussion, matrices are grouped

TRM-D4 into five types and are referred by the type number:
(I) square matrix A, (2) banded matrix A. (3) hyper-

TRM-C (TR#, E#, EL-TYP. NODE3#) matrix I. (4) skyline matrix S. and (5) sparse matrix
TRM-D4 P. A methodology is proposed in this section con-

TRM-D (TR#, E#. EL-TYP, Xl, YI. ZI) sisting of conceptual, internal and external views of

= TRM-A*TRM-D2 large matrices.
Conceptually, a matrix is a two-dimensional ar- IN

TRM-B*TRM# D2 ray of numbers. These numbers appear in a certain
= Tpattern; for example. square, sparse, symmetric, di-

TRM-F (TR#. E#. EL-TYP, X3, Y3, Z3) agonal, banded, lower triangular form, upper trian-
= TRM-C*TRM-D2 gular form, unitary form. tridiagonal form. hyper

EL-CORD (TR#, E#, EL-TYPEI. l, ZI, matrix form, and skyline form. A matrix is uniquely

X2, Y2, Z2. X3. Y3, Z3) identified by a name. Rows and columns of the two- .. ,

= TRM-D*TRM-E*TRM-F dimensional array are used for identification of data

NOTE: - indicates PROJECT; * indicates JOIN elements in the matrix. A conceptual view of a ma-
trix can be represented by the following elementary

It can be seen from the algorithm that we did relations:

not modify the original relations TRM-D4 and ERI (NAME, MATRIX TYPE)
TRM-D2 to retrieve the data required for a particu- ER2 (NAME, NUM-OF-ROWS)
lar inquiry. The relations TRM-D4 and TRM-D2 are
still consistent with the conceptual model. There- ER3 (NAME, NUMOFCOLUMNS)

fore pure retrieval operations for rearrangement of ER4 (NAME, ROW, COLUMN.
data does not cause any inconsistency in data val- DATA-ELEMENT-VALUE)
ues. ER5 (NAME, NUM-OF-HYPER ROWS)

Now. consider the reverse process of trans-
forming external data structure to internal data ER6 (NAME, NUM-OF-HYPER COLUMNS)

R7(AE Y-OHPCLM, %

structure. Suppose a particular user wants to insert ER ( ,
the nodal coordinates of a finite element using the ROW, COLUMN, DATA-ELEM-VALUE) " ,

external view EL-CORD. Here relation EL-CORD ER8 (NAME, BAND-WIDTH)
has the only key TR# and has no reference to the ERIO (NAME, SUB-MAT-ROW-SIZE)
node number to which the element is connected.
Insertion is not consistent with the conceptual
model because it requires the coordinates of nodes ERI2 (NAME. VECTOR OF
which are dependent on keys NODE#. This restric- SKYLINEHEIGHT)
tion is also reflected in the internal model-TRM- ERI3 (NAME, HYP-ROW, HYP-COLUMN,
D2 that requires NODE# as key values for inser- NULL-OR-NOT)
tion. Therefore the transformation of relation
EL-CORD into the internal model is not possible. The attributes of these elementary relations are self-
From this example it follows that there are restric- descriptive. These elementary relations completely %0%.

tions for rearranging data from external model to define a matrix and provide the conceptual struc-
internal model, ture of the matrix.

0.,'.
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gp

An internal (storage) structure for large order submatrix storage scheme does not impose any
matrices has to be developed that is consistent with such constraints in matrix operation, thus providing
the conceptual structure. Storage schemes have to a suitable internal storage scheme.
be developed based on efficiency and processing Page size. A page is a unit or block of data
considerations. The special nature of the matrix, stored or retrieved from memory to disk. For a
that is, sparse, dense, or symmetric, should be used fixed page size, only a number of full rows or a
to provide storage efficiency. We can classify vari- number of full submatrices together with fractional
ous matrix types considered in the previous section parts of them can he stored or retrieved at a time. It
into two basic types-sparse and dense. Note that is clear that fragmentation of rows or submatrices
banded or diagonal matrices are not to be mistaken takes place depending on the size of rows or subma-
as sparse. Many possible storage schemes are avail- trices. Large row size will overlap more than one
able to store dense and sparse matrices. Conven- page in memory and cause wastage of space. The
tional storage schemes-row-wise, column-wise, submatrix scheme has the advantage of providing
submatrix-wise are useful for storing dense matri- flexibility in choosing the submatrix size to mini-
ces. Choice among these storage schemes should be mize fragmentation of pages.
based on consideration of several aspects-storage Flexibility for data modiJication. For modifica-
space, processing sequence, matrix operation, page tion of rows of a matrix, both row and submatrix
size, flexibility for data modilication, ease of trans- storage schemes are suitable. But the row scheme
formation to other storage schemes or user's views, would be more efficient than the submatrix storage
number of addresses required to locate rows or sub- scheme. For modification of a few columns of a
matrices, and availability of data base management matrix, the row storage scheme requires a large ,
system support. These aspects are considered in number of 1/O.
detail now. Transformation to other schemes. The subma-

Storage space. The row storage scheme can be trix storage scheme requires a minimum number of
used for square, banded, and skyline matrix types. data access to transform to the column-wise storage
However, this scheme is not appropriate for the scheme.
hypermatrix. Symmetric, triangular, and diagonal Address required. The submatrix storage re- ,.
properties of a square matrix can be used in saving quires a fewer number of addresses to locate data
storage space if the variable length of rows is used. than the row storage scheme, provided submatrices
Similar schemes can be used for banded and skyline are reasonably large.
matrices to store data elements that appear in a Thus for internal storage of large order matrices ,
band or skyline column. Submatrix storage can be in a data base, the preceding aspects should be care-
used for all matrix types. The submatrix is most fully considered. It appears that both submatrix and
appropriate for hypermatrix data. Both schemes row storage schemes can be appropriate for various
have disadvantages when zero elements within a applications.

%J, row or submatrix have to be stored. In order that the internal storage scheme beI Processing sequence. Row storage requires consistent with the conceptual model, we need to
that the assembly of matrices, storage, and retrieval store additional information about the properties of
be made only row-wise. This becomes inefficient if the matrix. That additional information is given by
row-wise processing cannot be made. The subma- the elementary relations ERI. ER2. ER3, ER5,
trix approach is suitable for all types of processing ER6, ER9 to ER13. These can be combined and
sequence-row-wise, column-wise, or in any arbi- stored in a relation. A typical relation required for
trary order. the internal storage of submatrices is shown in Fig.

Matrix operations. Operations such as trans- 5.
pose, addition, multiplications, and solutions of si- So far we have considered schemes for internal/, :multaneous equations are frequently carried out at organization of large matrices. Since different users

various stages of structural design. The row storage view the same matrix in different forms-banded.
scheme is highly inefficient for matrix transpose skyline, hypermatrix, triangular, or diagonal, it is
when column-wise storage is required. During mul- necessary to provide external views to suit individ-
tiplication of two matrices A and B, a column of B ual needs. The unit of transactions on various views
can be obtained only by retrieving all of the rows of of a matrix may be row-wise, column-wise. subma-
B. Therefore. the row storage scheme becomes in- trix-wise, or data element wise. If the internal
appropriate for such an operation. However. the scheme is submatrix-wise, the external view rieed
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mum) data that will be used by an algorithm to gen-
M NyP-O HYP-COLN NULL or eUtIA1R1X erate user-requested information.NO. NO. NOT"

A network of data bases offers considerable aid ;,.,
A I I in iterative structural design process. It consists of a

global data base connected to a number of local data
... bases through a program data interface. A global

data base can be used to store common information

required for all applications, whereas a local data
Fig. 5. Relations for matrix storage base contains only application-dependent transi-

tory data. Local data bases are dependent on appli-
cation programs and are highly efficient in data ac-

not be submatrix wise. Therefore transformations cessing, since no overhead is involveJ in supporting
are necessary to convert the internal matrix data complicated data structures. It supports iterative
into the form required by a particular user. design process by providing temporry work space

Next, we consider the sparse matrix storage that can be erased at the end of an iteration. Any
scheme. Several storage schemes have been sug- intermediate data generated by applications can be
gested by Pooch [ill and Danini 1121. They are the stored in a local data base.
bit-map scheme, address map scheme, row-column A number of parameters pertaining to structural
scheme, and threaded list scheme. Out of these, the problem definition and applications generally re-
row-column scheme is simple and easy to use. quire storage in a data base. Users should have
Also, the row-column scheme can be easily incor- complete flexibility in organizing such parameters
porated into the relational model. Therefore, this in a relation because they are dependent on problem
scheme can be considered for storing sparse matri- and application.
ces encountered in design sensitivity analysis. Special consideration is needed in naming rela-

The row-column storage scheme consists of tions belonging to different substructures. One op- L,,X
identification of row and column numbers of non- tion is to name uniquely all relations of various sub- I
zero elements of a sparse matrix and storing them in structures. Another way is to store all relations in a 1 ,
a table. This scheme provides flexibility in the modi- data base that is used only for storing data of a %
fication of data. Any nonzero value generated dur- particular substructure. %
ing a course of matrix operation can be stored or . ,
deleted by simply adding or deleting a row in the
stored table. The external view of the row-column 8 Conclusions
storage scheme can be provided through suitable
transformation procedures. A methodology to design a data base for a finite

element analysis and structural design optimization .
is described. The methodology adopts several good %

7 Processing, Efficiency, and Other features of available data base design techniques.
Considerations The data base design using three views of data con- S

siders both theoretically possible and implementa-
In the following paragraphs special consideration tional aspects of data organization. The relational
needed for satisfying processing, efficiency, and it- data model is shown to be quite useful in providing '-
erative needs of finite element analysis and struc- a clear and simple picture of data for designing a
tural design optimization are discussed. Many pro- data base. Special characteristics of analysis and
cedures in structural design, such as element design data such as vectors, matrices, and process-
stiffness matrix routines, generate huge amounts of ing of data are accommodated in the methodology.
data. Generally, it is not preferable to store such Examples used for discussing the methodology are . ,, .'.,-.

data in a data base at the expense of disk space and relevant and can be easily extended to the actual "'--,
data transportation time. This inefficiency can be data base design. The methodology is expected to
avoided by storing only a minimum amount of data provide a good start in arriving at a systematic ap- %

needed to generate the required information (ele- proach to design data bases for computed-aided
ment stiffness matrix). In general, a data model can analysis and the design of structural systems. The
be replaced by (I) an algorithm that generates the design of such a comprehensive data base is in pro-
user-requested information, and (2) a set of (mini- gress 1131. A software system to process such a data '

IF,€41
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base has been designed. It is being implemented 1. Fishwick. P.A. Hlackhurn. C.L. (1982 tIhe integration en-
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SMART: Scientific database Management and 0
engineering Analysis Routines and Tools

J. S. ARORA, H. H. LEE and S. Y. JAO gS. "

Optimal Design Laboratory, College of Engineering, The University of Iowa,
Iowa City, IA 5224. USA d ,

Development of user-friendly and flexible scientific engineering Analysis Routines and Tools. The current
ieveo keyto erideseand usabe, en-i implementation of the library is not comprehensive. It

programs aettewshows desired capabilities and needs for general purpose
sion and maintenance. The paper describes capa- programming tools. The current version of the library is ,
bilities of a library called SMART that can be used divided into six sections. Capabilities available in each C"'
in the development of such programs. The library section are described in the paper in a summary form. It
contains many interactive programming aids and includes interactive programming and data editing tools,
screen management utilities that can help in vector and matrix operation routines including sparse
development of the user interfaces. A very flexible matrix operations, in-core management routines, out.of.
full screen data editor is available. Many other sub- core database management for relational and numerical
routines are available, such as vector and matrix type of data, routines for operations on the data stored inthe database, and certain graphic utilities. Interactive menu
operations, in-core data management, out-of-core displays, menu selection, data entry, graphics, numerical
numerical and relational database management, data table display with headers, and other highly useful
and graphics. The library is not advocated to be subroutines for scientific program development are avail- ""
comprehensive. It is meant to show the kind of able. The library has been used quite extensively in the
capabilities that are needed in development and development of general purpose design optimisation and
maintenance of scientific programs. Such libraries structural analysis software. It has considerably reduced the
can be of particular use in research on computa- program coding and debugging time. The library has been
tional methods for scientific applications. implemented on PRIME computers and Apollo work- -"

stations.
The subroutines of the library are carefully designed for ,.

I. INTRODUCTION efficient operations. For example, structure of the program- A,,.

Development, extension and maintenance of scientific com. ming language is exploited in vector and matrix operations
puter programs is a complex and arduous task. Proper pro- routines. In addition, most of the routines utilise a few
gramming tools and aids must be developed and made lower level kernels to implement matrix utilities. The
available to the programmers. Many of the programs must kernels can be implemented in a machine language to % %

be interactive. This is particularly true for tae engineering enhance computational efficiency. The subroutines can be
design and optimisation programs. Most design problems also automatically vectorised for supercomputers.
must be solved in an iterative manner. Design engineers To show capabilities of the library, name of each sub- i %
using the program would like to have control over the routine is given with a brief explanation of its function. All
design process. They like to know how the design process subroutines are written in FORTRAN7,7. Some subroutines
is progressing and whether the design is moving towards are dependent on the I/O device and this is indicated with -

their intuitively anticipated solution. If the design process is a .*'

not proceeding satisfactorily, the designer would like to
interact with the program. He may want to change problem 2. INTERACTIVE PROGRAMMING AIDS (IPA) AND .'-'
parameters, formulation, solution algorithm, restart, or quit DATA EDITING UTILITIES - '
the program. Interactive graphics capability can also con- 0
siderably help in decision making. These requirements Development of an input/output processor for an applica-
dictate that program interaction, data management, and tion program usually requires substantial effort. Having .,.
solution algorithms must be designed carefully before recognised this fact, several subroutines have been designed ". \.'

implementation. Proper programming tools can consider- and implemented in FORTRAN to speed up development
ably speed up the process of implementation and debugging of the I/O processor. Using the available subroutines, the . "'
the program. programmer can design and implement interactive sessions, ',

This paper describes capabilities of a library of sub- menu display and selection, data table displays, data entry - -
routines developed in FORTRAN77 to facilitate develop. and data editing. In addition, certain string manipulation
ment of scientific programs. It is called the SMART library routines have been developed to aid the application pro- ,v..
which stands for Scientific database Management and grammer. The names of subroutines in this part start with

the letter 'T'. Some integer function subprogram names
Accepted May 1986. Discussiun closes December 1986. start with the latter 'L'.

N
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System initialising routine TCURSR*: Moves the cursor to the specified position. 57
TINITO: Defines the terminal type and output unit number TCLEARO: Clears the screen.

for the system. The subroutine must be called to initialise TBELL: Outputs a bell sound.
the system. TINSTR: Moves the cursor to the specified position and

reads a string.
String processing routines TOUSTR: Moves the cursor to the specified position and

These routines may be used to manipulate strings of displays a string.
characters (see also string table processing routines). TOUNUM: Moves the cursor to a specified position and
LTRIM: Returns the trimmed length of a string, displays data.

LNBLK: Returns the location of the nonblank portion of a TYESNO: Performsestinreturns the code.
string.

TSHFTL: Shifts a string by N positions to the left.
TSHFTR: Shifts a string by N positions to the right. On-line reference display routines
TJUST: Left justifies characters in a string. Provides a menu and tests the user response.
TJ1USTR: Right justifies characters in a string. TMENU: Displays a menu contained in an array and per-
TINSRS: Inserts characters into a string, forms the interactive selection. The entire or partial
TREMVS: Removes characters from a string, menu in the array can be displayed. , I
TCOPY: Copies data or a string. . ,

Full screen data edit routines
String table processing routines Several routines are provided to allow easy editing of

A variety of processes may be set up using these string data from arrays or tables.
table routines. The string table is a user defined array of Tocharcte strngswhic th rouine manpulte.TEDITI : Displays a description of data items contained in

an array and performs data input or editing interactively.
TSEPAR: Separates a string into substrings which are An entire list or a partial list of data descriptions, con-

separated by delimiters ,' '' or blank(s). tained in the array can be displayed.
LCTABI: Sequentially searches for the specified string in a TEDIT2: Displays a relation table and performs data input

string table and returns its location. The search can be or editing interactively.
over the entire table or specified rows. TEDITM: Displays a matrix and performs data input or N

LCTAB2: This subroutine is a binary search counterpart of editing interactively.
LCTABI. It searches the specified string in a string table TEDITC: Edits the constant table for number-string con- . .
and returns its location. The search can be over the version routines.
entire table or specified rows.

TSORTA: Sorts a string table into the alphabetical order. Data output routines
TINSRT: Inserts a string into the string table after a speci. TPRINTI: Prints a one-dimensional array of data items to

fled location. The size of the table is increased by one. a file unit. This is a hard-copy counterpart of subroutine
TREMVT: Removes an element from a string table by TEDITI. "e

loc3tion. TPRNT2: Prints a relation table to a file unit. This is a
TINSRG: Inserts data into a data table by location. hardcopy counter.part of subroutine TEDIT2.
TREMVG: Removes data from a data table by location. TPRNTM: Prints a matrix to a file unit. This is a hard-copy P

Number-string conversion routines counter-part of subroutine TEDITM.

Simple conversion routines and more complex expres- Sorting routines
sion evaluating routines are included here. Several sorting routines are available based on different

TCNVRT: Converts a string which may be an arithmetic methods. These routines are for numeric data of various
expression to its value, types which may be specified for each routine.

TSETC: Sets a constant value for calculating the result of TSRTl: Straight insertion sort.
an arithmetic expression. TSRT2: Binary insertion sort.

TGETC: Gets a value of a constant from the constant table. TSRT3: Straight selection sort.
TDELC: Removes a constant from the constant table. TSRT4: Bubble sort.
TSAVEC: Saves the constant table to a file. TSRTS: Shaker sort.
TLOADC: Loads the constant table from a file. TSRT6: Heap sort.
TNUMST: Converts a string to a number of specified data TSRT7: Quick sort.

type. The string can be an arithmetic expression.TSTNUM: Converts a given number of specified data type .---
to a string. The format can be also specified.

TDrYPE: Encodes data type into useable form. This part contains various vector and matrix operation sub-
LFIELD: Returns string format field length (for use with routines. Capabilities for elementary vector and matrix

TSTNUM). operations, symmetric, banded, and sparse matrix decompo-
TZERO: Assigns a zero value to a variable. sition, equation solvers, eigenvalue extractors and updating

of factorised matrices are available. Single as well as double
Scrcen control routines precision routines are available. The subroutines are care- %

Given that the terminal type is initialised by TINIT. fully designed to operate on vectors rather than individual
certain terminal screen functions can be controlled by these elements. They can be easily installed on vector computers.
routines. All routines in this part start with the letter Z'. The second
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e,.ter for each subroutine name is either 'S' or 'D'; 'S' ZSATX OR ZDATX: Takes the transpose of a matrix and

implies single precision and 'D' implies double precision. multiplies it by a vector to generate another vector.
Vector operations ZSSOTA OR ZDSOTA: Sorts columns of a matrix accord-
ZSMAX OR ZDMAX: Finds the largest positive element in ing to the indices in an integer vector.

a vector starting from a specified position. It also returns ZSAMD OR ZDAMlD: Post-multiplies a matrix by a diagonal
the position of the element. matrix. The diagonal matrix is in vector form. The

ZSMAXA OR ZDMAXA: Finds the absolute maximum original matrix may be saved.
element in a vector starting from the specified location. ZSDMA OR ZDDMA: Pre-multiplies a matrix by a diagonal -

It also returns the position of the element, matrix. The diagonal matrix is in vector form. The
ZSDOT OR ZDDOT: This is a function subprogram to original matrix may be saved.

calculate the dot product of two vectors. ZSDMX OR ZDDMX: Multiplies a diagonal matrix by a
vector. The diagonal matrix is in vector form. TheZSSOTX OR ZDSOTX: Sorts a vector according to the or vetorgmay b aed.

specified order. The original vector is saved. original vector may be saved.

ZSSCLX OR ZDSCLX: Scales a vector by a constant. The ZSCOPY OR ZDCOPY: Copies a matrix into another matrix.
original vector may be saved. ZSCUTL OR ZDCUTL: Copies an upper triangular matrix

ZSAADDV OR ZDADDV: Adds two vectors to produce a to the lower part. Co-.. ,.a
third vector. The original vectors may be saved. ZSCLTU OR ZDSCLTU: Copies a lower triangular matrix

ZSSUBV OR ZDSUBV: Subtracts one vector from another to the upper part.
to produce a third vector. The original vectors may be ZSCOMP OR ZDCOMP: Compacts a two-dimensional array. P. .tosproued ahThe subroutine can be used to change the dimension of '"-p

a two-dimensional array. For example, an NA x NCZSVINI OR ZDVINI: Initialises a vector to zero, matrix containing useful data in the M x N upper left
ZSUNIT OR ZDUNIT: Computes the length of a vector pancand normalizes it to a unit vector. part (M < NA and N < NCQ can be compacted by the 1

nd nORalize it tooamun t e tor Euclisubroutine. The new dimension of the matrix will be
ZSNORM OR ZDNORM: Computes the Euclidean norm M x N. The space (NA *NC - M *N) is released.of a vector.

ZSCROS OR ZDCROS: Computes the cross product of two ZSEXPN OR ZDEXPN: Expands the dimension of a two- , \

vectors and stores it in a matrix. dimensional array. The purpose of this subroutine is A:dZSXPCY OR ZDXPCY: Scales a vector by a constant and opposite to that of the compression subroutine ZSCOMP.adsXP thR resulting Seto st an vector to produce An MxN matrix is expanded to NAxNC where NA>M
adds the resulting vector to another vcotopdue and NC > N.
a third vector. The original vectors may be saved. ZSLTMV OR ZDLTMV: Post-multipes a lower triangularI'

ZSIND OR ZD[ND: Generates (in an integer vector) indices mTrx or in o silfrb a etr.acorin t heasenig rdr felmetsi aveto. matrix, stored in one-dimensional form, by a vector. ,
according to the ascending order of elements in a vector. ZSTLMV OR ZDTLMV: Post-multiplies the transpose of a

Matrix operations lower triangular matrix, stored in one-dimensional form,
ZSMINT OR ZDMINT: Initialises a matrix to zero. by a vector. t _7%
ZSMSCL OR ZDMSCL: Scales a matrix by a constant. The ZSUTMV OR ZDUTMV: Post-multiplies an upper triangu- V

original matrix is destroyed. lar matrix, stored in one-dimensional form, by a vector. ,.
ZSMADD OR ZDMADD: Adds two matrices to produce a ZSTUMV OR ZDTUMV: Post-multiplies the transpose of

third matrix. The original matrices may be saved, an upper triangular matrix, stored in one-dimensional NR-
ZSMSUB OR ZDMSUB: Subtracts two matrices to produce form, by a vector.

a third matrix. The original matrices may be saved. ZSLDLP OR ZDLPLP: Updates the Cholesky factorisation
ZSATAU OR ZDATAU: Takes the transpose of a matrix of a matrix for the addition case by a method given by

and pre-multiplies the original matrix by it. Columns of ref. 2.
the original matrix are assumed to be unit vectors. All ZSLDLM OR ZDLDLM: Updates the Cholesky factorisation
diagonal elements are set to unity. If any off-diagonal of a matrix for the subtraction case by a method given in . .
element is close to unity, then the corresponding two ref. 2.
column vectors are nearly parallel. ZSLTMD OR ZDLTMD: Post-multiplies a lower triangular

ZSATAG OR ZDATAG: Takes the transpose of a matrix matrix, stored in one-dimensional form, by a diagonal *w..

and pre-multiplies the original matrix by it. Columns of matrix stored in vector form. It returns a lower triangular ,, "
the matrix are assumed to be general vectors, matrix in one-dimensional form.

ZSATAI OR ZDATAI: Takes the transpose of a matrix and ZSUTMD OR ZDUTMD: Post-multiplies an upper triangu-
pre-multiplies the original matrix by it. The order of lar matrix, stored in one-dimensional form, by a diagonal ,-.' , -.
multiplication of columns of the matrix is specified in a matrix in vector form. It returns an upper triangular -'
vector. Columns of the original matrix are used in that matrix in the one-dimensional form.
order for multiplication. ZSLTXR OR ZDLTXR: Solves a linear system of equations .

ZDAAT OR ZDAAT: Calculates the transpose of a matrix whose coefficient matrix is lower triangular matrix -.
and post-multiplies the original matrix by it. stored in the one-dimensional form (Lx = b). The '.

ZSMATM OR ZDMATM: Multiplies two matrices to gener. right-hand side vector is destroyed.
ate a third matrix. ZSTLXR OR ZDTLXR: Solve the linear system of equa ... "-

ZSTRAN OR ZDTRAN: Computes the transpose of a matrix tions whose coefficient matrix is the transpose of the
and stores it in a second matrix, lower triangular matrix stored in one-dimensional form

ZSAMX OR ZDAMX: Multiplies a matrix by a vector and (LTx = b). The right-hand side vector is destroyed. 4.1 90
stores it in another vector. ZSUTXR OR ZDUTXR: Solves the linear system of equa. N

ZSAMXI OR ZDAMXI: Multiplies a matrix by a vector tions whose coefficient matrix is upper triangular matrix ,
according to the order of columns specified in an integer stored in one-dimensional form (Ux = b). The right-hand
vector, side vector is destroyed.
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ZSTUXR OR ZDTLXR: Solves the linear system of equa- ZSCBSL OR ZDCBSL: S, a symmetric banded system
tions whose coefficient matrix is the transpose of an of linear equations.
upper triangular matrix stored in one-dimensional form ZSVBDU OR ZDVBDU; Decomposes a symmetric variable -
(Urx = b). The right-hand side vector is destroyed, band width matrix. *-1

ZSBUMIX OR ZDBUMX: Post-multiplies on upper ZSVBFS OR ZDVBFS: Performs forward substitution to
triangular banded matrix by a vector. The banded part solve the decomposed symmetric variable band width
of the matrix is squeezed into a rectangular array. The system of linear equations obtained from the subroutine

.diagonal elements are squeezed to the first column. ZSVBDU or ZDVBDU. k

ZSBUMiX OR ZDBLMX: Post-multiplies the transpose of an ZSVBBS OR ZDVBBS: Performs backward substitution to
upper triangular banded matrix by a vector. The banded solve the decomposed symmetric variable band width
part of the matrix is squeezed into a rectangular array. system of linear equations obtained from the subroutine
The diagonal elements are squeezed to the first column. ZSVBDU or ZDVBDU.

ZSBMUX OR ZDBMUX: Post-multiplies a symmetric ZSVBDD OR ZDVBDD: Decomposes a symmetric variable
banded matrix by a vector. Only the upper part of the band width matrix into upper triangular and diagonal

banded matrix needs to be input. The diagonal elements matrices.
are squeezed to the first column. ZSVBSL OR ZDVBSL: Solves a symmetric variable band

-SBINOR OR ZDBNOR: Normalises each column of a width linear system of equations.
matrix with respect to a positive definite symmetric ZSJACB OR ZDJACB: Solves a generalised eigenproblem
banded matrix, using the generaised JACOBI iteration method with the

ZSDPGE OR ZDDPGE: Decomposes a general square matrix option of selecting output environment.
t'into lower and upper triangular matrices. ZDEIGN: Solves for the smallest eigenvalues and the corre-

ZSFSGE OR ZDFSGE: Performs forward substitution to sponding eigenvectors in the generalised eigenproblem
solve the unit lower triangular system of linear equations. using the subspace iteration method.

ZSBSGE OR ZDBSGE: Performs backward substitution to ZDEIGR: Solves for the smallest eigenvalues and corre-
solve the upper triangular system of linear equations. sponding eigenvectors in the generalised eigenproblem

ZSSLGE OR ZDSLGE: Solves a general system of linear using the subspace iteration method.
equations. ZDEIGJ: Solves a generalised eigenproblem using the A

ZSDPGV OR ZDDPGV: Decomposes a general matrix with generalised JACOBI iteration method without the op.
a global pivot strategy. tion of selecting output environment.

ZSDFSGV OR ZDFSGV: Performs forward substitution to
,'"',- solve the unit lower triangular system of linear equations. .4. IN-CORE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (IDMS)

with a global pivot strategy.
ZSBSGV OR ZDBSGV: Performs backward substitution to A set of FORTRAN subroutines is described to handle the

solve the upper triangular system of linear equations in-core data management for engineering applications. The
with a global pivot strategy. in-'ore data management system (IDMS) performs the chores

ZSSLGV OR ZDSLGV: Solves a linear system of equations of dynamic partitioning of arrays for application programs.
with a global pivot strategy. The programmer can easily manage an ir.-core array. The

ZSGINV OR ZDGINV: Inverts a matrix and computes its data in the array can be INTEGER*2, INTEGER*4,
determinant. REAL*4, REAL*8 or CHARACTER*n, where n is an

ZSSYDU OR ZDSYDU: Decomposes a symmetric full arbitrary positive integer. Each 'Data Set' (a group of data
matrix into an upper triangular matrix leaving the lower of the same data type) is in the form of a matrix. All data
triangular portion undisturbed, sets are stored in a single memory block and managed by

ZSSYFS OR ZDSYFS: Performs forward substitution to [DMS. The memory block is declared by the user as a
solve the unit lower triangular system of linear equations named COMMON block. The named COMMON 'CORE' is
obtained from the subroutine ZSSYDU or ZDSYDU. compulsory.

ZSSYBS OR ZDSYBS: Performs backward substitution to By using IDMF subroutines the programmer can easily
1k solve the upper triangular system of linear equations perform the following in-core data management:

obtained from the subroutine ZSSYDU or ZDSYDU. 1. Define a data set (reserve the memory for a data set)
ZSSYDD OR ZDSYDD: Decomposes a symmetric fullUT 2. Change the dimension of a data set

matrix into UDU.
ZSSYSL OR ZDSYSL: Solves a symmetric linear system 3. Change the format of a data set

of equations by decomposition. 4. Delete a data set from the memory block
ZSSYIN OR ZDSYN: Inverts a symmetric full matrix. 5. Duplicate a data setZSCBDU OR ZD D: Invecomos a symmetric ax. 6. Load (or save) the in-core data from (or to) a file

matrix OR inCB : seDecomposes a symmetric banded 7. Get information about memory block or a specified
matrix stored in squeezed rectangular form, data setZSCBFS OR ZDCBFS: Performs forward substitution to 8 Get error codes and error messages

% ,. solve the decomposed symmetric banded system of
u o fuC9. Store (or retrieve) data to (or from) a data setea * euations obtained from the subroutine ZSCBDU or 10. Perform operations on the data sets

ZDCBDU. 11. Perform fu screen editing of the data set
ZSCBBS OR ZDCBBS: Performs backward substitution to 11. Prfor full seen oth dateti solve the deopsdsmercbanded sytmof 12. Print a data set to an output device.sletedecomposed symmetric baddsystem o

equations obtained from the subroutine ZSCBDU or Errors are detected by IDMS (it is optional) and stored in
ZDCBDU. memory. This memory is updated soon after each call to

ZSCBDD OR ZDCBDD: Decomposes a symmetric banded IDMS. The user can get error messages and error codes after
.e squeezed matrix into upper triangular and diagonal each call or optionally, can have them displayed at the

matrices. terminal.
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General routines Dynamic data definition is possible. Data manipulation
XINIT: Turns on the IDMS, creates a map for data manage- language offers capability to store, retrieve, modify and

ment, and initialises it. delete data in the database.
XDEF: Defines a data set for storing data. Using MIDAS/R, relations can be stored and retrieved
XCNAME: Changes the name of a data set. in row order, and matrices can be stored and retrieved in .,,,
XCDIM: Changes the dimension of a data set. submatrix order. Subroutines for conditional search on ',"'' %.

XCFMT: Changes the output format of a data set. various attributes are available. Traditional relational
XDEL: Deletes a data set from the memory block, algebra commands are also available. The subsystem can be 1
XCOPY: Copies a data set. used for interactive manipulation of data and queries.
XSAVE: Saves the memory block in a file. MIDAS/N is more suitable for storing and manipulating
XLOAD: Loads the memory block form a file. large matrices that can be created in one order and mani-

pulated in another. Their dimensions can be changed during "
Information request routines run time. Several subroutines are available to manipulate
XERROR: Returns the current error message. matrices stored in the database. Matrix decomposition and
XERINF: Returns all the information about data set equation solving subroutines are available. _

'DSNAME'.
Function LOCAT: Returns the location (address in the 6. GRAPHICS UTILITIES

block) of a data set. Graphics utilities are provided for basic graphic operations
XNAME: Return names of the data sets. such as drawing graphs on a terminal. One or several curves
XCORE: Returns status of memory allocation, can be drawn simultaneously, and graph axes and labels can

Data access routines be provided by using several routines specifically written
for this purpose.

XGET: Gets an element from a data set. The graphics routines are written for and are specific to ' '
XPUT: Puts an element into a data set. certain terminal types, which include Tektronix (under
XGETS: Gets a portion (submatrix) of data set from 4027 mode), HP2648A terminals, and Apollo workstations.

memory block to another array. There are three types of routines - first level, second
XPUTS: Puts a portion (submatrix) of data set from an level and device driver routines. First level routines can be

array to the memory block, ailed directly by the user to plot curves, axes and labels.
XEDITM: Performs full screen edit of the data set. The second level routines are more basic and are called by -p

XPRNTM: Prints a data set to an output device, the first level routines. The device driver routines are for %0 %

specific graphics terminals. .
S. DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MIDAS Several co-ordinate systems are used depending on the
MIDAS is an advanced database management system level of the routine. Included are user's co-ordinates, world "
capable of organising and managing large amounts of data co-ordinates (which range from 0-100) and device co-
for engineering applications. Detailed description of the ordinates (in terms of pixels). Each level of routines scales
system, its design, capabilities and commands are given by the co-ordinates provided by the calling routine to its own
Sreekanta Murthy et al." Therefore only a summary of its co-ordinate system.
capabilities is described here. First level routines " €-

MIDAS consists of two subsystems MIDAS/N and First level routines prcvide complete graph and curve
MIDAS/R. These subsystems are capable of organising data development capability for the application progranmer.
of numerical and relational models respectively. MIDAS/N
is specially developed to organise matrix data. This sub- GPLOTV: Draws a curve for y versus x for the data provided.
system can handle multiple databases, small and large GPLOThI: Draws multiple curves for y versus x for the data
matrices of various type, and small and large memory provided.
environment. Memory management is used in MIDAS/N Second level routines
to efficiently utilise the available computer memory which

is divided into a number of pages of fixed size. Number of Second level routines provide the basic component 6
pages and page size can be varied by changing a few para. routines used by ne first level routines and also some basic
meters. Least recently used page replacement strategy is graphics utilities for the application programmer.
adopted in the memory management system. GAREA: Defines display boundaries for the device and I

MIDAS/R is based on modification and extension of the draws x and y axes and labels for the axes.
RIM system,"13 which stands for MIDAS - Relational Data GCVTRT: Converts a real number array of tic marks into a
Management System. The traditional relational model is character array.
extended in RIM such that its attributes can be variable GDRAW: Draws a curve according to the input data. - .
length vectors and matrices. This is done to organise matrix GEND: Ends graphic operations. .. "
type data usually encountered in engineering applications. GFDGT: Computes the number of digits needed to display " "'
A user interface has been added to the system so that it the scale on the axes.
can be used with FORTRAN programs. GFIND: Finds the minimum and maximum values in a d e

Both subsystems of MIDAS provide simple to use data vector. - "-
definition and data manipulation languages for application GHTEXT: Displays a character string horizontally starting
programmers. Data definition language consists of sub- from the point (x, y).
routine CALL statements to define relations and matrices. GOUTLN: Draws the outline of the entire graphics area.
Integer, real, double precision and character data types are GRANGE: Separates the differences between the maximum
allowed. Large matrices such as square, rectangular, upper and minimum values on the axes into intervals for tic
triangular, skyline and hyper-matrices can be defined, marks.

L
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GVTEXT: Displays a character string vertically starting The library has been carefully designed for efficient 61

from point (x, y). numerical operations. For example, most of the matrix -

GXINDX: Draws the x-axis tic marks and labels them. operations, equation solvers and eigenvalue extractors use -
. ~. GYINDX: Draws the y-axis tic marks and labels them. lower level kernals for various vector operations. The kernals

are also written in FORTRAN77. They can be, however,
Device driver routines written in the machine language to enhance efficiency. In

The device driver routines provide the most basic routines addition, the subroutines are written in such a form that

specific to terminal types listed above, they can be easily vectorised automatically by compilers.
Thus the library can be installed on vector computers with-

GUERAS: Clears the graphics screen and returns the termi- out any additional effort. Current implementation is on i
nal to the text mode. PRIME supermini-computer and Apollo workstations.

GUTEXT: Displays a character at a point. Plans also exist for addition of subroutines for various
GUMOVE: Moves the pen to a point, finite elements and basic finite element operations. It is
GUPEN: Draws a line from the current pen position to a concluded that more SMART libraries are needed to support

point, scientific software development in academic research as
GUSET: Sets parameters for character size, spacing and well as commercial environment.

angle, and for line type.
GUSTRT: Initialises the graphics terminal. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

GUWNDO: Computes scale factors to convert from world
co-ordinates to device co-ordinates. This work is based on a project sponsored by the Air Force

Office of Scientific Research, No. AFOSR 82-0322.
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Evaluation of the MIDAS DBMS in an Equation-Solving Environment

T. Sreekanta Murthy, Y-K. Shyy, S. Mukhopadhyay, and J.S. Arora
Optimal Design Laboratory. College of Engineenng, University of Iowa. Iowa City, IA 52242

Abstract. The paper describes an evaluation of a data base man- agement concepts [101 developed for engineering
agement system, MIDAS. for the solution of linear equations. A applications. ,
brief description of the system is given. It is used and evaluated .
employing skyline and hypermatrix approaches for solving large
matrix equations. Performance of the two subs'stems of MI- usefulness of a data base management system be-
DAS-MIDAS/N and MIDAS/R-is measured and compared in fore implementing it in an engineering application. -'
terms of several system parameters. Programming for efficient Such a system should meet several requirements [I] -
use of the available memory is noted. Suggestions for application so that it can be used effectively. Speed of data
programming using MIDAS are given. Major conclusions of the storage and retrieval is one of the most important e
study are that memoiy management schemes, data structures.
and data access methods of the DBMS play very important roles requirements given in Ref. 1. Short access time will
for its efficient use in dynamic environment. Such methods must considerably reduce total execution time in an itera-
be developed and implemented for large-scale engineering appli- tive design process. Therefore, a data base manage-
cations. ment system should be evaluated to see if it satisfies

the requirements of an engineering application. -
In this paper, an evaluation of the data base man-

agement system MIDAS is given. The evaluation ,1 Introduction is made by using it in several programs for an out-

of-core solution of linear equations. Such systemsIn the last few years, data base management sys- of equations are encountered in many engineeringtems (DBMS) have started to play an important role applications, such as static and dynamic analysis of .

in the computer-aided design and analysis of engi- structures and mechanical systems, heat transfer
neering systems. Several data base management applications, fluid mechanics, eigenvalue analysis,
systems (DBMS) are available for engineering ap- and others. MIDAS has two subsystems that use
plications. Systems such as MIDAS [11, FILES [2], different memory management, data access meth-
GIFTS [31, RIM [4], SDMS [5], SPAR [61, PHIDAS ods, and data models. The performance of the sub-
[7], and TORNADO [8] have been developed with a systems is measured by noting several parameters •varying degree of sophistication and have a variety with a view toward evaluating memory manage- , 5..j
of capabilities. A survey [9] of existing data base ment, data models, and access methods. The paper % I'
management systems was made to find out their gives details of the performance and describes

capabilities and usefulness for design and analysis methods of developing applications by using MI-

applications. It was found that use of many of the DAS. It suggests efficient ways of integrating a "
systems is limited to those applications for which DBMS in engineering applications. a

they were developed. Thus, there was a need to
have a good DBMS that could deal with data organi- .
zation of design and analysis applications. A data 2 Description of MIDAS
base management system called MIDAS [I] was de- p
signed and implemented based on data base man- A detailed description of MIDAS is given in Refs.

I. II. and 12. MIDAS stands for Management of
Reprint requests: J.S. Arom, Optimal Design Laboratory, Information for Design and Analysis of Systems. It

College of Engineering, University of Iowa. Iowa City, IA 52242. consists of two subsystems MIDAS/N and .
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MIDAS/R. These subsystems are capable of orga- programs that can use a DBMS. The data base man-
nizing data by using numerical and relational agement system MIDAS is evaluated by using it in -*
models [10]. respectively. MIDAS/N is specially an out-of-core equation-solving application. The
developed to organize matrix data. This subsystem two subsystems- MIDAS/N and MIDAS/R-are
can handle multiple data bases, small and large ma- separately used for solving equations. This enables

' trices of various type, and small and large memory us first to evaluate performance of the two subsys-
environments. Memory management is used in tems separately and later to compare them with
MIDAS/N to utilize efficiently the available com- each other. This way the memory management

P "puter memory, which is divided into a number of schemes, data models, and access methods of the
pages of fixed size. The number of pages and page two subsystems can be evaluated. The approaches
size can be varied by changing a few parameters. employed for solving equations and performance of
The least recently used page replacement strategy is the subsystems are given in the following subsec-
adopted in the memory management system. tions.

4L_. MIDAS/R is based on modification and exten-
sion of the RIM 4 . 3 system. This modification was 3.1 Skyline and Hypermatrix Approaches for
made to see if the system can be extended to satisfy Solving Equations
the requirements [1] of engineering applications. It
was found difficult to extend RIM to have multiple Sparsity in assembled matrix equations is used to
data bases, organize large matrices, and be efficient advantage in reducing storage space and computa-
in handling large data sets and large memory. It tion time. Of the three common approaches-

& essentially meant rewriting the memory manage- banded, skyline [14], and hypermatrix [15] storage
ment. data definition, and data manipulation parts. schemes, the later two are known to be more effec-
Thus, it was decided to use RIM as is but to add tive in conserving computer resources. Therefore,
new data definition, data manipulation, and mem- these cseing cter sores Threfore
ory management subroutines. This subsystem is trices. Both approaches use a Gaussian elimination
called MIDAS/R, which stands for MIDAS-Rela- scheme to decompose the coefficient matrix. For-
tional Data Management System. The traditional re- ward and backward substitutions are carried out to
lational model is extended in RIM so that its attri-
butes can be variable length vectors and matrices, obtain the solution of the equations. Thus, theoreti-

This is done to organize matrix-type data that is cally, the number of arithmetic operations is the .<
same. % -.usually encountered in engineering applications.Computer programs for solving symmetric

Both subsystems of MIDAS provide simple-to- equations using skyline and hypermatrix ap-

use data definition and data manipulation languages proaches were developed. The skyline approach

for application programmers and interactive users. arixci

Data definition language consists of subroutine uses the left-hand side (LHS) coefficient matrix in

CALL statements to define relations and matrices. skyline form. Each column of the LHS coefficientCALLstaemets o dfin reltios ad mtriesmatrix is of variable length, storing only nonzero
Integer, real, double precision, and character data va iab lnth , inglynnzero

type ar alowe, Lrgematrcessuc assqurevalues. Each column, however, includes zero val-"types are allowed Large matrices such as square, ues within it. The right-hand side (RHS) and solu-
rectangular, upper triangular, skyline, and hyper- tion for unknowns are stored in a column vector. A

, , matrices can be defined. A dynamic data definition numerical data model [10] consisting of two levels
'A. [1] is possible. Data manipulation language offers of matrix data organization is used with MIDAS/N.

capability to store, retrieve, modify, and delete data The first level contains details about skyline height 71
in a data base. Both relation and matrix data can be and addresses of diagonal elements; the second
manipulated. Using MIDAS/R, relations can be level contains actual matrix data. A relationale stored and retrieved in row order and matrices can model is used to represent skyline data with
be stored and retrieved in submatrix order. Using MIDAS/R. A variable length vector is used as an
MIDAS/N, matrices can be stored and retrieved in attribute of a relation. Two separate programs were

! .row, column, or submatrix order. developed for solving equations, one using the

MIDAS/N, and the other using the MIDAS/R sub-
%.- system.

3 Evaludom of MIDAS The computer program for solving equations
employing the hypermatrix approach uses the LHS

The solution of a large number of simultaneous coefficient matrix in partitioned form. A large ma-
equations is one of the most common application trix is divided into a number of submatrices. Only %

-..-. .-.. ,--. .-. -. - - -. .. -. -._ " -._: -" -,.' - .- ' ".-.
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Table I. Performance of MIDAS/N

Page Number of Half-bandwidth: 10 Half-bandwidth: 30
size pages

CPU NREAD NWRITE NCALL CPU NREAD NWRITE NCALL

256 20 33, 340 127 16262 125 1394 480 38688
(248  (22698) (1001) (11487) (486) (39545) (1326! (229391

1024 20 31 70 30 16262 115 337 120 38688
211) (6013) 1339) (11487) (411) (10370) 1435) (22939)

A Data without parentheses is for skyline approach.
Data in parentheses is for hypermatrix approach.

Number of equations: 1000.

the upper symmetric portion of the LHS matrix is culations were performed on a PRIME 750
stored. Similarly, the RHS matrix is also divided computer.
into a number of submatrices. The solution vectors The primary focus of the present investigation
are also stored in submatrix form. Null submatrices is on the evaluation of subsystems of MIDAS and
in the LHS and RHS are not stored or manipulated. not on the algorithms for the solution of equations.
Partially full submatrices, however, store zero coef- However, comparisons of the two algorithms on the
ficients within them. Again, a numerical data model selected set of systems of equations will be made.
is used for matrix data organization with MIDAS/N. .-. *

The first level contains nonnull submatrix num-
bers and their sizes; the second level contains ac- 3.2 Performance of MIDAS/N %
tual matrix data. The relational data model is used e%

with MIDAS/R. Two more programs were devel- The two computer programs SKYSOLB [121 and , .

oped; one using MIDAS/N, and the other using MI- HYPMDN using MIDAS/N were used to solve the
DAS/R. two sets of equations. The results of CPU, , '

Thus, in total, four computer programs are de- NREAD, NWRITE, and NCALL are given in Ta- ,
veloped for solving equations: ble I. The equations are solved for two cases of -

i. SKYSOL solves the equations using MI- page size and the number of pages as follows: (1) 20
DAS/R by the skyline approach. pages of 256 short integer words and (2) 20 pages of

2. SKYSOLB (12] solves the equations using 1024 short integer words.
MIDAS/N by the skyline approach. The following points are observed from the ta-

3. HYPSOL uses MIDAS/R to solve equations ble. As page size is increased from 256 words to zi
by the hypermatrix approach. 1024 words, the CPU time for solving equations us-

4. HYPMDN uses MIDAS/N to solve equa- ing skyline and hypermatrix approaches reduces,

tions by the hypermatrix approach. but not to a considerable extent. The number of
Two sets of large equations were solved using reads and writes for the larger page size is much less .

the four computer programs SKYSOL, SKYSOLB, than that for the small page size. The number of
HYPSOL, and HYPMDN. The first set of equa- writes is smaller than the number of reads, due to
tions has 1000 unknowns and a half-bandwidth of the replacement of unmodified pages by new data . .,:-

10. The second set of equations has 1000 unknowns causing more reads than writes. Note that the num-
and a half-bandwidth of 30. For the hypermatrix ber of calls to MIDAS/N routines remains the same
approach, a submatrix size of 10 is used. These for both page sizes, as expected. The number of
equations were solved with different memory man- calls to MIDAS/N increased as bandwidth in- ,
agement schemes. Performance of the programs creased.
was measured by noting the central processing unit The skyline approach for solving equations of
time (CPU), the number of reads made on physical 1000 unknowns with a half-bandwidth of 10 and a
data base (NREAD), the number of writes made on page size of 256 words took 33 s, whereas the hy-
physical data base (NWRITE), and the number of permatrix approach with the same memory manage-
calls made to the data base management subrou- ment scheme took 248 s. The hypermatrix approach -
tines (NCALL). Detailed performance of the pro- is about 8 times slower than the skyline approach. -
grams is discussed in the following sections. All cal. In solving the second set of equations with a band- '. ,.

0
71.
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Table 2. Performance of MIDAS/R

Page Number of Half-bandwidth: 10 Half-bandwidth: 30

size pages CPU NREAD NWRITE NCALL CPU NREAD NWRITE NCALL

256 20 229" 16103 218 12984 3139 65602 530 32594
(2721)b (92312) (564) (12082) (8208) (275060) (1157) (24117)

1024 20 119 13970 74 12984 1576 31417 191 32594
(1623) (50678) (619) (12082) (3718) (115788) (1327) (24117)

20480 2 51 303 65 12984 1298 27481 145 32594
(928) (26644) (495) (12082) (1312) (27497) (2598) (24117)

Data without parentheses is for skyline approach.
Data in parentheses is for hypermatrix approach.

Number of equations: 1000.

width of 30, the skyline approach used 125 s, and write operations. The new memory manage-whereas the hypermatrix approach used 486. In this ment system has its own buffer whose size. number

case, the hypermatrix approach is about 4 times of pages, and page size can be changed. The results
slower than the skyline approach. We see from the of CPU, NREAD, NWRITE, and NCALL are de

result that as the bandwidth increases, the differ- given in Table 2. The table shows results for three
ence in CPU time between skyline and hyperma- different cases of page size and number of pages as
trix approaches reduces, because the percentage of follows: (1) 20 pages of 256 short integer words, (2)
nonzero elements within the nonnull submatrices 20 pages of 1024 short integer words, and (3) 2 pages
reduces considerably as the bandwidth increases, of 20480 short integer words.
Arithmetic operations on nonzero elements reduces The following points are observed from the ta-
with the lower percentage of nonzero elements, ble. As the page size is increased CPU time for
thus reducing CPU time. It is believed that as the solving equations using skyline and hypermatrix ap-
bandwidth increases and large submatrix size is proaches reduces. The number of reads (NREAD)
used, the large difference in CPU times between the for large page size is less than that for the small page
two approaches will reduce substantially. Note, size. NWRITE also has a similar trend except for
however, from Table I that the data organization the case of hypermatrix approach with a page size
with hypermatrix approach is such that NREAD of 1024 words, where it increases when page size is
and NWRITE are quite large as compared to those increased. The number of writes is much smaller
with the skyline approach. It appears the hyperma- than the number of reads. This may be due to the
trix approach will be less efficient as compared to hashing scheme used in the MIDAS/R address-
the skyline approach. Definite conclusions, how- ing and searching routines. The MIDAS/R program
ever, cannot be given because relative efficiency is makes a large number of reads to search and locate
a function of the programming habits and data orga- the required data. Further, note that the number of
nizations. calls to MIDAS/R routines remains the same for all

page sizes, as expected. The number of calls to MI-
DAS/R increases as bandwidth is increased.

3.3 Performance of MIDASIR The skyline approach for solving the first set of
equations with a page size of 256 words took 229 s.

The two computer programs SKYSOL and HYP- whereas the hypermatrix approach for solving the

SOL asing MIDAS/R were used to solve the two same equations with the same memory management
sets of equations. A preliminary investigation scheme took 2721 s. The hypermatrix approach is
showed RIM's memory management to be ineffi- about 10 times slower than the skyline approach. In
cient. This fact is also discussed in more detail solving the second set of equations with a band-
in Section 3.6. Therefore, in the results reported width of 30, the skyline approach used 3139 CPU s,
here, the new memory management routines of whereas the hypermatrix approach used 8208 CPU
MIDAS/R are employed. These routines reside a s. In this case, the hypermatrix approach is about 3
layer above RIM's memory management system times slower than the skyline approach. Thus, we
and utilize its lower-level routines for physical read see from the results that as bandwidth is increased,

:' .'" - :,,- " .".'"".-'..'" .' .."": " -' . -. '".'• -2,'T-.',:-;,.."" ". '- .' -,7.,, ,:-,: '.:...., ,,, ,, -.,.,,',, .. , ,. . ,, ., .' ' ,, ,," ,, , ,, A', ..
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Table 3. Comparison of MIDAS/N and MIDAS/R using skyline approach S A

Page Number of Half-bandwidth: 10 Half-bandwidth: 30 ' : ;
size pages Skyline height: 10 Skyline height: 30 "

CPU NREAD NWRITE NCALL CPU NREAD NWRITE NCALL

256 20 33, 340 127 16262 125 1394 480 38688
(229)b (16103) (218) (12984) (3139) (65602) (530) (32594)

1024 20 31 70 30 16262 115 337 120 38688 ..
(119) (13970) (74) (12984) (1576) (31417) (191) (32594)

Data without parentheses is for MIDAS/N.
Data in parentheses is MIDAS/R.

Number of equations: 1000.

the difference in CPU time between skyline and hy- is required to locate this address before accessing
permatrix approaches again reduces. The remarks the skyline vector. MIDAS/R does not require such
given at the end of Section 3.3 regarding relative addresses, since skyline vectors are stored in vari-
efficiency of the two approaches also apply to the able length rows, thereby using a fewer number of
preceding data. calls to MIDAS/R. In the case of the second set of

equations with a half-bandwidth of 30, similar
trends of CPU, NREAD, NWRITE, and NCALL

3.4 Comparison of MIDAS/N and MIDASIR are observed.
Using Skyline Approach Therefore, from the preceding results, we see !rk"

that memory management, data model, and data ac-
The efficiency of MIDAS/N and MIDAS/R is com- cess method in MIDAS/R are inefficient as com-
pared in solving equations using the skyline ap- pared to MIDAS/N.
proach. The two computer programs SKYSOL and
SKYSOLB were employed to solve the two sets of
equations. The comparison of results is given in Ta- 3.5 Comparison of MIDAS/N and MIDASIR . .,
ble 3. Equations are solved for two cases of page Using Hypermatrix Approach k
size and the number of pages as follows: (1) 20
pages of 256 words and (2) 20 pages of 1024 words. The efficiency of MIDAS/N and MIDAS/R is com-

The following points are observed from the ta- pared in solving equations using the hypermatrix -
ble. MIDAS/N used 33 s of CPU time for solving approach. The two computer programs HYPSOL
1000 equations with a half-bandwidth of 10 and a and HYPMDN were employed to solve the two sets -
page size of 256 words, whereas MIDAS/R took 229 of equations. The comparison of results is given in
s for solving the same equations. Thus, we see that Table 4. Equations are solved for different cases of
MIDAS/R is about 8 times slower in this case. For a page size and number of pages.
page size of 1024 words, MIDAS/R is about 4 times The following points are observed from the ta- -.

slower than MIDAS/N. The number of writes in ble. MIDAS/N uses 248 s of CPU time to solve 1000
MIDAS/R is about 2 times that of MIDAS/N, and equations with a half-bandwidth of 10 and page size
the number of reads in MIDAS/R is also very high of 256 words, whereas MIDAS/R takes 2721 s of
as compared to MIDAS/N. We could attribute this CPU time to solve the same set of equations. Thus,
high value of reads to the nature of addressing and MIDAS/R is about 10 times slower than MIDAS/N - 0
searching employed in MIDAS/R. MIDAS/N uses in this case. For a page size of 1024 words,
an indexing (direct addressing) scheme to locate the MIDAS/R is about 8 times slower than MIDAS/N
data, whereas MIDAS/R uses a hashing scheme, The number of reads in MIDAS/R is about 4 times ,'.
which uses a large number of reads and searches to more than in MIDAS/N for a page size of 256
locate the required data. The number of calls to words. On the other hand, the number of writes in *,p e,
MIDAS/N, on the other hand, was higher than in MIDAS/R is about 2 times less than in MIDAS/N
MIDAS/R because MIDAS/N uses addresses of di- for the same size. For a page size of 1024 words, the
agonal elements stored in a single row vector to number of reads in MIDAS/R is about 8 times those
locate the columns of the skyline matrix. MIDAS/N of MIDAS/N, whereas the number of writes in .,...y

,'_
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Table 4. Comparison of MIDAS/N and MIDAS/R using hypermatnx approach

Page Number of Half-bandwidth: 10 Half-bandwidth: 30
size pages

CPU NREAD NWRITE NCALL CPU NREAD NWRITE NCALL

256 20 248' 22698 1001 11487 486 39545 1326 22939
(2721)b (92312) (564) (12082) (8208) (275060) (1157) (24117)

1024 20 211 6013 339 11487 411 10370 435 22939

(1623) (50678) (619) (12082) (3718) (115788) (1327) (24117)

Data without parentheses is for MIDAS/N.
Data in parentheses is MIDAS/R.

Number of equations: 1000: Submatrix size: 10010.

Table 5. Performance of memory management (MM) of was added to provide improvements in performance
MIDAS/R of the RIM program. Here a comparison of the per-
Total Memory of CPU With additional MM CPU formance of RIM's built-in memory management
RIMs built-in MM interface system and the performance of MIDAS/R with the

_additional memory management is made. The CPU
Page size No. of pages times to solve 1000 equations with a SYKSOL pro-

gram are used to compare the performance. Table 5
1 9216 1597 256 20 229 shows the CPU time for various sizes of RIMs built-

e 10 1024 20 120., 2048 20 82 in memory management schemes and additional
2 20480 1543 256 20 228 memory management schemes. Observe from the

1024 20 116 table that the CPU times does not vary considerably
2048 20 79 by increasing the total memory of the built-in mem-

81920 1514 256 20 222 ory management scheme of RIM. This indicates1024 20 112

2048 20 75 that the RIM program is not capable of utilizing the
4 163840 1608 256 20 218 large memory of the computer effectively. By intro-

1024 20 116 ducing the additional memory management scheme
2048 20 81 in MIDAS/R, we see that CPU time reduces consid-

erably. As page size increases from 256 to 2048
Number of equations: 1000; Half-bandwidth: 10. words, CPU time reduces from 228 to 79 s for Case

2 of 20480 words of memory. Similar trends are

MIDAS/R is about 2 times those in MIDAS/N. The observed for other sizes of memory management
number of calls in MIDAS/R are slightly higher buffer. Therefore, we see that memory management

Sthnbrfa in MIDAS/R isbcae MliDAtR uihes plays a very important role in the dynamic environ-., than in MIDAS/N. This is because MIDAS/R uses
two call statements-RDSGET and RDSMOD-to ment of engineering applications. Also as observed
modify data, whereas MIDAS/N uses only one cad in Table 5, memory management of the RIM pro-
statement-RDSPUT-to modify data. Similar gram can be substantially improved.
trends of CPU, NREAD, NWRITE, and NCALL
are observed for the second set of equations.

Therefore, from these results we can again see 4 Progpamn g for Eflideut Use of Available
that MIDAS/R is inefficient, as compared in MI- Memory
DAS/N.V The computer programs for solving equations de-

scribed in Section 3 use only a minimum of work-
3.6 Performance of Memory Management of space, which is just sufficient to hold the needed
MIDASIR columns of the skyline matrix or the submatrices in

the hypermatrix approach. In such a case, the effi-
As mentioned earlier, the MIDAS/R program is cient use of available memory depends completely
based on modifications and extensions of the RIM on the memory management of the DBMS. How-
program [4]. A new memory management interface ever, every call to DBMS is associated with certain .
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Table 6. Performance of MIDAS/N with additional workspace using skyline approach

Workspace REAL*8 Page size: 256 Page size: 1024

CPU NREAD NWRITE NCALL CPU NREAD NWRITE NCALL ,-

25 35.5 340 127 16270 33.3 70 30 16270 : !'
25, (33t1 (3401 (127) (16262) (30.7) (70) (30M (16262)

100 17.6 340 127 5203 15.1 70 30 S203
200 7.7 339 127 843 6.3 70 30 843
800 5.8 340 127 167 4.8 70 30 167

1000 5.7 340 128 134 4.7 70 30 134
4000 5.4 364 136 34 4.5 70 31 34

100O 5.3 342 130 12 4.3 61 33 12

With SKYSOLB using the minimum workspace of 25 REAL*8 words.
Number of equations: 1000: Half-bandwidth: 10: Skyline height: 10; Number of pages: 20.

overhead which increases as the number of calls to workspace is increased from 25 to 10000 words.
DBMS increases, leading to increased execution CPU reduces from 35.5 s to 5.3 s. Also. the number
time. Therefore, alternative schemes are necessary of calls to MIDAS/N reduces from 16270 to 12. This
to improve the efficiency of application programs reduction in CPU time and number of calls to
that use a DBMS. MIDAS/N is quite significant. Note that the in-

One possible way to make efficient use of avail- crease in the workspace beyond 800 words does not
able memory is by providing a sufficiently large reduce the CPU time significantly. It remains al-
workspace in the application program itself. The most constant at around 5 s Similar results are ob-
application programs should be developed with ad- tained for a page size of 1024 words. Note that the
ditional logic to use the workspace as much as pos- number of reads and writes for a page of 1024 words
sible before doing any transaction on the data base is much less than those for a page size of 256 words. ,

using the DBMS. This way, it is possible to reduce Also CPU time is less for a page size of 1024 words.
the number of calls to the DBMS, which in turn From these observations, we can conclude that by
reduces the 1/O and CPU times. using workspace efficiently in the application pro-

Using the approach described previously, an- gram, CPU time can be reduced. However, we also 7%

other equation solver called SKYSOLA 1121 was note that beyond a certain amount of workspace.
developed employing MIDAS/N. Available work- there may not be further significant reduction in the
space, which is larger than the minimum required. CPU time.
is assigned to various subroutines of SKYSOLA.
Additional program logic is incorporated to make 0.
use of the workspace in the best possible manner. 5 Suggestions for Application Programming
The program is used for solving equations of 1000 Using MIDAS A. 00JA %7

unknowns and a half-bandwidth of 10. The perfor-
mance of the system is measured for several sizes of It is useful for an engineering application program- iI
workspace. The results are given in Table 6. Note mer to be familiar with the internal structure of the ,
that the data manipulation language of MIDAS/R is DBMS. In particular, the programmer should be
such that a program similar to SKYSOLA cannot aware of the memory management scheme used and
be developed with it. MIDAS/R must read one understand the effect of changing system parame- "
record of a relation at a time, so there is no advan- ters. The choice of a page size and the number of
tage in providing extra workspace in the application pages can have an effect on the efficiency of an
program. application. Several points are noted that will per- 8.

The following points are observed from the ta- mit the use of MIDAS and other such systems effec- _-
ble. For a minimum work space of 25. the program tively:
SKYSOLA uses more CPU than SKYSOLB for a I. A larger page size is suitable when data is e
page size of 256 words. This is because additional accessed sequentially. It is not suitable when "
logic in SKYSOLA uses some CPU time. As the data is accessed in a random manner. In the

0 "
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latter case. the entire data from a page may engineering applications. Proper methods
not be used before replacing it, or before go- for these steps must be developed and imple-
ing to the next page. Also. a larger page size mented for efficient use of a DBMS in the
may lead to internal fragmentation of data. if dynamic environment.
page management is not properly designed. 3. Memory management of MIDAS/N can ef-

2. A large number of pages is beneficial to a fectively use large memory. Further im-
program using several data sets simulta- provements are possible by eliminating se-
neously or when data is retrieved randomly. quential search used at several places.

3. If the number of pages is too small compared 4. Memory management of MIDAS/R (RIM
to the number of data sets currently used, 14]) is inefficient for engineering applica-
then page replacement activity may increase tions. It can be substantially improved. .4.

i"s, (thrashing). 5. Application programs should be carefully
4. For better efficiency, the page size should be designed to minimize the number of calls to

the same as that of the operating system the DBMS by properly using the available
(i.e., the unit of transfer). The reason is that workspace. This makes the application pro-
if the page size is smaller than the operating gram slightly more complex.
system's page size, then each call to read the The present study has helped in refining the re-
data may cause the operating system to quirements of a DBMS that has to be used in the
transfer more data into the memory. A larger dynamic runtime environment. Many complex engi-
page size should be chosen as a multiple of neering applications fall into this category. The re-
the operating system's page size. fined specifications for the system are given in Ref.

5. Use as much workspace as possible in the 16. Enhanced data definition facility, memory man-
application program to reduce the CPU time. agement scheme, and storage layout are proposed.
Also, minimize the number of calls to the A unified data definition facility for matrices and
DBMS. A general-purpose DBMS has a cer- relations, while retaining their distinct features, is
tain amount of overhead that can be avoided developed. The memory management scheme is de-
by efficiently utilizing the workspace avail- signed to handle large as well as small buffers effi-
able in the application program. The DBMS ciently. The memory and physical storage is orga-
is still essential for organizing a large amount nized in terms of pages. A page can contain data
of data in complex applications. The use of from one or more data sets. This scheme essentially
extra workspace in an application program, rules out the possibility of internal fragmentation in
however, complicates its logic to manage it. large pages. These enhancements will be imple-
Also, the application program may become mented into MIDAS and evaluated in the future.
difficult to maintain.
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In this paper, basic ideas and concepts of using artificial intelligence in design optimization of
engineering systems are presented. The purpose of the study is to develop an expert (knowledge-based)
system that helps the user in design optimization. Two basic ideas are advocated: (1) the successful
numerical implementation of algorithms needs heuristics; and (2) the optimal design process can be
greatly benefited by the use of heuristics based on knowledge captured during the iterative process.
Various steps in the optimization process, where artificial intelligence ideas can be of tremendous help,
are delineated. Some simple rules are presented to utilize the knowledge base and raw data as it
accumulates in the iterative process. A simple example is used to demonstrate some of the basic ideas.

1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the science of creating intelligent behavior on computers.
Computer programs having built-in intelligence are called expert or knowledge-based systems.
They perform a task normally done by experts or specialists in a field, and in doing so they use
captured, heuristic knowledge. General introduction to the field of artificial intelligence can be
found in articles by Waldrop [1-31. An excellent introduction to the subject from the
engineering point of view is presented by Dym [4]. In-depth discussion of artificial intelligence
and expert systems can be found in a book by Rich [5] and books edited by Hayes-Roth,
Waterman, and Lenat [61, and Barr and Feigenbaum [7].

The principles of Al can be applied to almost any field. Expert systems have been
developed [4] in the fields of medicine for diagnosis, finite element analysis as a modeling -*

consultant, locomotive repairs, hydrology for estimating input parameters for watershed ,..
simulation, seismic-damage assessment, design of high-rise buildings, VLSI design in electrical
engineering and others. Use of Al is particularly suitable in the field of engineering design, where f. -"'
rules of thumb (heuristics) have been developed over the years through successful design and
redesign of similar systems. "

*This research is sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Grant No. AFOSR 82-0322. The
material of the paper is derived from a presentation made by the authors at the 26th AIAA Structures, Structural "6 4

Dynamics and Materials Conference, April 1985. -

0045-7825/86/$3.50 () 1986, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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The Al concepts can also be used in optimal design of systems. So far, methods of
optimization and associated programs have been used mostly by the experts in the field. The
limited use of the methodology by general designers has resulted in failure more often than in
success. We need to examine why the experts have been able to apply techniques to almost

Nany design problem but the general designers have not. The main reason is that experts can
observe the behavior of the algorithm, diagnose failures and erratic behavior, and fix them
by adjusting certain parameters. The question then is: can we capture the experts' knowledge,
develop appropriate rules and implement them in an expert system? The answer is yes. The
optimal design process is iterative where the same set of calculations is performed repeatedly.
Data from each iteration can be saved to provide knowledge about the problem helpful in
finding an optimal design. We will use the data that the experts use to monitor the progress of

9.0 the algorithm and develop rules required to adjust parameters.

Another reason for using Al in optimal design is that no one algorithm can efficiently solve
all classes of problems. We can monitor characteristics of the optimization problem and
develop rules to switch back and forth between algorithms. Even if an algorithm is theoretic-
ally guaranteed to solve a class of problems, its numerical implementation needs heuristics
(due to round-off, truncation, etc.) to achieve convergence.

The purpose of the paper is manifold: (1) to elaborate on why Al techniques are needed in
the design-optimization process; (2) to describe how Al techniques can be used; (3) to discuss
some general concepts about the architecture of the expert system (the objective would be to
lay out a plan for development of such a system); and finally, (4) to exemplify the ideas
through a primitive expert system and experience with it.

2. The expert system: an overview

The development of more powerful software in engineering has been accompanied by an
increasing complexity and detail in program control structures. Increasingly, the decision-
making process has been incorporated into programs to help the user operate the software.

It is only with the advent of Al that the study of human intelligence has been approached
with the intent of incorporating aspects of that intelligence in engineering programs. Our goal
is to apply knowledge of optimization towards the improvement of the design process. We
must not only incorporate that knowledge, but also knowledge about intelligence itself (how
we solve problems, operate the process, and make decisions).

Considerable effort is required in the planning stages of development to avoid problems
later. Consideration is given to the scope of the problem modeled, the type of knowledge
involved, the form in which the knowledge is represented, and the type of inference engine
used.

Expert systems are designed to deal with a particular application, capturing an expert's
knowledge and implementing rules based on it. Since expertise comes in narrow fields, an
expert system can be developed only for a particular application. The scope is limited, in the
present case, to the control of nonlinear optimization algorithms. By limiting the scope, the

r. knowledge base is maintained at a workable size, the decision process is faster, and the form
of the knowledge is reduced to a few specific representations.

The rules developed and used by an expert can be of two types: (1) based on a well-defined
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algorithm and easily coded in conventional programs (algorithmic rules): and (2) based on
experience and heuristics but not part of a conventional algorithm (nonalgorithmic rules). It
turns out that both types of rules can be used in an expert system for general design
optimization. ,

2.1. Components of knowledge-based systems

An expert system is likely to have the following four components: (1) input/output facility; (2)
knowledge acquisition facility; (3) knowledge base; and (4) inference engine. The input/output : -
facility can include interactive queries, reports, and graphics. We will see later in an example how
this is accomplished. The knowledge acquisition essentially consists of identifying the data that
need to be collected and converted to a usable form. The process of knowledge acquisition may be .',-

broken down into phases 141: (1) identification; (2) conceptualization; (3) formalization; (4)
implementation; and (5) testing. .u

The process of developing an expert system is, to a large extent, the development of an
applied knowledge base in a form which may be used efficiently by an inference engine. The
knowledge base contains the knowledge of an expert about control of optimization algorithms.
Our application, a numerically intensive design process, deals with aspects of optimization
such as numerical precision, rates of convergence, recognition of convergence, active sets,
feasible and infeasible designs, and constraint violations. The numerical results of an algorithm
include new design points, function and gradient values, directions, and step sizes from
successive iterations.

Two types of knowledge bases can be used in the design-optimization process: (1) an
existing knowledge base about a class of design problems which is accumulated over a period C
of time, e.g., for design of aircraft structures, bridges, roads, etc.; and (2) a generated
knowledge base that is accumulated for a particular design problem during the iterative
process. Primarily, the second type is considered here, although both types of knowledge can
be useful for the expert system. ?-

The inference engine is at the heart of the system and is based upon new techniques
developed in the artificial intelligence field. These techniques are rapidly evolving into a
coherent set of search and deduction strategies.

2.2. Domain of application

To develop an expert system we must precisely define its domain of application. In this
paper an expert system for the following general nonlinear programming problem is discussed: S

(P) minimize f(b), b E R k *

subject to g,(b)= 0 i= 1,...,n,

g ,(b) O, i = n + 1, .... m .

Here b is a design variable vector, f(b) is a cost function, g,(b) are constraints, n is the number
of equalities, and m is the total number of constraints. Many design-optimization problems
represented in the above model possess the following special characteristics which influence
development of an expert system: %

o% %
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(1) Most functions in the problem P implicitly depend on design variables b. The function

evaluations are tedious and time-consuming.
(2) Evaluation of gradients of such functions needs special algorithms.
(3) Function and gradient evaluation need special-purpose programs that can be quite

complicated and large.
(4) During each design-optimization cycle, ninety percent of the computational effort is

spent in function and gradient evaluation. Therefore, the information generated during each
iteration should be utilized to the maximum extent possible. One of the objectives of the
expert system will be to accomplish this task.

3. Need for Al in design optimization

There are many facets of optimization which might incorporate the strategies of an expert
%! system. Many of the processes already include some measure of the expert's knowledge, but

the complexity of the software does not allow the level of application possible. We will discuss
some instances in the design-optimization process where artificial intelligence is needed.

3.1. Optimization algirithms

Many optimization algorithms have been developed [8-14] to solve the problem P. Among
these, the recursive quadratic programming method of Pshenichny [8, 9, 121, the cost functionbounding method of Arora [131, feasible directions methods [9, 10], a hybrid method f14j,

and multiplier methods [9, 111 appear to be quite promising. All methods have certain common
calculations during each iteration. They all need: (1) cost and constraint function values; (2)
gradients of cost and constraint functions; (3) solution of a subproblem (although each method
defines it differently); (4) step-size determination after a direction of design change has been
determined; and (5) some mechanism to enforce global convergence.

Of the five methods listed above, the first four fall into the class of primal methods and the
multiplier methods fall into the class of transformation methods. Some methods, like the
recursive quadratic programming method [8,9, 121 and the hybrid method [141, accumulate

.A second-order information about the problem. This can lead to superlinear convergence.
Careful implementation of the methods is needed, however. Each method has its own
peculiarities and needs its own rules. All of the above methods use active-set strategies
implying that only a subset of the constraints is used in defining the subproblem at each
iteration. If the active set is not properly identified, convergence difficulties can occur. Both active
set identification and convergence problems can be dealt with in the expert system.

3.2. Numerical problems with algorithms

If numerical algorithms are not carefully implemented in computer software they may not
behave the way they are theoretically supposed to. One reason for this is the occurrence of
truncation and round-off errors. In addition, many algorithms are proved to converge when
certain parameters tend to zero or infinity. The rate at which the parameters go to their

an", limiting value can influence the numerical behavior of the algorithm. To avoid division by zero the
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use of range parameters must always be considered. Optimization algorithms are not different from
any other numerical algorithm and encounter the above-mentioned difficulties. Thus, heuristics
can be used to accomplish robust implementation of algorithms.

3.3. Providing expert performance for the designer

The level of knowledge required to successfully use optimization software has limited its use
to the experts themselves. The average designer is unable to grasp the heuristic insight into the
problem solution. Attempts made by the designer to duplicate the efforts of the expert in using J,
the software can result in frustration. Effective use of the software by nonexperts requires that ""
many of the details of the solution process be incorporated into the software and removed "
from the designer's responsibilities. This requires software capable of setting parameters, '-

making decisions, and recognizing critical conditions in the process. The software must act as a
consultant to the designer and as a control system for the optimization algorithms. S

Several instances where the software system can provide expert performance for the ..&

designer are described in the following:
(1) The system can identify discrepancies in the gradient calculation of cost and constraint

functions and report the findings to the designer so that he can fix them. ..- *

(2) It is possible that no feasible design exists for the problem. The system can identify flaws -

in the problem formulation by identifying the constraints that cannot be satisfied.
(3) The system can recognize characteristics of the problem and select appropriate al-

gorithms to solve it. For example, it could classify the problems as (i) linear, (ii) unconstrained,
(iii) mildly nonlinear, and (iv) highly nonlinear. This can be accomplished by capturing
appropriate knowledge and developing rules to use it. Proper algorithms should be available
to deal with each class of problems.

(4) Another area where the system can provide expert performance is the identification of .,',.
design variables that have the most or the least influence on the design process. This can be,_ .
done by comparing the sensitivity coefficients of all functions with respect to various design , Mv

variables. This information can be of extreme importance to the designer. He can give
'fixed-design' status to variables that have the least influence, and optimize the ones that are
most critical. Overall efficiency of the optimal design process can be improved.

3.4. Making the optimization process more efficient

The optimization process requires many finely tuned components to successfully find -..

solutions to large or complex nonlinear programming problems. Even with the parameters and
controls finely tuned, the process may still take considerable time and computational power to ' .1
find a solution.

The expert is often able to see, after some iterations, the ways in which the algorithm has
been inefficient in its search for the solution. The patterns of data available during the search
can be used to help guide the optimization process in a direction which would lead to the .N .

solution much faster than if unaided.
The selection of the starting point may be improved by preliminary analysis of the problem,.,

use of gradients of functions and experience with the optimization algorithms available. If an ''
algorithm performs better with a feasible or infeasible starting point, then selection of the

0:
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starting point should reflect that fact. Often, the algorithm converges very slowly from a I
specific region in the design space. It may be better in those cases tc select a new starting point
than to continue with the computations in progress.

Knowledge of the design space and the functions involved can be incorporated into theP
proc .ss and used to aid in the solution search. Some regions of the solution space may be
undefined. Some may be restricted due to bounds on the solution space which are used to limit
the solution to physical reality. These limitations can be recognized by the system and
efficiently dealt with. In addition, algorithms may be more effective in some circumstances
than in others. An algorithm which has been used up to the current design point may no
longer be as effective as another algorithm available in the system.

Another way to improve efficiency of the iterative process is to use the trend information to
adjust parameters. For example, the expert system can observe trends in each design variable
and advise appropriate actions. Some design variables may have changed very little for this
last few iterations. They may be given 'fixed-design' status. Others may be increasing or
decreasing continuously. The expert system can extrapolate to predict their optimum values.

Certain strategies incorporated in the nonlinear programming algorithms have a very
sensitive nature. For instance, to help limit the volume of computations, not all constraints
are considered at every iteration. It is a matter of judgement as to when a constraint should be
considered and when it need not be considered. This has been accomplished in the past by p
collecting the set of active constraints based on a parameter, -, indicating how close the
current design point is to violating a particular constraint. The method achieves the desired
goal but is inefficient due to its inflexibility, as functions are often added and removed in
successive iterations. This fact can be recognized and used to keep particular constraints in the
active set during successive iterations to calculate better search directions.

3.5. Solving difficult problems

Convergence in nonlinear optimization is often difficult to achieve. Round-off errors and
other numerical pitfalls in the iterative processes can occur and limit the success of the search.
These effects may, in many ways, be reduced by the design of the optimization algorithm itself,
but cannot be eliminated entirely. The type of behavior characteristic of these effects can be
monitored and dealt with during the optimization process.

Different algorithms can be used at different stages of the search to expedite convergence. .,'For instance, an approximate method which requires fewer computations can be used initially

to speed up the search. Later, when convergence becomes a problem with the approximate
method, a more exact method can be used.

4. Architecture of the expert system

Once the type and form of the knowledge have been catalogued, consideration must be
given to the means to manipulate, interpret, and evaluate it. The system must have an
input/output facility capable of dealing with input from both the user and the expert, tracing
the behavior and decisions of the system during testing by the knowledge engineer, and
printing, permanently or temporarily, the intermediate results, key decisions, conclusions, and
output data for the user. The system must have recyclable logical relations which it uses to
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operate inferential strategies. The system should provide consulting support to the user like an
expert in the field would. For example, the system may respond to failure of an algorithm by
listing various options for the user to try. just like the expert would.

A basic purpose of the expert system would be to solve the optimization problem P as
efficiently as possible, and in so doing guarantee an answer which can be any of the following:

(1) An optimal solution exists and the system guarantees to find it.
(2) A solution does not exist and system reports this fact.
(3) An optimum exists but the system cannot find it due to errors in the input data, problem

formulation, or other parameters. It simply reports the best solution for a given formulation.
In the following paragraphs, we will first discuss general facilities and features needed of an

expert system. Then we will define a general architecture for the system.

4.1. Interface with the optimization algorithms
,,.,

The algorithms involved in engineering related nonlinear optimization are modular in
nature and in operation. Usually they are based on iteration after iteration of the same
computation-intensive search, where a single direction and step size are selected. Certain
information is involved in each iteration. After determining a new design point, the iteration is
completed and control is returned to the main program. Certain information computed during
the iteration is saved as a history of computations and is available to evaluate the condition of
the problem solution. Part of the knowledge base must be devoted to the interpretation of the
data and to the translation of the patterns into conditions that the control portion of the ,., -"
system uses to make decisions. Thus, two aspects of the problem have been identified; pattern
matching of the gross data to control conditions and decision making (selection of control
parameters) based on those conditions. Both aspects require heuristic knowledge, but there ,
are enough differences in the tasks to consider separating not only the processes but also the
heuristic knowledge. This may be an advantage in more ways than expected. The advantages
include: decrease in the size of the knowledge base searched and consequently the decrease in
the overall time required; an organizational simplification in the knowledge collection phase-
and the possibility that the processing of the gross data can occur as the data are produced, not
waiting for the algorithm computations to be completed.

4.2. Default parameters

The system developed must have default parameters for several reasons. It is possible that,
for a given problem, many detectable conditions may be observed simultaneously or that none
may occur at all. The system initially cannot be aware of the behavior of the solution search
until the functions and gradients have been computed for one or two iterations. The default
algorithm selection should be based on initial information given and any previous experience
with problem solutions of a similar nature. For flexibility the defaults must also allow user
input. This would allow a knowledgeable user to experiment with the initial phases of the *' ,
solution search. -

4.3. A rule-based system

What is a rule-based system?
A rule-based system is one that deals with simple logical relationships between data and

between rules to extend the available knowledge to determine knowledge that is not available.

-'K
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The logical relations generally deal with the existence or truth of a condition in its domain and
represent the heuristic information provided by the expert.

Why a rule-based system?
The knowledge of engineering problem solving and engineering problems are appropriately

modeled by the simple logical relationships of the rule-based system. These problems involve

primarily numerical manipulation and not creative development. The rule base in this type of
problem solving is less extensive and better defined than in the creative design of the architect
or artist and does not tend to be as cumbersome [151. Specific algorithms, solution techniques,
and parameters may be decided precisely so that specific conditions or behaviors of the
problem solution may be dealt with. The process to determine the specific conditions,
however, is somewhat different. The conditions result from different sources, some of which
require processing large quantities of information. Observing the behavior of the problem
requires a pattern-matching search rather than a decision-making search. The difference is
subtle but the orientation of the search may be quite different. The logical decision-making
process is more suited to a forward chaining or data driven process, whereas the pattern-
matching process, with large volumes of data, is more suited to a goal-oriented backward
chaining search. The larger extent of search required in the latter case and the numerical
nature of the data involved cause some problems for the rule-based system and the data
representation.

Critical issues for the rule-based system
The rules must be flexible enough to deal with quantitative relationships as well as Boolean

ones. Tests as to whether a specific rule is applicable or true may require that numerical
equalities and inequalities be tested.

The rule-based system must also be able to deal with incomplete information or an
unknown evaluation. There may be insufficient information to determine a condition, yet this
does not mean the condition does not exist. The continuing iterative process also requires the
ability to negate conditions that were previously affirmed because the conditions of the
solution search may be transitory.

%
Other types of systems

Other types of systems are available as inference engines for expert systems. They may
incorporate syntactic, frame, hierarchical, or other organizations and processes. They are .
specially suited to only certain applications and disciplines. To the extent that these forms of -organization are suitable to the engineering problem solving at hand, they may be in-

corporated with minor variations in the rule-oriented system, though at some loss of efficiency.

4.4. Pattern matching prtoi r

Gross data interpretation is a pattern-matching process which must be incorporated into the
optimization control program. For large multivariable nonlinear optimization problems the

identification of the behavior and conditions occurring in the problem solution are obscured by
the quantity of interpretable information. This process may be a continuous one that is
performed in parallel with the actual optimization algorithm chosen. Certain discontinuities in

I
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the algorithms used, in the search behavior observed, or in the solution space itself make the
pattern-matching task more difficult and perhaps place the greatest limitation on the form of -

the system.

4.5. Dealing with incorrect and probabilistic information

The success of the solution search is occasionally impeded by insufficient or incorrect
information. The lack of sufficient data is usually obvious and may be dealt with early by
halting the program or by using defaults. Incorrect information, however, is often obscure and
may never be discovered. The system requires decisions based on correct information to arrive -

at a solution efficiently. In the problem at hand, only the original problem conditions and
occasional intermediate parameters are provided by the user. The algorithms themselves are
often able to determine errors in the input data. In addition, the system developed must
attempt to substantiate other aspects of the user input and internal decision-process con-
ditions.

Certain aspects of the solution search are probabilistic. The probability that a combination
of rules determines a condition or selects a parameter which is appropriate depends on the
certainty of the heuristic knowledge, predictability of the solution space or judgement about
the parameters involved. Selection of starting points falls in this category as does algorithm
selection, convergence, and other aspects. These may be dealt with, in part, by numerical
relationships. The redeeming aspect of our application is its iterativeness and regenerativeness.
It is possible to test the decisions made and return to choose a new or modified decision. We
can backtrack as required when performance does not meet our expectations. This ability does
not eliminate the need to consider the certainty of the decisions. In large problems, back-
tracking might involve significant computational waste.

4.6 Transparency and debugging '

There are some opponents to the inclusion of expertise in software. The primary reasons
are that there is no way of determining whether the software includes appropriate principles,
whether the application of the knowledge is appropriate, and whether the software is
computationally and operationally correct. This is a significant problem for the computer
scientist and expert. It is dealt with, to some extent, by the improvement of software
documentation, by writing a readable software code, by reporting an audit trail, and also by %
doing extensive testing and debugging during development. There is no way to make software .-

perfect, but it is possible to relieve many of the apprehensions involved by making the
processes transparent. By providing run-time explanation and tracing of what is happening,
what processes are being used, and what knowledge has been applied to make indicated
decisions, the developer may document the software's computations, inform the user of what
is going on, and perhaps even provide him with an education in the particular field of ,-".
expertise. ..-. *,

The types of information to be retained and presented depend on the user of the system and -

should be separated into various aspects of the process. One aspect is decision making, which, due -.

to the logic-oriented rule base, may provide step-by-step relationships between the conditions
observed and the decisions made. Another aspect is the observed behavior or conditions
themselves, which may be explained by the specific data or trend information used and retained in

.9.
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the history of the computations. Yet another aspect is the algorithm itself and its principles and
computations. The development of traces for these aspects for explanation to the user also aids in
the process of debugging. The logical errors are more obvious if the information is provided in the
less cryptic form required of such process traces.

4.7. Concurrent programming and decision making

Certain aspects of the expert system may be operated in parallel. While the algorithm is
being performed on the data, available data can be processed in the pattern-matching and
decision process. Certain decisions must be left until the output data is complete, such as
algorithm selection or decisions involving the design point and the step determined in the
latest iteration. The real-time performance can be quicker if parallel computations can be
made. This does not mean the computer power expended will be less. That depends more on
the degree of additional efficiency provided by the system's heuristic ability. The efficiency of
the process may not always be of paramount importance. Our goal, in addition to making the
optimization process more etticient, is to make it easy to find solutions to problems which were
diflicult to solve without the more sophisticated control system.

4.8. The system architecture

The expert system must be organized in a modular form. A possible organization of the
system is shown in Figs. I and 2. Fig. 1 shows an overall organization of the expert system. It
has a module that controls the use of various algorithms. It has an interaction facility as well as
an output facility. Its inference engine is simple, using tules of the expert and the knowledge
base accumulated during the optimization process to decide which algorithm to use. Fig. 2
shows an overall organization for the implementation of an algorithm. Various components
needed to carry out functions of the algorithm are shown as (1) input/output facility; (2)
access to user-provided subroutines or programs defining the optimization problem (function
and gradient evaluation facility); (3) access to a sophisticated data base management system;
(4) interactive graphics and query facility; (5) access to knowledge and data bases; (6)
knowledge acquisition facility; (7) inference engine for the algorithm; and (8) rules for
intelligent implementation.

A. ENGINE t

ENGl I NE"
EXPE 

GR| IAGR 
TII 2 ,• AGTI 4 n 
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Fig. . Overall organization ol the expert system for design optimization. ,
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INPUT/ DESIGN DAIA BASE

OUTPUT OPTIMIZATION MANAGEMENT
FACILITY PROBLEM DEFINITION SYSTEM

E,.,.E c o~s.s. BASE
INTELLIGENT INtERACTIVE

IMPEMETATONALGORITHM I GRAPHICS/QUERY
RULES FACILITY

INFERENCE ACQUISIGEO- KNOWLEDGE/
ENGINE ACISITYO DATA BASESFACILITY

Fig. 2. Organization for implementation of Algorithm i.

5. Incorporating expert knowledge into the system

5. 1 Form of the knowledge

The form of the knowledge inherent to our problem is a mathematically oriented rule
structure. The mathematical nature of engineering problem solving makes the inclusion of
numerical relationships crucial to the application of rules. It makes the rule base much more
flexible but also makes the mechanics of the system much more complex. The concept requires
the development of variable data identities and values. This implies the development of an
inference engine that acts also as a compiler or an interpreter. Variables are not useful unless
accompanied by relationships (e.g. >, <, =, etc.) and further parameters to specify specific
data from data sets. The iterative nature of optimization search requires that data be identified -. ,

with a specific iteration or algorithm. The same identification applies to the association with
constraints and design variables. -.7

5.2. Sample optmization rules

In an attempt to illustrate some of the criteria to be dealt with, a small sample of the rules
envisioned are included below. The application to which they relate is small compared to the - -

entire problem at hand so one can see the tremendous task involved in planning and .74
incorporating the knowledge for the entire system. A few simple variables are abbreviated for
simplification. Many of the variables require further parameters to identify the specific datum to
which they refer. Algorithm data variables (VAR-) identify data, condition flags (FLAG-) identify
Boolean knowledge about the problem circumstance, and action clauses (ACT-) provide the .

--
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initiative to perform a non-rule-oriented function or algorithm. The rules are generally of the form
'IF preconditions.... THEN conclusions...'.

The issue represented here is that of active constraint instability. In the optimization search
the direction of search sometimes must be normal to a particular constraint. When this occurs
the algorithms are at odds between improving the objective function value and satisfying the
constraint. Zig-zagging can occur with the constraint becoming active and then inactive in
alternate steps. These behavioral characteristics can be used to modify the search beneficially by
either always including the constraint in the active set or by leaving it out of the set (ignoring it).
Computationally, either of these alternatives may be better than the zig-zag behavior indicated.

The first rules below provide tests for such a condition. When the behavior is exhibited, the
rules would signal the condition by setting a flag, followed by relating the condition to other
conditions and eventually, by performing some appropriate action. Actually some rules set flag
conditions and others reset them (NOT FLAG-). The second set of rules relate the condition to
some appropriate action. Depending on the inference-engine architecture, the action may be dealt

Lwith in many ways. The simple mode envisioned here is that, whenever an action clause becomes
true, the engine immediately performs the appropriate function or algorithm associated with it.
After the action is complete the clause is reset (a sort of single shot analogy).

Simple rule variables
CN Constraint-Number
IN Iteration-Number
CIN Current-Iteration-Number
DV Design-Variable-Number

Rules to identify conditions

IF VAR-Constr-Value (CN, CIN) <c-Active-Criterion
VAR-Constr-Value (CN, CIN-1) > c-Active-Criterion
VAR-Constr-Value (CN, CIN-2) < c-Active-Criterion

THEN NOT FLAG-Constr-Activity-Stable (CN)

IF VAR-Constr-Value(CN, CIN) > E-Active-Criterion
VAR-Constr-Value (CN, CIN- 1) < c-Active-Criterion
VAP-Constr-Value (CN, CIN-2) > E-Active-Criterion

rTHEN NOT FLAG-Constr-Activity-Stable (CN)

IF VAR-Constr-Value (CN, CIN) > c-Active-Criterion
VAR-Constr-Value (CN, CIN- 1) > c-Active-Criterion %

THEN FLAG-Constr-Activity-Stable (CN)

HNIF VAR-Constr-Value(CN,CIN) <e-Active-Criterion
VAR-Constr-Value (CN, CIN-) <E-Active-Criterion

THEN FLAG-Constr-Activity-S(able (CN)
. ., IF FLAG-Constr-Activity-Stable (CN)

THEN NOT FLAG-Constr-Removed-from-Active-Set (CN, CIN-1)
NOT FLAG-Constr-Added-to-Active-Set (CN, CIN-I)

t "I
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Choosing appropriate actions

IF NOT FLAG-Constr-Activity-Stable (CN)
NOT FLAG-Nonlinear-Constr (CN)
VAR-Constr-Value (CN, CIN) < e -Active-Criterion

THEN ACT-Remove-Constr-from-Active-Set (CN) I,
FLAG-Constr-Removed-from-Active-Set (CN, CIN)

IF NOT FLAG-Constr-Activity-Stable (CN)
NOT FLAG-Nonlinear-Consir (CN)
VAR-Constr-Value (CN. CIN) > r-Active-Criterion

THEN FLAO-Constr-Removed-from-Active-Set (CN, CIN)
IF NOT FLAG-Constr-Activity-Stable (CN) 2

FLAG-Nonlinear-Consir (CN)

VAR-Constr-Value (CN, CIN) > c-Active-Criterion

THEN ACT-Add-Constr-to-Active-Set (CN)
FLAG-Constr-Added-to- Active-Set (CN. CIN)

IF NOT FLAG-Constr-Activity-Stable (CN)
FLAG-Nonlinear-Constr (CN)
VAR-Constr-Value (CN, CIN) < r-Active Criterion

THEN FLAG-Constr-Added-to-Active-Sct (CN. CIN)

IF NOT FLAG-Constr-Activity-Stable (CN)
FLAG-Constr-Added-to-Active-Set (CN, CIN- 1)

THEN ACT-Add-Constr-to-Active-Set (CN)
FLAG-Constr-Added-to-Active-Set (CN, CIN)

IF NOT FLAG-Constr-Activity-Stable (CN)
FLAG-Constr-Removed-from-Active-Set (CN, CIN-1)

THEN ACT-Remove-Constr-from-Active-Set (CN)
FLAG-Constr-Removed-from-Active-Set (CN, CIN) , "

This is a simplified version of the rules required for the problem. The rules relate only the
epsilon-active criteria to the conditions. Additional knowledge would also be incorporated to
deal with the details of simply active and violated constraint activity. Other criteria might also
be involved.

Some discussion must be made of the use of the word NOT in the rule clauses. The purpose
of the word NOT is twofold: to select the negation of a clause as the precondition and to "N:
negate or reset the flag as a conclusion. In all Boolean logic systems the concept of negation is ':'-

required. Here it is extended to affect the condition flags as switches.
Conditions can exhibit an inhibitory effect as well as a supportive one. The presence of the '

nonlinear condition, which must be established as a precondition, effects the application of the
rules. Its presence is a logical mechanism to inhibit one rule and support another.

Certain rules to identify active constraints at the optimum have also been discussed in .

[16-18]. They are based on local monotonicity analysis of cost and constraint functions. The
rules utilize Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions, Lagrange multipliers, and gradients of cost
and constraint functions. A production system based on these rules and certain global rules -
(based on designer's knowledge about the specific problem) has been demonstrated in 1181. .A. . .,
Example problems clearly show advantages of using expert's knowledge in the design-
optimization process.

U,.
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5.3. Relating rules

Also associated with the knowledge about instability or zig-zagging of the epsilon activeness
of a constraint is the recognition that a trend is also occurring in the design variables as the
search moves along the constraint. This condition can be cited by adding to the conclusions
(THEN clauses) of the rules above or by adding a separate rule as follows:

IF NOT FLAG-Constr-Activity-Stable (CN)
THEN FLAG-Possible-Design-Trend

This rule may be used to initiate evaluation of design-variable trend locating rules which
determine the design variables which exhibit the inferred trend. These rules might include the
following:

Trend condition rules

IF FLAG-Possible-Design-Trend
VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN) > 0
VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN-1) > 0

THEN FLAG-Design-Trend (DV)
IF FLAG- Possible-Design-Trend

Q1rVAR-Design Change (DV, CIN) < 0 .

VAR-Design-Change(DV, CIN- 1) < 0
THEN FLAG-Design-Trend (DV)

IF FLAG-Possible-Design-Trend
VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN) - 0
VAR-Design-Change (DV. CIN-l ) - 0

THEN FLAG-Static-Design-Variable-Trend (DV)

IF FLAG-Design-Trend (DV)
VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN) > VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN- 1)
VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN-1)> VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN-2)

THEN FLAG-increasing-Nonlinear-Trend (DV)

IF FLAG-Design-Trend (DV)
VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN) - VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN-1)
VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN-1) -VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN-2)

THEN FLAG-Linear-Trend (DV)

IF FLAG-Design-Trend (DV)
VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN) < VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN- 1)
VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN-1) < VAR-Design-Change (DV, CIN-2)

THEN FLAG-Decreasing-Nonlinear-Trend (DV)

Flexibility can be built into the rule base if care is taken by making the rules independent.
The independent rule structure can be a two-edged sword, however, and can trap the unwary
in an inflexible system. For example, take the above relations between the unstable activity of
a constraint and the design-variable trends. The latter is instigated by a simple flagged

j. . condition as a precondition. If the rules were incorporated as is, then the search for trends in
variables would occur only if a constraint was unstable. We, of course, do not mean to limit

the search for trends in this way. We must work with the rule base until all aspects of the rules

. , ... ....... q .. ", " ' ", - € ". K","- ' V "V .. V - ';. 4 " .", ' -"
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relate appropriately. In the above case, parallel rules without the lagged condition could be ;;
added or some more elaborate rules developed. A caution should be made about making rules
too independent. If, for example, we eliminated the flag requirement from the preconditions
of the rules searching for trends in design variables, we would loose a link between the two
conditions. This link is as much a part of the heuristic knowledge as the observance of trends.
There are therefore some trade-offs involved in the formulation of the rule base. Often the
means of evaluating rules include the occurrence of such links to develop a train of thought.

To a certain extent these rules resemble the logic of many of the standard computer-
programming languages. In the expert system, however, they will not be dealt with in the same ,'.'
fixed way. Knowledge about goals, search, and rule evaluation are applied to perform the
logical manipulations in an organized and efficient manner. The order of the performance of
the rule evaluations can make a significant difference in the conclusions reached. The problem .
could be avoided by exhaustive rule application to find conditions followed by control
decisions but this is not always possible. In identifying conditions the quantity of data available
would prohibit an exhaustive search.

5.4. Data base requirements

The data base management systems (DBMS) must have the capacity to deal with the new
knowledge including data and rules. The system may use both in-core and fixed disks to access
any volume of information with reasonable access time. The DBMS must be designed for use
with an expert system. Access times must be sufficiently quick and flexible enough to deal with
both a single datum out of large volumes of data and a more complicated rule structure. Such
a system called MIDAS is being developed and tested 1191.

These are not minor issues in the performance of the expert system. The addition of the
inferential computations to the optimization computations being already performed imposes an
additional burden on the DBMS. Delays in the flow of information may produce unreasonable
real-time performance problems.

6. An interactive design-optimization system

An interactive design-optimization system called IDESIGN 1201 has been developed over %

the past four years. It is a fixed rule-base expert system written in FORTRAN77. It is used
here to illustrate how some of the ideas and rules discussed previously have been implemented 0
and extended through the use of expert knowledge.

The architecture of the system is shown in Fig. 3. Only in-core data management is used in r,
the current version. Various rules are imbedded throughout the system. Although the system
is designed using small subroutines, it is not modular in the true sense. The system is being ,
redesigned and implemented with MIDAS [201.

The user has to provide two types of information to use the system. First, he must prepare
four subroutines to describe the optimization problem, which calculate cost function, con-
straint functions, and gradients of cost and constraint functions. The controlling program callsi
appropriate subroutines to calculate these quantities whenever desired. Second, the user must
provide the input data which defines bounds on design variables, equality and inequality
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' Fig. 3. Structure of interactive design system IDESIGN.

constraints, starting design estimate, convergence parameter and other control information.
The input data can be provided interactively or read from a file. The system has its own editor,
so the input data can be edited.

Three optimization algorithms are available in the system: the cost-function bounding
method [131, a constrained variable metric method [141, and a hybrid method [141. The

L" program can be run in an interactive mode as well as in a batch mode. A wide variety of
interactive capabilities are available. Interactive graphics is also available to observe and use the
trend information. We will describe some of the capabilities with the help of a simple spring

A. design problem [131 formulated as

minimize f= (n + 2)Dd2 ,
subject to g, = 1.0- D n/(71875d)< 0,

g2 = (4D 2 - dD)/(12566(Dd3 - d")) + 1/(5108d 2 ) - 1 < 0,
g3 = I - 140.45d/(D 2n) --- 0 ,

y, je, 9 = (D + d )1.5 - I < 0 ,,.

L where d = wire diameter, D coil diameter, and n = number of coils. The constraints on

Mir-
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design variables are -a
0.05 - d < 0.20, 0.25 <- D -< 1.3, 2 -- n -< 15.

6.1. Automatic gradient checking

The system has a built-in procedure to check gradients using the expressions provided by
the user. It first determines the appropriate increment in design variables for use in the finite
difference procedure. Then the gradients evaluated with finite differences and with analytical
expressions are compared. If they differ by less than 3%(8 = 1), then the gradient expressions
provided by the user are assumed to be correct. Otherwise, a warning message is issued
identifying the function having possible errors, and the user is given the option of either
continuing or aborting the run.

The user can also omit gradient expressions in the subroutines and use the system's
capability to automatically evaluate them at each iteration.

6.2. Starting point improvement

The system provides consulting support to improve the starting point without operating any
optimization algorithm. This is particularly useful when the starting point is infeasible. To
perform this consulting duty, the system checks sensitivity coefficients of all constraints with
respect to each design variable. When sensitivity coefficients with respect to a design variable
for all violated constraints have the same sign, that variable can be changed to decrease all
violations. The system uses this knowledge to suggest all possible changes. The user can select a
suitable change. A typical interactive session to improve the starting design for the spring
problem is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that in just two changes suggested by IDESIGN, all
constraints have been corrected without a severe penalty on the cost function. Note that there
were substantial changes to the design. The final design reported in Fig. 4 is not too far from the
optimum. If the program were allowed to run without consulting help, it would have taken 12
iterations to reach the optimum.

The example shows the use of the knowledge of the expert to reduce the number of
iterations in obtaining a solution.

6.3. Use of trend information

The system stores histories of design variables, constraints, maximum violation, cost
function, and the convergence parameter. It can plot these histories at a graphics terminal.
With these the user can make design decisions interactively. For example, if a design variable '. "'
is moving in one direction, it can be extrapolated. If a constraint is never violated, it may be
dropped from further consideration. If the cost function is not improving significantly, the
process may be terminated. If a design variable has not changed in several iterations it may be c.-,
fixed at the current value. Further development of the system, including interpolation
functions and rules, will be made to provide more consulting support to the user.

In addition to the above, we can add to the system the capacity to determine whether a
variable is very sensitive or not sensitive at all. Insensitive variables can be initially kept fixed
and only the sensitive ones optimized. Currently, IDESIGN only displays the sensitivity
coefficients for various constraints in the form of bar charts at a graphics terminal. -

.J" .
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CURRENr DESIGN VARIABLES ARE:
I 0.SOOOE-01 2 O.13OOE*O1 3 0.20O0EfO1 --.

COST FUNCTION VALUE - O.1300E-O1
MAX. VIOLATION - 0.2488E+01

The design can be improved by increasing any of the following variables:

Var. No. Current Value Suggest Value Current cost New Cost
I O.500E-O1 0.6210E-01 O.,300E-01 0.1g29E-01
3 0.2000E+O O.1500E+02 O.1300E-O 0.5525E-01

The design can be improved by decreasing any of the following variaoles:

Var. No. Current Value Suggest Value Current cost New Cost
2 O.1300E+OI O.3218E00 O.1300E-01 0.3218E-02

Which variables do you want to change?
Variable No: 2
New Value: 0.3218
Constraints might be all satisfied.
Do you want to modify again? N

CURRENT DESIGN VARIABLES ARE:
1 O.5000E-01 2 0.3218E+00 3 O.2000EI'O1

COST FUNCTION VALUE - 0.3218E-02
MAX. VIOLATION - 0.8516E+O0

The design can be improved by increasing any of the following variables: , %*
Var. No. Current Value Suggest Value Current cost New Cost

3 0.2000E+01 O. SOOE402 0.3218E-02 O.1368E-01

Which variables do you want to change?
Variable No: 3
New Value: 15
Some constraints are still violated.
Do you want to modify again? Y %

No further improvement can be made without new sensitivity coeff. %- " %
Still want to modify? YV

The design can be improved by Increasing any of the following variables: - i

Var. No. Current Value Suggest Value Current cost New Cost
1 O.500E-O1 0.5019E-01 O.1368E-01 O.1370E-01 ., -

3 0.1500E+02 & 0.1368E-01 * - .

The design can be improved by decreasing any of the following variables: %

Var. No. Current Value Suggest Value Current cost New Cost
2 0.3218E,00 0.3174E+00 0.1368E-01 0.1363E-01

Which variables do you want to change?
Variable No: 2
New Value: 0.3174 -6% '01 ,

Constraints might be all satisfied. . ,

Do you want to modify again? N .0%

CURRENT DESIGN VARIABLES ARE:
1 O.50OOE-Ol 2 0.3174E+00 3 0.1500E+02

COST FUNCTION VALUE - 0.1349E-01
MAX. VIOLATION - O.OOOOE+O0 , ,.?

Fig. 4. Interactive session with IDESIGN to improve the starting point for the spring design problem. .; " "
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6.4. Algorithm selection

Three algorithms are available in the system. The user can specify his selection in the input 1
data. The cost function bounding algorithm uses only first-order information whereas the
constrained variable metric method generates approximate second-order information (Hessian
of the Lagrange function) and uses it in defining the direction. The method has a local
superlinear rate of convergence which means that, once the design point is in a certain
neighborhood (domain of convergence) of the optimum, the algorithm converges quite rapidly.
This is generally characterized by the fact that the step size is unity in the neighborhood of the
solution. The algorithm can be slow outside the domain of convergence because the ap-
proximate second-order information is not very accurate due to variations in the active set. To
overcome this difficulty, a hybrid method has been developed which starts with the first-order
algorithm and switches to the constrained variable metric method once the design is in the
proper neighborhood. Heuristics have been used to determine when to make the switch. Some
of the rules used are: (1) small difference between upper and lower bounds on the optimum
cost; (2) convergence parameter smaller than a specified value; (3) no change in the active set
for several iterations; and (4) small changes in the cost function for several iterations. These
rules have worked well for some 120 test problems.

L 'F
6.5. Automatic restart

When the constrained variable metric method is used, it is sometimes advantageous to
restart the procedure, (i.e., set the Hessian to identify). As evidence of this situation, the
spring design problem, when started with a design of (1, 2, 3), takes 158 iterations without the
restart option and 75 iterations with it. This clearly indicates that the restart option can speed
up the convergence. The question then is, what data and knowledge should be used to decide
when to restart the algorithm? Again, several heuristic rules have been developed and
implemented: (1) changes in the active set; (2) a large condition number for the approximate
Hessian matrix; and (3) a small step size.

6.6. Robust implementation of algorithms

Special care has been exercised to implement algorithms so that they are numerically N

robust. For example, the subproblem is normalized at each iteration such that all the gradients
%J have a unit norm. This has worked extremely well in numerical tests. Whenever something %Y%
'd goes wrong with the solution procedure, the system either takes a corrective action or provides

information for the user to correct the problem. Many rules have been used to accomplish
robust implementation of algorithms. "7.

7. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, some basic ideas on development of an expert system for general design-
optimization applications are presented. The need for the use of Al concepts and some specific
instances where they can be helpful in the design-optimization process are discussed. A
general architecture of an expert system for the application is developed. Advantages of such a
system are demonstrated with the help of a primitive expert system called IDESIGN.
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It appears that the possible advantages of including Al techniques in the optimum design
process are significant. The expense of developing an expert system and knowledge base, 1
which will transform the state-of-the-art optimization algorithms into an expertly controlled
system, is worthwhile. The efforts required include the development or adaptation of an
inferential generator to manipulate the expert knowledge and the accumulation and
refinement of that knowledge. Both tasks involve considerable time and effort to be certain
that the performance of the resulting system is both capable and efficient.

The system must be based on the most up-to-date developments and strategies in the Al
field and, since the field is changing rapidly, the system must also provide for future
developments. We envision the capacity of the system, in the not too distant future, as being
able to develop or plan an attack strategy for a particular problem and to learn from its
success and failure so that it can apply that knowledge to subsequent problems. Our
experience with this and other aspects of how we solve problems and streamline production
should be directed to the advancement and improvement of the performance of design-
optimization systems.
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module for data transfer. Memory management module
The need for both relational and matrix data types manages MIDAS/GR buffer. It partitions the buffer into
in engineering applications has been long recognized. pages of fixed size. All I/O at this level is in terms of pages
While matrices form mostly temporary or semi- and using I/O library. It uses stack management module to
permanent data private to a program, relations are implement least recently used (LRU) page replacement
either permanent data in public domain used by policy.
different programs or final results of a program to The coordinating module in access method is the data
the end user. Though several systems came up in management module. It provides facilities of data definition
the last few years with various degree of facilities and data manipulation. It uses memory management module
and level of efficiency, none however, met the to read/write appropriate data. There are four modules

which are designed to aid data management in specificrequirement of versatile data structure or run-time tasks. They are page management, list management and seg.
support required in a volatile, large I/O environ- ment management, and index management. Page manage-
ment of engineering database. ment formats and manages all access to a relation page. List

This paper describes implementation of a system management module maintains all system lists in aphabeti-
and its evaluation using an existing users' interface. cally increasing order of names. Segment management
Benchmarking shows that the system is far superior allocates and frees segmented memory (file is treated as a
to the existing ones and also incurs little overhead contiguous byte address space). Index management takes
for DBMS calls. care of all operations involving indices. Figure 1 shows the

schematic view of the organization of different modules.
i

INTRODUCTION BUFFER ORGANIZATION
As the complexity of data grew, the conventional DBMS MIDAS/GR buffer is logically divided into two pools:
posed major handicaps. The design of MIDAS has evolved Block Buffer (BB) and Page Buffer (PB). Block Buffer
due to the necessity of secondary storage management in contains all administrative informations, eg. cursor table, -.

engineering aplications, in particular structural design page tables, page page tables (for large data objects), etc.
optimization.' It was felt that such a system should sup- Page Buffer contains the data pages and page table pages
port both relational and numerical data models with an (for large data objects). Figure 1 shows the coarse con-
integrated data definition and manipulation facility. Such figuration of Block Buffer and Page Buffer.
facilities would lead to ease in programming (involving large When an object is opened, an entry is allocated in the ,
data), and make such programs less error prone, and more cursor table. It has two pointers: pointer to a master record
efficient, which contains all attributes of the data object and the

Requirements of a DBMS for engineering application other to the page table.
took shape in the last few years through work on MIDAS: A page table contains entry for each page. They are the
Management of Informaton for Design and Analysis of addresses of the page in disk and in page buffer, address of
Systems?" The biggest shortcoming of the current system, the page entry in LRU stack, and a mark bit to recognize if
MIDAS/N, is that it cannot handle relations. A cursory look the page is modified. For each page in the page buffer,
in the design of MIDAS/N showed various drawbacks in its there is an entry in the stack. This entry contains the address
design which lead to internal searches at critical DBMS of the entry in page table. Logically there are two stacks:
calls. It was decided to develop a completely new system stack of clean pages and stack of dirty pages.
with extended facilities. The new system is MIDAS/GR The top most entry represents the most recently used

There are seven modules which form the core of page and bottom most entry represents the least recently ,..

MIDAS/GR access method. Task of each module is clearly used page. Figure 2 shows the detailed configuration of
defined and they interact with each other through well MIDAS/GR buffer.
defined interface. In the lowest level is I/O library which
invokes operating system routines for transfer of data
between disk and main memory. This module provides a MEMORY MANAGEMENT
machine independent interface to memory management Selection of memory management mechanism plays key -70

role in system performance. However, there is no unique ,Accepted April 1987. Discusson closes December 1987. method which will perform best in all situations. There are

0141-1195/87/040178-08 $2.00
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Data Management Pegs Management
Matrix Management
Fixed Length Vector List Management

Management -s
Variable Length Vector Segment Managementl

Management
Relation Management

Enquiry Management InManagement

Memory Management

1/0 Library

Figure 1. Organization of MIDASIGR access module

9
Block Buffer Page Buffer level. When any information in a page is accessed, the whole

page is in memory. Therefore, one does not incur any extra
Data Cursor Table Data Pages overhead if control information is kept along with the used
Page Table for Date Page Table Pages and available space.
Pages and Page Table A modified version of Boundary Tag method with
Pages improved first fit algorithm (using rover counter, Knuth

19737) is used for allocation and deallocation of space. In
Least Recently Used this method only one byte at the beginning of a block is
(LRU) Stack used. This reduces storage overhead (which is at a premium

in a page), and also allows us to use a very simple algorithm
for space liberation, as there is no search or collapsing of

Figure 2. Block buffer and page buffer adjacent free blocks involved. Even space reservation
involves little search as allocation is distributed over the
page using a rover counter. However, allocation procedure

three different memory management schemes used in is slightly complex, and runs little longer as collapsing of
MIDAS/GR. Each is efficient in its context: Management of adjacent free blocks is done at this time. Figure 5 shows the
Segmented Secondary Storage, Management of Segmented configuration of free and used space.
Main Memory, Management of Paged Primary Memory. Management of Paged Pimasy Memory: This mechanism

Management of Segmented Secondary Storage: Cur- is used to manage the page buffer. Page buffer is a collec.
rently secondary storage is accessed using operating system's tion of page frames which are equal to the physical slots

. file management facilities. A file is considered a linear on disk. Each opened object has a page table which points
address space at page level, i.e. unit of access (address and to the page frame belonging to it. Available page frames in
transfer) is a page. Since we aflow dynamic allocation and page buffer are linked together. -e
deallocation of space (objects are created, expanded and These pages are managed in a least recently used basis. . -

destroyed dynamically), there will be lots of holes in the LRU policy is implemented using two stacks: stack of dirty -
file. One solution is to compact every time memory is pages and stack of clean pages. Top most entry of the stack
deallocated; compaction is, however, much slower process, is the most recently used page and the bottom most one is
whereas it is much more economical to search a well the least recently used page. Every time a page is accessed,
organized hole list. its position in the stack is moved to the top. They are

Since disk access is slow, hole list is organized in the implemented using double links. They dynamically share
header of the file and retained in the main memory after it same memory. Total space occupied by two stacks together ,a
is read first time. Figure 4 shows the structure of the hole equal to the number of page frames in the page buffer.
list. It is arranged in increasing order of the address of avail- Pages are simply read into the page buffer till it is full.
able space. Since this list contains sufficient information, Once it is full and a new page has to be read in, the systemno disk access is necessary for allocation and deallocation reuses the page frame of the least recently used clean page.

purposes. If there is no clean page in page buffer then the content of
Management of Segmented Main Memory: A page of the least recently used dirty page is written back to disk

variable length record is a linear address space at record and the page frame is reused.

Adv. Eng. Software, 1987, VoL 9. No. 4 179
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File Block Buffer Page Buffer O,,

To AttributeData Cursor Table/R-Wecord

* Page Table H* Page Table 0

* -

• otom Bottom•,,"

• Clean Stack Dirty Stack *

L R U Stack

Figure 3. MIDAS/GR buffer configuration

DATA MANAGEMENT
Address of Availoble Length of Available

Space Space The data language is an English keyword-oriented syntax W
for query, as well as for data definition, data manipulation,

* *and control. It provides facilities ranging from simple
* *queries to complex data manipulation intended for profes-

sional programmers. The same language may be embedded
in a host language program or may be used as a stand alone

Fgure4. Hole list for storage nmnagement system. The syntax of the language is given in the com-
paion paper Mukhopadhyay and Arora. s Examples of
different operations are given in the following. p,, ;-

Ii bit

-[ SiZe Size A. Data definition language
Forward Link 1. Create a two dimensional 1000 * 1000 temporary matrix
Backward Link named STIFFNESS, with double precision elements and

band width 20.
CREATE TEMPORARY MATRIX STIFFNESS (1000,
1000) BANDED 20: (DOUBLE PRECISION);

2. Create a permanent relation known only to this user
named XCOMP with attributes NODE-NO, COORD,
FORCE, MOMENT.
CREATE PERMANENT PRIVATE VECTOR XCOMP:

NODE-NO (INTEGER, KEY),
- t byte 8 8 bit bye COORD (REAL, NONULL),

Free block Used block FORCE (REAL), '1
Figure 5. Configuration of free and used space MOMENT (REAL); , -.
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3. Create a permanent shared relation ELEMENT with 5. Delete all the tuples from the relation ELEMENT which
attributes ELM_NO, MAT_NO. has 3 nodes.
CREATE PERMANENT SHARED VECTOR ELEMENT: DELETE ELEMENT X

ELM-NO (INTEGER, KEY), WHERE (RETRIEVE CNT ()
MATNO (INTER); FROM NODE

4. Create a relation NODE with attributes NODE-NO, WHERE ELM-NO = X.ELMNO) = 3;. COORD, ELM-NO. 6. Update all the elements of the row number 30 to value
CREATE VECTOR NODE: 25 of the matrix STIFFNESS.

NODE-NO (INTEGER, KEY), UPDATE STIFFNESS
COORD (VEC (3): REAL), SET 25
ELM-NO (INTEGER, NONULL); WHERE ROW = 30;

5. Create an index INODE on relation NODE with unique 7. Update COORD value to 2.54 times in all tuples where
key using attribute NODE-NO. ELM-NO is 2, 10, 19, or 25 in relation NODE.

CREATE UNIQUE IMAGE INODE ON NODE UPDATE NODE(NODENO); SET COORD -- COORD * 2.54
6. Create a link LELM from relation ELEMENT to relation WHERE ELMNO IN (2,10, 19, 25);
NODE where the relations are clustered (in the same
pages), ordered by NODE-NO.
CREATE CLUSTERING LINK LELM EVALUATION
FROM ELEMENT (ELM-NO)
TO NODE (ELM-NO) Application programs have been accessing MIDAS using a
ORDER BY NODE-NO; well defined interface. The specification of this interface

7. Destroy relation NODE. is given in MIDAS/N User's Manual.8 The same interface
DROP VECTOR NODE; is implemented on top of MIDAS/GR access method. As a

result MIDAS/GR has become accessible to all applications
Bthat have been using MIDAS.
B. Query language For the purpose of benchmarking MIDAS/GR and com-
I Retrieve all the elements from the matrix STIFFNESS paring it with MIDAS/N, an application program is chosen.

where row number greater than 5 and column number This program solves a system of equations using the skyll.e
less than 70. method. The reason for choosing this program is that in
RETRIEVE * most engineering problems it is necessary to solve a system
FROM STIFFNESS of equations, and the performance of the application
WHERE ROW > 5 depends critically on the performance of the equation solver.
AND COL < 70; The equation solver is flexible in its use of the main

2. Retrieve unique NODE-NO, FORCE pair from relation memory. While running in a large system, it can take
XCOMP where NODE-NO less than 50 and FORCE advantage of large memory and make requests for data in
greater than 5, and order them in ascending order of bulk, therefore, making less calls to MIDAS; this leads to
NODENO. better performance. Whereas in a smaller system, it uses little
RETRIEVE UNIQUE NODE-NO, FORCE core memory and makes repeated calls to MIDAS for data
FROM XCOMP transfer; this usually leads to lower performance of the
WHERE NODE-NO < 50 system. The management of workspace within an applica-
AND FORCE> 5 tion, therefore, has profound effect on overall system
ORDER BY NODE-NO ASC; performance. So, the size of workspace is included as one

of the parameters along with the size of the problem, whileevaluating MIDA$/GR. iC Dta manipulation language For benchmarking MIDAS/GR and for comparing its

I. Retrieve all data fields from relation ELEMENT2 where performance with MIDAS/N, different system and run-time
ELMNOgreaterthan50,andisertELMNO, MATNO environments are chosen. It is felt that among system
fields to the relation ELEMENT. parameters page size and number of pages in the buffer
INSERT INTO ELEMENT (ELM-NO, MATNO): should make most noteworthy effect on the system per-
(RETRIEVE * formance. Among run-time parameters workspace size and
FROM ELEMENT2 number of equations are chosen for variation. The values of
WHERE ELXNO > 50); the parameters are chosen as follows:

2. Insert (10, 2.2, 5.7, 1.32, 3) data to the relation NODE.
INSERT INTO NODE (NODE-NO, COORD, E LM_NO):

(10, 2.2, 5.7,1.32,3); Parameter Values
3. Delete (set to zero) all the elements of the matrix

STIFFNESS where row greater than 100 and column Page size 1 KB 4 KB 16 KB
greater than 100. Number of
DELETE STIFFNESS pages 16 nos. 64 nos. 256 nos.
WHERE ROW> 100 Workspace
AND COL> 100; size 8KB 32KB 128KB

4. Delete the tuple from the relation NODE where Number of
NODENO is 5. equation 1000, 5000, 10000, 20000, 30000, 40000
DELETE NODE Half-band

(%%.U WHERE NODE-NO -5; width 100 - -

Adv. Eng. Software, 1987, Vol. 9, No. 4 181
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All tests are run on a DN460 Apollo computer with 2 MB Table S. Page size (In KB) vs. cpu time (in seconds) for 32 KB

of primary memory. workspace

Tables 1-3 show variation of cpu time with buffer size Buffer size = 256 KB. No. of equation = 10 000

(page size * number of pages), for different page sizes. CPU time in CPU time in
The computation time shows the expected trend (i.e. cpu page size MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N Ratio
time goes down as buffer size goes up) in most cases, except (KB) (s) (s) MIDAS/N: GR
where the buffer size is very large. For large buffer (I MB
and beyond) the result is very close but slightly erratic. The 1 8623 12 627 1.46

reason is that currently the buffer is implemented in virtual 4 8423 12252 1.46

memory. For large buffer, some portion of it may be allo. 16 8 413 12 172 1.45

cated on disk, which may degrade system performance.
Tables 4-6 shows the effect of page size on cpu time.

The results seem to favor larger page size over the smaller Table 6. Page size (in KB) vs. cpu time fin seconds) for 128 KB
one, except for small workspace (8 KB), where optimal workspace
page size lies between I KB and 16 KB. It may be noted, Buffer size = 256 KB. No. of equation = 10 000
however, that this result may not show the trend reliably,
as the unit of transfer and allocation still remains un- CPU time in CPU time in
changed (1 KB). A larger page may be fragmented over the Page size MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N Ratio
disk; then it will require more than one seek to transfer a (KB) (s) (s) MIDAS:GR

1 3519 3968 1.13
4 3402 3 777 1.11

Table 1. Buffer si:e (in KB) vs. cpu time (in seconds) for ' KB page 16 3 390 3 725 1.10

Workspace = 32 KB. No. of equation = 10 000

CPU time in CPU time in
Buffer size MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N Ratio Table 7. Workspace size (in KB) vs. cpu time (in seconds) for

(KB) (s) Ms) MIDAS/N CR 16 KB buffer

16 11 497 21628 1.88 Page size = 1 KB. No. of equation = 10 000

64 9515 18 257 1.92 Workspace CPU time in CPU time in
256 8623 12627 1.46 size MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N MIDAS/N OR

8 11 709 21 793 1.86
32 11497 21628 1.88

Table 2. Buffer size (in KB) Ls, cpu time (in seconds) for 4 KB page 128 3468 4001 1.15

workspace = 32 KB. No. of equation = 10 000

CPU time in CPU time in
Buffer size MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N Ratio Table 8. Workspace size (in KB) vs. cpu time (in seconds) for

(KB) (s) (S) MIDAS/N: GR 64 KB buffer

64 9670 18362 1.90 Page size = 1 KB. No. of equation = 10 000

256 8423 12252 1.46 Workspace CPU time in CPU time in
1 024 8440 12331 1.46 size MIDAS(GR MIDAS/N Ratio

(KB) (s) s) MIDAS/N :GR

8 9 711 21 440 2.21 -,.,1

Table3. Buffer size (in KB) vs. cpu time (in seconds) for 16 KB page 32 9 515 18 257 1.92

Workspace = 32KB. No. of equation = 10000 128 3527 4010 1.14

CPU time n CPU time in S
Buffer size MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N Ratio

(KB) (a) () MIDAS/N CR Table 9. Workspace size (in KB) vs. cpu time (in seconds) for
256 KB buffer

256 8413 12172 1.45 time i
1 024 8457 12254 1.45 Page size = 1 KB. No. of equation = 10 000

4096 8384 12247 1.46 Workspace CPU time in CPU time in
dze MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N Ratio

(KB) (3) s) MIDAS/N CR

Table 4. Page size (in KS) Pt. cpu time (In seconds) for 8 KB 8 8 798 12 777 1.45
woki'e 31 8623 12627 1.46 ., .128 3519 396ig 1.13•
Buffersin 256 K0. No. of equation = 10000 12 3

CPU time in CPU time in
Par e MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N Ratio

(KB) () (a) MIDAS/N:GR page. This can be corrected partly by clustering relevant
pages, and fully by changing the unit of allocation and

1 B 798 12777 1.45 transfer to the new page size.
4 8622 12439 1.44

16 8 763 12 286 1.40 Tables 7-9 show variation in cpu time with workspace.
Cpu time goes down as the size of workspace increases'-
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though it is an intuitively correct result, this trend is Table.13. Number of equations us. cpu time (in seconds) for
influenced to a good extent by the algorithm of the equation 128 KB workspaceand maes les callsto DBM; thisin tur reducs cpu ime. Dufe tie =s 16u tieKBPeato
solver. Larger the workspace, it performs less operations Page size = 1 KB. Buffer size 16 KB
and makes less calls to DBMS; this in turn reduces cpu time.
Therefore, the results show the variation of cpu time with CPU time in CPU time W/o Penalty for
respect to workspace size in a magnified scale. equations (s) () %) u

Tables 10-12 show increase in cpu time as the size of the
problem (i.e. number of equations) increases. The increase 1 000 322 281 14.6
is quite reasonable; it increases about ten times for ten-fold 5 000 1 729 1 02 15.1

10000 3468 3023 14.7
larger problem. Cpu time, however, decreases as the size 20000 7013 6 193 13.2
of the buffer increases. 30000 10551 9241 14.2

Table 13 compares cpu time using MIDAS/GR with 40000 14099 12 228 15.3
large workspace and cpu time without using any database
management system (data kept in virtual memory).

In general, MIDAS/GR is about twice as fast as MIDAS/N.
Exceptions are the cases where workspace is very large, Another interesting observation relates to the use of
since large workspace leads to little use of DBMS as most
of the data reside in main memory. Even in such cases DBMS itself. It is a popular belief in scientific field that one
MIDAS/GR is superior to MIDAS/N. The study shows that must make great sacrifice in efficiency to use DBMS (for
proper design of the DBMS is extremely important for other gains). Our result shows that with DBMS (MIDAS/GR)
engineering applications, the program runs only about 14% longer than that without

DBMS (database is in virtual memory). Though this small
increase in cpu time is acceptable in most cases, we believe

Table 1O. Number of equations vs. cpu time (in seconds) for that a good database management system should, in fact,
64 KB buffer improve efficiency. The reason for MIDAS/GR not per-
Page size = 4 KB. Workspace = 32 KB forming to its specification is known to us. The current

shortcomings of MIDAS/GR and the remedies are discussed
CPU time in CPU time in in next section. With those remedies incorporated, we are

No. of MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N Ratio sure that MIDAS/GR will be unbeatable even in efficiency.
equations (s) (s) MIDAS/N: GR

1 000 878 1 639 1.87 CURRENT LIMITATIONS
5000 4933 9560 1.94

10000 9670 18 362 1.90 Limitations of MIDAS/GR arise mostly from two sources:
20000 20316 37360 1.84 disk management and memory management. Currently
30000 30465 55562 1.92 MIDAS/GR uses the operating system's file management
40 000 40641 77 935 1.92 faclity to store and access data in disk. This leads to related

data scattered all over the disk. The operating system does
not support the clustering of disk pages. Consequently it
takes longer time to access data. Also, the unit of transfer ".

Table 11. Number of equations vs. cpu time (in seconds) for (between disk and main memory) is fixed by the operating
256 KB buffer

system's page size. Current page size is 1 KB which is quite
Page ize = 4KB. Workspace 32KB small for engineering applications.

CPU time in CPU time in Similarly, the memory management module has no
No. of MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N Ratio control over primary memory of the computer. It defines

equations (s) (s) MIDAS/N: GR its buffer in virtual memory, and transfers pages between ..
virtual memory and virtual disk (disk + operating system .,r1 000 772 1 124 1.46 buffer for disk) using operating system's facilities. This5 000 4 320 6 076 1.41

10000 8423 12252 1.46 mechanisrh can lead to inefficiency under certain circum-
20 000 18 111 25 199 1.39 stances, particularly when running large programs. Consider
30000 26324 37099 1.41 a dirty page in the buffer which is actually in disk. To -.
40_000 35 296 49462 1.40 replace this page, it has to be read and then written to the

disk. This is useless disk access overhead.
Current memory management policy is to replace least

recently used clean page if available, otherwise replace leastTabtl 2. Number of equa:tions vs. cpu time (in seconds) for
1024 KB buffer recently used dirty page. This could lead to inefficiency

under certain circumstances. Consider a situation when allPage size = 4 KB. Workspace = 32 KB the pages in the buffer are dirty. Now, if MIDAS/GR

CPU time in CPU time in receives only 'read requests', all these requests will be
No. of MIDAS/GR MIDASIN Ratio serviced by a single page of the buffer. The disadvantage is,

equations (s) (3) MIDAS/N: GR if the same page is requested more than once (not consecu-
1000 754 1 092 1.45 tively) then each request may force an actual disk read.

5000 4316 6116 1.42
10000 8440 12 331 1.46 FUTUREPLANS20 000 18 188 25 286 1.39

30000 26439 40211 1.52 11 Management: Implementation of disk management and4000 3544 4791 .41memory management modules on top of operating system's
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facilities has two inherent disadvantages: duplication of Our next objective is to design a simple and efficient .
effort with larger program execution time due to indirect authorization mechanism based on password. Entries of this
handling, and inability to rise over the vagaries of a general subsystem will be in hierarchical form, eg. organization,
purpose operating system. To improve the system time. it project, programmer; where children entities by default
is important to be able to store logical database pages in inherit their parents' authority.
proper physical slots of the disk; particularly, clustering of The problem of integrity is the problem of ensuring that
related pages is important to reduce disk access time; simi- the data in the database is accurate. i.e. the problem of
larly, it is important to ensure that MIDAS/GR buffer guarding the database against invalid updates. An integrity
defined in main memory remains there at all times, subsystem should monitor the transactions, specifically VIM

In other words, specific operating systems tasks should update operations, and detect integrity violations. In the
be replaced altogether by MIDAS/GR routines. Since event of a violation, it should take appropriate action, for
MIDAS/GR memory management and disk management example, rejecting the operation, reporting the violation, or
policies are designed to suit specific application, programs even correcting the error.
would run much more efficiently in the new set up. Distributed database management system is our answer

Salvage Program." In current implementation, if an appli- to efficient parallel processing over a network. As we know,
cation program using MIDAS/GR crashes unexpectedly, it current emphasis on software design in engineering applica-
may force the database into inconsistent state, or even tions is to incorporate as much parallelism in the algorithm "
make it inaccessible. A salvage program is required to bring as possible. Parallel algorithms are developed at various 2'
the database to a consistent state. The salvage program levels of granularities. At a coarser level, parallelism is in '"'
scans through the system catalog and deletes entries when- terms of programs, where independent modules (connected
ever it finds their presence leads to inconsistency. Therefore, through a database) run in parallel.
consistency is achieved at the expense of deleting some To achieve true parallelism, different modules may run
data object. on different nodes in a network. It will be efficient if the

Lock Subs stem: It is important to provide concurrent database is distributed over the network, instead of a central
access to the database to optimize its use, and also to location servicing all requests. which will lead to bottle-
facilitate parallel execution of related modules in applica- neck in the network. A distributed version of MIDAS/GR
tion program. This, however, is not possible without a can solve this problem. In our context of local area network,
concurrency control mechanism. We, therefore, plan to we feel, it may still be advantageous to keep the public %
implement a lock subsystem to regulate concurrent access domain of the database in a central location, while the ,
to the database without jeopardising its integrity, private ones can be distributed to appropriate nodes. ,

Recover Mechanism: In any working environment, it
is important that a job is able to continue after an inter- CONCLUSION
ruption without losing any previously done work. The The need for both relational and matrix data types in
interruption can be in many forms: crash due to error in eneer app lationa lng ried .type in
application program, crash due to DBMS error, job abort engineering applications has been long recognized. While
due to wrong DBMS call, job abort due to non-availability matrices form mostly temporary or semi-permanent data
of data, deadlock etc. After the program is restarted it private to a program, relations are either permanent data in V
should be possible to redo the already done work and public domain used by different programs or final results
continue from that point; it is even better if the program of a program to the end user. Several systems have been

is allowed to restart automatically (when it is not crash due proposed in the last few years4 with various degree of facili.
to error). On the other hand, if it is not possible to continue ties and level of efficiency; none, however, meets the

after a program crashes, all the work done by the program requirement of versatile data structure or run-time support -
mute unrgrm ase, tkdonerequired in a volatile, large I/O environment of engineering ' "must be undone. database.

We plan to implement a log subsystem which keeps trail We believe that MIDAS/GR is unique in its design and
of activities on selected data objects. Such data objects can Wepblive that stDength is iq in it deind -. , _

be rouhtto onsstnt tat atera fil whle thr dta capabilities. Its biggest strength Lies in its ability to define '
be brought to consistent state after a fail; while other data a unifying data structure, using primitive (integer, real, - .
objects will be marked as changed or inconsistent after an double precision) and structured (vector, matrix, string,
unexpected failure, and the same will be notified to the record) data types. Relation is just one of the many user
next user, defined data types (vector of records). Because of its \r \'

Data Language: MIDAS/GR provides a unified approach general approach, matrices can be defined as easily as any
to define and manipulate various data models (relational other data types (say, relation), and it can have its own
and numerical) through a data sub-language. This language composite data elements, and qualifiers (sparse, banded, ,
may be used from a host programming language or as a etc.). Similarly, relations can have non-atomic attribute Q'
stand alone utility. al (i.e. a matnx or a vector).

The advantage of having the same language for pro- vues
grammers and terminal users is the ease of communication Data objects are broadly grouped in two categories:
and use. Our immediate plan is to write an interpreter for static and dynamic, e.g. a matrix is a static object, whereas % .
the terminal users, since it is comparatively easy to imple- a relation is a dynamic object. Distinct storage organization % 0
ment. Subsequently, we plan to develop a compiler to is adopted for static and dynamic data objects to optimize '--

process the application programs using MIDAS/GR. access time and storage utilization; this distinction is, how-
So far in our design we have omitted a few important ever, transparent to end users who view data through their '.," .,

aspects of database management system: authorization, own definition.

integrity and distributed database. Authorization, though ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
a crucial issue in business application, we felt, can be post- .
poned in our work. This, however, should not be construed Research sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific '
as that security is not important in engineering applicatiL.ls. Research, Air Force Systems Command, USAF, under .
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Design and implementation issues in an integrated
database management system for engineering design
environment

S. MUKHOPADHYAY and J. S. ARORA

Optimal Design Laboratory, College of Engineering, The University of Iowa, Iowa City,
Iowa 52242, USA

optimization of large systems could be developed using
The need for a unified database management system both the relational and the numerical data models. Whereas
for various engineering applications has long been some application programs have been developed with
felt. Due to the conflicting requirements, so far, MIDAS as the DBMS, it has become clear that the use of
most of the attempts in this field are at best partially two separate subsystems is not convenient and efficient.
successful. This paper presents broad perspectives The two subsystems have their own architecture, memory
of design and implementation issues of an integrated management and user interface. They do not communicate

database management system. A unique feature of with each other and their use in an application program

the system is its ability to define a unifying data essentially amounts to using two independent DBMS. This

model for matrices and relations. The system also is highly undesirable.
Thus the issue of an integrated database management is

provides for a unified language interface for dif- re-examined. Design and implementation of a new database
ferent user groups. System architecture and a few management system is reported in this and the companion
distinguishing features are described. An evaluation paper. The system is unique in its design concepts. The

of the system is presented. strength of the system lies in its ability to define matrices
and relations using a unified data model. It also provides J
facilities which were not hitherto available in a single DBMS

INTRODUCTION in an organized fashion. These facilities are made possible
mainly by the development of a new data model, which is .'

Complexity of software for engineering applications has termed as the Generalized Relational Model. Accordingly ..

grown exponentially over the years. This is particularly the system is named MIDAS/GR -Management of Infor-
true for the design optimization software where several mation for Design and Analysis of Systems/Generalized
software components must be integrated to have a viable Relational model.
design tool. The software components are user interface, The system provides efficient run-time support to various
model generator, model analyzer, design problem defini- engineering applications handling large numerical and rela-
tiorn module, design sensitivity analysis module, optimizer, tional data. It also provides a central storage area for various
model update module and the post-processor. Such a large groups in a design department. For example.groups working 16-P
software system generates a huge amount of data. It is clear on structural geometry, structural layout, cost estimation, at,
that for a highly flexible and efficient system, a very material control, project planning, etc. need to share data
sophisticated and advanced database management scheme and interact with one another. The system provides neces-
is needed. Large numerical as well as relational databases sary interface and facilities for such purpose.
must be handled in an efficient and integrated manner. Detailed design of the new system is substantially dif-
Thus, a very sophisticated database management system ferent from its predecessors described by SreekantaMurthy,
(DBMS) is needed that can cater both the advanced users Shyy and Arora? The paper describes broad perspectives I
(system programmers) as well as the casual users. This and of design and implementation issues of the new integrated
a companion paper t describe design and implementation of database management system. The concept of a generalized
such a DBMS. relational model is described. System architecture and data

In a recent paper,2 design and implementation of a models are explained. Other issues such as storage, index
DBMS called MIDAS was reported. MIDAS stands for and link organizations are also discussed. Details of imple-.
Management of Information for Design and Analysis of mentation and system evaluation are given in the companion
Systems. The system has two distinct subsystems: MIDAS/R paper! I
and MIDAS/N. MIDAS/R handles relational data and is an The paper also contains some results of running applica- .

extended version of the well known DBMS called RIM, t~ ions using the new system. The system is almost twice as
and MIDAS/N handles numerical data sets, such as various fast compared to its predecessor. Results are also comparable
types of matrices. It was hoped that with the two sub- in efficiency, if a program is run without DBMS (smaller
systems, an application software, such as the one for design problem that fits in operating systems virtual memory).

Appendix contains an abridged version of the higher level
Accepted April 1987. Discuion closes December 1987. data language provided by MIDAS/GR in BNF notation.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE manages space allocation, storage buffers, transaction
There is a functional separation between business and consistency, system recovery, etc. It also maintains indexeson selected fields of relations and pointer chains across
scientific computing. It is therefore, not surprising that relations.

commerical database management systems are unsuitable
in scientific applications. Important similarities, however. The DSI has been designed so that new data objects or
exist between the two types of systems in terms of data new indices can be created at any time, or existing ones
language, storage management, access method, concurrency destroyed, without quiescing the system and without
control, and recovery mechanism. This aspect is discussed dumping and reloading the data. This facilitates gradual
at length by Felippa.4

.s Database management concepts in database integration and returning of access paths. One can
computer-aided design optimization are discussed by redefine data objects, i.e. change dimensions of matrices
SreekantaMurthy and Arora.6 or add new fields to relations. Existing programs which

SreekantaMurthy and Arora7 studied a number of exist- execute DSI operations on data aggregates remain unaffected
ing database management systems for engineering applica- by the addition of new fields.
tions. The survey includes systems such as DELIGHT, DSI has many functions which can be found in other
DATHAN, EDIPAS. FILES, GIFTS. GLIDE. ICES, , systems, both relational and nonrelational, such as the sup-S, REGENT. RIM.LSDS, FTSPARLIE.ORNAD, and port of index and pointer chain structures. The areas whichPHIDAS, REGENT RIM, SDMS SPAR TORNADO, and have been emphasized and extended in the DSI included
XliO. a ne system Raad ICE integrated data definition and manipulation facilities forFelippau presented a new system called NICE. nmrcl(arcs n eainldt oes yai

None, however, is found suitable to meet the challenge numerical (matrices) and relational data models, dynamic

of integrated engineering environment. Most of the systems binin of new da pe and c esstanceyamd
(e.g. MIDAS/N, GIFTS, etc.) support only numerical data- binding and unbinding disk space, and crash resistance and
bases and provide run-time support, while others (e.g. RIM, Data Language Interface rDo) is the external interface
NICE) provides global database for different user groups to which can be called directly from a programming language.
share data. The latter systems (e.g. RIM. INGRES, etc.) The high level data language is embedded within the D.U
have tried to extend relational model to incorporate matrices and is used as the basis for all data definition and manipu Ia-
or vectors. This artificial definition of matrices leads to tion in addition, the DLI maintains the catalogs of external

difficulty in organization of numerical data. This also names, since the DSI uses only system generated internal

makes direct access to individual data elements impossible. names. se y-

GENERALIZED RELATIONAL MODEL

Relations are important for sharing data among different DATA MODEL
users. Whereas most physical models in business applications The basic data models in MIDAS/GR are matrices (two
can be represented conveniently in database as relations, dimensional) and vectors. Vectors are of two types: variable e
engineering applications require both matrix and relational length and fixed length. A fixed length vector can also be
data types. Most large matrices form temporary or semi- considered as a degenerate matrix with only one row. A '
permanent data private to a program. Relations are either special type of variable length vector is the relation (vector
permanent data in public domain used by different users or of record). Figure 1 shows relationships among different , ,."
final results of a program to the end user. Therefore a new data models.
scheme is needed to represent both relations and matrices Matrix and fixed length vectors are static objects, i.e.
in a unified way for integrated engineering applications, their sizes are statically determined at the time of their

Engineers and scientists are well versed with the use of creation. This essentially means that they can have elements
matrices and vectors. It is natural for them to imagine a only of fixed size. In contrast, variable length vectors are %,
relation as simply a two dimensional array whose each variable in nature. Not only is their size determined dyna- e-.. _
column has unique definition. Thus the concept of a matrix mically (depending only on the number of elements defined),
is generalized and the resulting model is termed as the also their elements may be of variable length.
generalized relational model. This scheme is supported by There are four structured data types available in the S
primitive and structured data types. Using these data types system: Record, Vector, Matrix, String. The type record
users can define their own data models, gives the most general method to obtain structured data

The novelty of the new approach is that the relation is type. It joins elements of arbitrary, possibly themselves
derived from a matrix. In all previous attempts (RIM, structured types into, a compound type. Vectors and
INGRES), one tried to extend relation for matrix data matrices are in contrast homogeneous structures. Theytype. This led to clumsy and inefficient handling of numeri- consist of all components of the same type, called the base
cal data. In MIDAS/GR the basic data type is matrix, type. The base type in turn may be a structured type. This
Matrix can be one dimensional (vector) or two dimensional, opens up the possibility of defining a number of special
and it can have elements with composite data structure. data types. For example, a matrix of complex numbers,
Relations are derived from the matrices as vector of record, where complex number is a record of two real numbers.

A vector of record may in general be treated as a relation
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE where each component of the vector is an occurrence of the b.6%

record, and each component of the record is an attribute of %

The overall architecture of MIDAS/GR is described by its the relation.
two main components. The lower level component is Data If a matrix is defined as matrix of matrices, the matrix is
Storage Interface (DSI), and the upper level component is considered to be made up of a number of submatrices.
called Data Language Interface (DLI). DSI is an internal Matrices may be accessed rowwise, colurnnwise, or sub-
interface which handles access to single data elements. It matrixwise. %
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Data Object

I I:-
Vector MatrixI I

FI Two Dimensional
Variable Length Fixed Length Matrix

Vector Vector

I I
Other Relation

Figure 1. Data model of MIDASIGR

String is a special structured data type designed to deal Two distinct storage organizations are adopted for fixed
with a sequence of characters. String may be used as base length data objects and variable length data objects. For
type to define other structured data types. fixed length objects, all data elements are defined at the

There are four primitive types available in the system. time of creation. Therefore, full storage allocation is made
They are Integer, Real, Double precision, and Character. as soon as it is created. Whereas for variable length objects,

size of the object at any time depends on the number of
elements defined. Therefore, allocated storage is expanded ,'"
dynamically as more and more elements are defined.

The storage interface provides one potentially infinite linear For variable length objects, data aggregates may be
address space. However, it is preferable to partition a large stored in a page and addressed using the page number and
database into areas. Such a partition allows for smaller the offset of the data aggregate from the beginning of the
addresses to be used. It improves flexibility for controlling page. This strategy has the disadvantage that a data aggre-
access to the database, and provides a means of factoring gate must remain in a fixed location within a page; this
out some common attributes of a collection of data. It is leads to internal fragmentation within a page, as the data
also useful for selectively saving and restoring information, aggregates are deleted. Figure 2 shows the organization of a ) 7.

The database consists of a set of disjoint areas, each of page of variable length object. This is a hybrid scheme,
which constitutes a linear address space. These areas are which combines the speed of a byte address pointer with ,'
used for storing user data, access path structure, internal the flexibility of indirection. This organization was originally
catalog information, and intermediate results. All the ele- proposed by Astrahan et alt. for their experimental DBMS
ments of a data object must reside within a single area; System R.
however, a given area may contain several data objects, Each individual record has a numeric identifier, called
indices, etc. Dald (Da for data aggregate). Each Dald is a concatenation

Areas are classified in three major types, depending on of a page number, along with a byte offset from the bottom
the combination of functions supported and overhead of the page. The offset denotes a special entry or 'slot'
incurred: Public Area, Private Area, and Temporary Area. which contains the byte location of the data aggregate in
Public Area contains shared data that can be simultaneously that page. This technique allows efficient utilization of
accessed by multiple users. Private Area contains data that space within data pages, since space can be compacted and ,
can be used by only one user at a time (or data that is not data aggregates moved with only local changes to the
shared at all). Temporary Area contains only temporary pointers in the slots. The slots themselves are never moved
data which is lost as soon as the program terminates. from their positions at the bottom of each data page, so

Data in public and private areas are recoverable (i.e. data the existing Dalds can still be employed to access the data
will not be lost in the event of a failure), but not the one in aggregates. Since the position of the byte offset at the
temporary area. This reduces the overall overhead, as the bottom of the page is fixed, internal movements of the data S
overhead associated with full support of concurrent sharing aggregates within a page does not change its address. This
needed for public data area, can be avoided for private and provides easy way to compact data aggregates within a
temporary data. page. A variable length object is made up of a collection of

The addressing of a particular location in an area could such pages.
be done at the byte level, by using a relative address from A matrix is a fixed length object, i.e. its elements are
the beginning of the area. However, such a continuous created or deleted all at once. Therefore, we do not have
space must be stored on auxiliary storage in records. We the problem of internal fragmentation within a page for
therefore, decompose the address space into logical pages, such objects. Also elements in a matrix are accessed both at
knowing that these pages will be stored on disk in physical random and in sequence. Therefore, it is important that the
slots of identical size. A page is, therefore, unit of access logically contiguous elements are stored physically close to ,
(address and transfer). each other. The elements may be stored rowwise, column-
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Figure 2. Page organization of variable length object

wise or submatrixwise. Our previous experience shows that SUB I I SUB I 2 SUB 1 3 SUB I 4
if the request for data storage or retrieval varies from that
of storage order, 1/O is extremely slow; in worst case it may SUB 2 1 SUB 2 2 SUB 2 3 SUB 2 4
require reading or writing a page for every data element. SUB 3 1 SUB 3 2 SUB 3 3 SUB 3 4

McKeller and Coffman' 2 show a technique that allows
quick access to matrices rowwise, columnwise and sub- SUB 4 I SUB 4 2 SUB 4 3 SUB 4 4
matrixwise. Matrices are stored submatrixwise. Each
submatrix contains a fixed number of rows and columns, Page
such that the size of the submatrix is not greater than a Figure 3. Storage organization of fixed length object
page size. It is possible to choose number of rows and
columns of submatrices in such a way that minimizes wast-
age of storage space. Figure 3 shows storage organization
for such a data model. Fixed length vectors are stored The DSI maintains indices through the use of a multi-
similarly where number of row is one. page index structure. An internal interface is used for

Data objects are divided into two categories - small and associative or sequential access along an index, and also to
large. The mapping between logical and physical pages of delete or insert index entries when data aggregates are
the data object is defined by using page table. For large deleted, inserted or updated. The parameters passed across
data objects the page table becomes quite large. Therefore, this interface include the sort field values along with the
the page table of the large object is defined as small fixed Dald of the given data aggregate.
length vector and stored in the database as a permanent Many techniques for organizing an index have been pro-
object. This technique leads to very small page table in the posed. Knuth"3 provides a survey of the basics. While no
virtual memory at the expense of one level of indirection single scheme can be optimum for all applications, a tech-
for each page access. nique of organizing indices called B-tree' 4 has become 0

widely used. The B-tree is, de facto, the standard organiza-
tion for indices in a database system. For reasons of effici- %

INDEX ORGANIZATION ency in both random and sequential access, we have adopted %. A.
a variation of B-tree, called B-tree.' s In a B*-tree all keys

An index is a logical ordering with respect to values in one reside in the leaves. The upper levels, which are organized N7
or more sort fields. Indices combined with scans provide as a B-tree, consist only of an index. Leaf nodes are linked ,.',. '.
the ability to scan data objects along a value ordering. Also, together; this allows easy sequential processing.
an index provides associative access capability. The DLI can Each index is composed of one or more pages. A new
rapidly fetch data aggregate from an index by keying on the page can be added to an index when needed as long as one

sort field values. The DLI can also open a scan at a particular of the pages within the area is marked available. Each page
point in the index, and retrieve a sequence of data aggre- is a node and contains an ordered sequence of index entries.
gates with a given range of sort values. For nonleaf nodes, an entry consists of a (sort value, pointer)

A new index can be defined at any time on any combi- pair. The pointer addresses another page in the same struc- %
nation of fields; only restriction being that fields must be ture, which may be either a leaf page or another nonleaf
atomic. Furthermore, each of the fields may be specified page. In either case the target page contains entries for sort
as ascending or descending order. Once defined, an index is values greater than the given one. For the leaf nodes, an
maintained automatically by the DSI. An index can also be entry consists of (sort value, Dald) pair. For the same sort
dropped at any time. value, the order of the entries are not defined. The leaf
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pages are chained in a doubly linked list, so that sequential to eliminate three forms of inconsistency due to concur- ,;
access can be supported from leaf to leaf. rency: Lost Update, Dirty Read, Un-repeatable Read.

A lock is associated with each object in the database.17

LINK ORGANIZATION Whenever using the object, transaction acquires the lock
and holds it until the transaction is complete. Even when

A link is an access path which is used to connect data the object does not exist, it is locked to ensure that no
aggregates in one or two data objects. The DLI decides other transaction will create such an object before the DCY
which data aggregates will be on a link and determines their transaction terminates. In this case, the non-existence of
relative position. The DSI maintains internal pointers so the object is locked; such non-existent objects are called
that newly connected data aggregates are linked to previous phantoms.
and next twins; previous and next twins are linked to each Locks are dichotomized as share mode locks (S-lock),
other when a data aggregate is disconnected. which allow multiple readers of the same object and exclusive

A unary link involves a single data object and provides mode locks (X-lock) which reserve exclusive access to an
a partially defined ordering of data aggregates. Unary links object. Responsibility for requesting and releasing locks can
can be used to maintain ordering specification (not value either be assumed by the user or be delegated to the system.
ordered) of data aggregates, which are not supported by Our approach is to use automatic lock protocols which
DSI. It also provides an efficient access path through all ensure protection from inconsistency, while still allowing
data aggregates of an object without the time overhead of the user to specify alternative lock protocols as an
an internal page scan. optimization.

The more important access path is a binary link. It Lock manager has two basic calls: Lock and Unlock.
provides a path from single data aggregates (parents) in Their formats are as follows:
one object to sequences of data aggregates (children) in
another object. The DLI determines which data aggregates LOCK (lock), (mode), (control):
will be children under a given parent, and the relative order Locks a specified object
of children under a given parent. A data aggregate may be UNLOCK (lock): Releases the specified lock.
parents and/or children in an arbitrary number of different (lock) is the resource name. (mode) is one of the modes
links. The only restriction is that a given data aggregate can specified. (control) can be either WAIT, in which case the
appear only once within a given link. call is synchronous and waits until the request is granted or

The main use of binary links is to connect child data is cancelled by the deadlock detector, or (control) can be
aggregates to a parent data aggregate based on value match- TEST in which case the request is cancelled if it can not be
ing in one or more fields. With such a structure the DLI can granted immediately.
access data aggregates in one object based on the matching Since there are so many locks, it only allocates those
field in a data aggregate in a different object. This function with non-null queue headers (i.e. free locks occupy no
is specially important for supporting relational join opera- space). Setting a lock consists of hashing the lock name into P
tions, and also for supporting navigational processing a table. If the header alheady exists the request enqueues
through hierarchical and network models of data. A striking on it, otherwise the request allocates the lock header and
advantage is gained over indices when the children are places it in the hash table. When the queue of a lock becomes
clustered on the same page as the parent. Another important empty, the header is deallocated.
feature is that links provide reasonably fast associative A deadlock exists when every member of a subset of
access without the use of an extra index. concurrent transactions is locked out o, a resource or facility

The links are maintained in the DSI by storing Dalds by one or more members of the subset; and each transaction
in the prefix of data aggregates. New links can be defined must have that facility or resource in order to continue ___

at any time. When a new link is defined, a portion of the processing.s.19 As the user of a database system must have
prefix is assigned to hold the required entries. An existing the possibility of enlarging his exclusive access rights in
link can be dropped at any time. When this occurs, each increments, deadlocks are unavoidable. , d
data aggregate in the corresponding data object(s) is accessed One easy solution to deadlock is to time out. Time out -
by DSI in order to invalidate the existing prefix entries and causes waits to be denied after some specified interval. As
make space available for subsequent link definition, the system becomes congested, more and more transactions .,,,

timeout. Also, timeout puts an upper limit on the duration ,,
CONCURRENCY CONTROL of a transaction. In general, the dynamic properties of time-,'_ 'out make it acceptable for a lightly loaded system, but
Concurrency is introduced to improve system response and inappropriate for a congested system.
utilization. But if several transactions are scheduled con- Deadlock prevention is achieved by requesting all locks
currently then the inputs of some transaction may be at once, or requesting locks in specified order, or never
inconsistent even though each transaction in isolation is waiting for a lock etc. In database context, deadlock pre-
consistent. vention is a bad deal because one rarely knows in advance, '-

If the database is read only then no concurrency control what locks are needed, and consequently one locks too Y
is needed. However, if transactions update shared data then much in advance. Therefore, a database management system "- ' "
their concurrent execution needs to be regulated. If all generally requires deadlock detection mechanism. Resolu-
transactions are simple, and all data are in primary storage, tion of deadlock essentially becomes another source of
then there is no need for concurrency. However, if any backup.
transaction runs for a long time or does 1/O then concur-
rency control will be needed to improve responsiveness and RECOVERY MANAGEMENT
utilization of the system.i'

Concurrency must be regulated by some facility which For recovery purposes, data models are classified in two ('
regulates access to shared resources. Locking is introduced groups: fixed length data objects and variable length data
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ur- objects. Fixed length data objects are matrices and fixed most engineering problems it is necessary to solve a system
length vectors. In general, they are temporary and volatile of equations, and the performance of the application
in nature, i.e. they come into existence when some design depends critically on the performance of the equation

,ck program is run, and remain in the database while the design solver.
ten or analysis process is in progress. In structural analysis and Tables I and 2 gives some idea about the performance
no optimization, they are typically stiffness matrix, damping of MIDAS/GR. More detailed results are contained in the
he matrix, mass matrix or iteration matrix of design variables companion paper.' All tests are run on a DN460 Apollo
of and constraints. computer with 2 MB of primary memory.
ed Variable length data objects are variable length vectors In general, MIDAS/GR is about twice as fast as MIDAS/N.

and relations. In most cases, they are less volatile in nature Another interesting observation relates to the use of DBMS
), and form permanent data in many scientific projects. They itself. It is a popular belief in the scientific field that one

ve typically represent geometrical data, material property, must make great sacrifice in efficiency to use DBMS (for
an general configuration data (structural, piping, etc.). Not other gains). Our result shows that with DBMS (MIDAS/GR)
an only that these data change little during the life time of a the program runs only about 10-12% longer than that with-
M. project, they form part of the read only database after the out DBMS (database is in the virtual memory). This small
ch project is over. increase in cpu time is acceptable in most cases.
ng It is uneconomical and unnecessary to provide recovery At this time, MIDAS/GR does not manage its own disk
In facilities to fixed size objects, as they are either temporary or primary memory. The increased run-time is attributed to

or can be derived from other permanent data. Moreover, MIDAS/GR's dependence on the Operating System for
k. because of their large size, heavy 1/O and volatile nature, memory management and disk space allocation. This leads

recovery can be more expensive than to regenerate them, to duplication of effort in memory management and
as may be required in worst case. infficiency in allocation of disk space. We believe that

For recovery several methods are considered. Shadow MIDAS/GR will. in fact, improve efficiency in future when
mechanism 20 was originally considered for its simplicity . 1  it manages its disk and buffer directly.
However, it consumes large amount of disk space to hold

!s the shadow pages. In fact, considering the large 1/0 charac- CONCLUSION
e teristics of scientific databases, this may require even 100%
-r shadow overhead. Also, shadow mechanism is inefficient in A properly designed DBMS can have enormous impact on
e a database which is concurrently accessed by a number of the architecture of future software for complex engineering
e users. applications. As more computational power becomes avail-

The alternative mechanism adopted is 'write ahead log able, the range of applications and complexity of the
e (WAL)' protocol.' WAL requires that log records be written software increases. Extensions, maintenance and debugging

on secondary storage ahead of the corresponding updates. of the software can be considerably facilitated by the use of
Further, it requires that undo and redo be testartable, i.e. a proper database and DBMS. Thus, a properly designed
attempting to redo a done page will have no effect and and implemented DBMS will be an invaluable tool for
attempting to undo an undone page will have no effect future software developments to solve complex-interdisci.
either. This allows restart to fail and retry as though it were plinary engineering analysis and design problems.
a first attempt.

In the event of a system failure which causes a loss of
disk storage integrity, it must be possible to continue with
a minimum of lost work. Such situations are handled by Table 1. MIDAS/GR Ps. MIDAS/N
periodically making copy of the database state and keeping Page size = 4 KB, Buffer size = 64 KB. Workspace size = 32 KB
it in an archive. This copy and a log of subsequent activity
can be used to reconstruct the current state. The archive CPU time in CPU time in
mechanism periodically dumps a transaction consistent No. of MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N Ratio
copy of the database to magnetic tape. equations (s) (s) MIDASIN: Gkk

Although performing a checkpoint takes only a short 1 000 878 1 639 1.87
time, dumping the entire database is a lengthy operation. 5 000 4 933 9 560 1.94
Moreover, it is desirable that dump be taken when the 10000 9670 18362 1.90
system is in a quiesced state, such as at the time of con- 20000 20316 37 360 1.84 %
trolled system shutdown. Gray33 describes a 'fuzzy' dump 30000 30465 55562 1.82
mechanism which allows the database to be dumped whileit is in operation.

EVALUATION Table 2. MIDAS/GR Ys. Virtual Memory

Page size = 16 KB, Buffer size = 256 KB. Workspace size = 128 KBCurrently, application programs access MIDAS using awell

defined interface. The specification of this interface is given CPU time in CPU time Penalty for *, .,
in MIDAS/N User's Manual." The same interface is imple- No. of MIDAS/GR w/o DBMS DBMS use % *
mented on top of MIDAS/GR access method. As a result equations (s) (,) (%) ).'p

MIDAS/GR has become accessible to all applications that 1000 314 281 11.7 A

have been using MIDAS. 5000 1680 1502 11.9
For the purpose of benchmarking MIDAS/GR and com- 10 000 3 390 3 023 12.1

paring it with MIDAS/N, an application program is chosen. 20000 6831 6 193 10.3
30000 10289 9241 11.3This program slves a system of equations using the skyline 40000 13 747 12228 12.4

method. The reason for choosing this program is that in
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Though the design of MIDAS is directly influenced by Obl-SPOC qUery-bioek

the current structural optimization applications, it possesses I ut-xp W1
features which make it amenable to more general engineer- Icntn 4

ing applications. The main reason is that most of the needs fleld-spec-list ::- field-spec G. fild-spec:

of structural optimization typically represent requirements p :-athtc
of many other engieering applications. xi -artstu

The new system presents an overall upgrade in all respects. I *XPe add-op ArLths-term

Major advantages lie in data definition facility, memory arith-~tm :- arith-factor

management scheme, and storage layout. Unlike earlier I ariths-teru mult-op ar.:h-factor

systems, it has unified data definition for matrices and arit-factor ::C ad4-op I primacy

relations, while retaining their distinct features, primary :: eii-spec

The improvement in memory management is implicit I En( CWZI*p
in faster program execution. It has reduced overhead on If -
DBMS calls; therefore. application programmers need not Icntn
burden themselves with the management of large work ICf~~t

spaces. Also, buffer can be extended with the addition I exp C

of new memory, resulting in improved performance. comparison I-comp-op I INE I NOT tIN

coea-op 1- WINSI -

APPENDIX A. DATA LANGUAGE SYNTAX

The following is a shortened version of the BNF syntax for In :- -,,entifer o

MIDAS/GR data language. In this notation, square brackets zostn -.- q4tdtclqInme RCN I CC.. N ULL
[ ] indicate optional constructs, and the braces{ indicate IUSRIDT
repeating groups of zero or more items. nm rao.Iietfe

C:Oate: :1 identifier

field-name ::- identifier (( svbscript-list i
statement :-query subscrIpt-ILt ::- subscript C.subscript 1,

I dm-statement
subscript ::- constant I vat-name

I ddl-statement
Inktee ::- nubr

I control-statemalst
da1-statement ::- as$ignment

query ::- query-eapt C ORDER BY ord-spec-ilst

query-xcap :- query-block I ( query-expr Ineto

1 deletion
query-block ::- retrieve-clause ( nIr target-list C pdt

rRO fom-is I al bolen-*pcassignmnt ::- ASSI= TO receiver query-expr

recev-lse;-RTIV N=Iot-expr-list receiver~: obl-nane (C fieid-name-iist )CC

ret-Insetio INER reIat u Ny TO receiver : Lnect -spec

ret-eapr :: *pr vac-name. * I obl-namsIliea

target-list ::- vat-name C, var-name C field-name-list -field-name C, flid1-namel

from-iist ob7-flame ( vs-naee C . bl-name Ivan-name CCI
deletion :-DKL9TE dm7-name C var-name I C -hero-clauseI

Iquery-block I C

ord-spoc-Llst -field-spec Cdirection CIC field-spec: upae UDT b-as a-nm *-Luel "

Cdirectioni C1
set-clause-List ::- set-clause Cset-clause C

fted-se'..: fild meset-clause :-SET I field-name I expr

C SET C field-name I C Cqury-txcap

rd.1-statemnt ::- creat*-obi
direction ::Aw CanS ''

ICcreate-lsaqq
,.Csre-clause - booees-eapr C crAte-link

C booleass-eepr EXR booleais-term I coment

booiean-ters .:- booleeal-tactor create-ob) CREATE t pecla-spec CI shared-spec I obl-dafn

I beleam-tecm AM bee ieu-Eacter peco-spec I-PNIM I TDOMI -

beeloam-factet 190 C 1a booele-primaay shared-spec :- aSR= I PIVAU

booleem-peimery predicate C C belea-esprC obj-dafn :: aatria-defn I vector-defn

predicate ::- ptp comarison *tpr eatctz-deta MATSU matrizi-nam ( Integer, intec C

I apt caaison obl-sec I qualifer I field-defa-ILet

I fiesld-spet-lislt > CIO TC IX fuil-obl-spec eatria-tam :-Identifier

C obi-spec cocaraison fulil-ob3-spea qualifier ::- SPARS C IJIRTUN C iNUT=IN C 1SWL I ISAMDED inttee

full-ob7-speo ::- obj speC C literal field-dftnr-list Z: ild1-defa C. filid-defnC
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Role of. Data Base Management
in Design Optimization Systems

G. J. Park and J. S. Arorat
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

To ady thre roe of data bees sad datm amnagemnt system, - la itematve deip optlmintm softwaMe
sytem called IDSIGNS is develope to @mie elimoer programmiop o 1m. Few promhdg algorihm. we
laduded to overome he Jack of m admoem AhiP- of an agefrkhm. Tum8 paameter and procedurm of
alorithm ar Wloemesed thr xg tenive expeimaat The haeractive p coelt of 
mesa dilel, advie fee dedems, ad applicable memagpe. Input data am be created hteraicvely mad thedegiI cam dap Problem pea meleu algerktl, mad deep mvialoble data a my Ioiat of execution. If a
deign varible doee mt efect the ovilminaoe. p.0ms It can be give. a fixed valve laactively. Discrme
variahle opibehotlem be peformed by usg deelp variable starm capebility of the sytem. Graphics
faclltee are provided for dedbloe mkiag. The sysem comul of s veanl modues tdat comeadklto with each
other thregil a data been mamaged by a data baan managemet system. Several example problems an solved in
botch and interactive eaviroame ts to tea the sysem.

Introduction cess. Graphics capabilities is almost unheard of in design S
T HE nonlinear programming problem (NLP) in the finite- optimization. The software should have these facilities and

dimensional space is to minimi a cost functionf(b) for options for various controls and decision making. Also, as
be, where S is a subset of R" defined as range of applications of optimization expands, more complex "v

data are generated which must be handled properly through a
S- (b:g 1 (b) - 0;i- l,m';g, (b) 0;- m' + I,m; data base management system (DBMS). It should be possible L'"'

to easily refine existing capabilities and add new ones. To
bjL s bj s bju;i - I,nI allow various options, several good algorithms should be im- 1M% 7

plemented.
and g, (b) are constraints, b a design variable vector, and b To study the role of an organized data base and a data base -
and bu the smallest and largest values allowed for the ith management system, a general purpose software system called
design variable, respectively. IDESIGNS is introduced in this paper. It is an interactive , ..

The problem has been treated in the nonlinear programming design optimization system incorporating modem data base
literature quite extensively. In that material, it is usually management concepts. The system has the foregoing ;,' ,
assumed that the explicit form of the function f(b) and S, (b) capabilities and is an extension of an earlier program called 4%
is available. However, if we allow the functions to be implicit, IDESIGN3.1° That program does not use any data base -
then several classes of structural and mechanical system design management system and has no out-of-core calculations. The
problems can be described by the model.I new system is designed using modern software development ,,,

A number of nonlinear programming algorithms have been and data base management concepts.
developed and used for optimal desian.2' However, software
development for design optimization is lagging behind these Secto of Algorithms for IDESIGNS
advances."' It is well known that some algorithms when im- Although many algorithms are available for solving
plemented in a computer program do not behave in the way nonlinear optimization problems, it is difficult to find an
they am theoretically supposed to. Considerable expertise and algorithm that solves all classes of the problems efficiently. In
numerical experimentatio is needed to properly implement an IDESIGNS, several good algorithms have been selected. These
algorithm. In addition, no sngle algorithm can efficiently are Pshenichny's algorithm (LINRM),2 cost function bound.
solve all clas of problem. Instead, a powerful software ing algorithm (CFB),4 modified Pshenichny's algorithm
system with various cagmbilides and facilities is desired to (PLBA),' and a hybrid method. 6 These algorithms are ,-,
minimize the difficultes. So far, software for design optimiza- selected based on their generality, robustness, and efficiency. ,.-,
don is either not available or it is tedious to use. Most of the They have performed reasonably well on a wide range of ,
existing programs are not interactive. This means that the pro- applications.
gram does not allow any user control over the iterative pro- The detailed procedures of the selected algorithms have ,

been published in the literature.' 4 All algorithms roughly im- ,\ ._
plement the following steps:- '.

I) Set k-O, estimate starting design variables; initialize
parameters.Pmmsed an Paper 864995 at the AIAA/ASME/ASCEAHS 27th 2) At the kth iteration, identify a potential constraint set. -'

Strwoares, S tural Dyemics and Materlas Conferaie, San Define and solve a subproblem for the search direction.
Ammjo, TX. May 21-43, 1966: N e Aprl 4. 196: 5revison 3) Check the convergence criteria. If the criteria are e
reeowed Mwch 15. 1917. Copyright 0 Amierm insdtuw of Aero- satisfied, the process is stopped.
00101" And Astronautla. I=. 1967. ANl rights muer vo

Grauas Ramearchm Assistant, OptiAl Dm l. C- 4) Check the condition for the progress of the algorithm and *
Weg of Engineering (currenty Aauinmte Profa o, CAD/CAM calculate a step size, update the Hessian of Lagrangian if
Cent. Purdue University at lndlanapolls, IN). necessar.

tProfemor, Civil and Mehanicl Engineering, Optimal Design 5) Update the design variables. The process is then restarted
Laboratory. College of Engineering. Member AIAA. from step 2.
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Role of Data Bae in Design Optimnzadon fixed to that value interactively. This also means that the
IDESIGN5 implements the major steps of the selected designer can use his intuition in selecting discrete member

algorithms in separate modules. A module is a program that sizes This is very important because an expert designer's ex- ,,e
can be compiled and executed independently. The sequence of perience is considered to be extremely valuable and reliable in ,

execution of modules is controlled by the main module. The the engineering design community. Until the optimum is
modules communicate with each other through the data base. found, design variables can be assigned fixed values nearest to
Interaction is allowed during the execution of the system from the ones available. The graphical display of various data can -6
the beginning to the end. The designer can control the progress help the designer in decision making.
by changing the problem data and algorithm at any point. An important point is when or how to determine the status

of a design variable. The ideal solution would be to
automatically determine the status using a sophisticated

lmewroive Capab"iim In IDESIGNOU algorithm. This can be done by pattern recognition of the
Design optimization programs require information about trend, just as an expert designer would do. However, such a

the problem to be solved. This information includes: 1) input solution requires knowledge of engineering capabilities that is
data, such as number of design variables, number of con- a topic of future research. In IDESIGNS, status of a design
straits, etc.; 2) cost and constraint functions; and 3) gradients varable can be changed only interactively. -. 0
of cost and constraint functions. If the gradient expressions . ,
are not supplied, the system produces them by the finite- Rle of Deft Dasis in WMSIGNSofdt
difference method. When there is a mistake in the input data In the design optimization process, large amounts of data P,
or problem definition, errors will occur in the solution pro- must be generated and manipulated. Specifically, the interac-
cedure. The system gives explicit error messages to guide the tive process needs enormous amount of data. so a proper data
designer to correct mistakes. base and a data base management system (DBMS) are essen-

The system allows for interactive data entry. A menu is tial. In addition, since IDESIGNS is composed of independent
displayed for selection of proper data segment and entry. The modules, a DBMS is needed to communicate between the
system is protected from user's mistakes. If a data mismatch is modules. A data base for IDESIGNS is designed and managed
found, messages are given in detail. The procedure is simple, by a DBMS, as described in the next section. This systematic
so even a beginner can easily follow it. generation and handling of large amount of data, along with

It is extremely useful and important to monitor the optimal the modular structure, has greatly facilitated the coding and
design process through the interactive session. Histories of the debugging of the system.
cost function, constraint functions, design variables, max- % .
imum constraint violation, and convergenc parameter can be Data Base Management in IDESIGN5
monitored. When the histories are graphically displayed, they The data base is a centralized collection of data accessible to ' ,
are of great help in interactive decision making as well as for several application programs and optimized according to a , ,

gninn insight into the design process. Design sensitivity coef- data base definition schema. The data base management '6 b.
ficients of the cost function and potential constraints are system (DBMS) is a software program handling all access re-
displayed in the form of normalized bar charts. This informa- quests and transactions against the data base.
tion shows relative sensitivity of the design variables. If the In practical design optimization, finite-element and other ..
design process is not proceeding satisfactorily (there could be numerical methods are adopted during analysis of structural
inaccuracies or errors in the problem formualtion and model- and mechanical systems. In general, the amount of data used
ing), it is necessary to stop it and check the formulation of the in finite-element analysis is quite large and various schemes
problem. This will save human as well as computer resources. are used to reduce the storage of data. In addition, the for-
Also, if one algorithm is not progressing satisfactorily, then a mulation of constraints and the design sensitivity analysis are
switch can be made to another one or the process can be carried out using most of the data generated during the
restarted from any previous design. The system can give sug- analysis phase. Interactive computations and graphics also re-
gestions for design changeS by using the design sensitivity quire additional data for the display of the system model and
coefficients. It is also possible to utilize the software in a batch intermediate results. Therefore, the data must be organized
environment. In this case, the system uses default values for and saved properly in a data base for efficient design
the pameterm found to be best through experience and optimization.
numerical experimentations.

Imlmeinusde of Dot Dlm I DSn IGNS
Spedlleaden of do Saoe of Dodge Vakblls In IDESIGNS. a data base management system called

In the optimization p ro some design variables have lit- MIDAS/N is used for handling the data. 1 MIDAS/N stands %
tle effect on the final solution of the problem. Also, in many for the management of information for design and analysis of
cases, some desp variables reach their optimum value and systems/numerical model. MIDAS/N is an application-
have little effect on the iterative poce after that point. Thus, independent data base management system and uses a dif- .-- ,.

we need to identify such design variables and fix them. In this ferent approach to deal with data management problems of
way, the problem is defined by only a few important variables scientific and engineering computing. It is designed specifi-
and its sz is reduced. Whe a fixed variable becomes impor- cally to handle numerical data. A data base of MIDAS/N is
tant in the desg process, it can be released to the active stored in a file. It can be a direct or a sequential access file.
group. The status of design variables can be defined interac. The status of a data base can be temporary or permanent.
tively in IDESIGNS. Each data base contains several data sets, which can be either . e

The capbilty to specify the start of the design variables one- or two-dimensonal arrays (vectors or matrces). The %'- -:"-

can be exploted in prctc to obtain a dicrt optimum solu- matnx can be rectangular or trianular. The data type of a
to for the problem. Wh we design a structural or data set can be character, short integer, long integer, real, or
mechanical system, the member sizes are the design variables, double precision real. Each data set has several access models,.1 0
Members must be selected from an available set, but design such as row, column, or submatrix. Any part of a data set can -, .0
variables an considered continuous in the optimization pro- be accessed by just one call statement. The dimension of the
esa. This is one of the reasons that optimizion has not been data set can be redefined dynamically.
extensively used in practical engineering design. The difficulty At the beginning of each module in IDESIGN5, the
can be overcome by defining the status of design variables. If a necessary data are retrieved from the data base. Generated
design variable becomes dose to an available size, it can be data are stored in the data base during the execution of the

• "" "' ",P" J' ' ""' . r -p -, j. . - . .. ,. .. , . ". ",, "" '.'""#""- ", ' ,€4"% ,,P % % , 4" "" @@,'.r --
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module. Connection with the data base needs adtional CPU ecuted. Each block is a program that can be compiled and ex- ,.

time; IDESIONS is designed to minimie the additional time. ecuted independently. As shown in Fig. 2. the modules have P~d
Usually design optimizaion data are in the form of matrices two libraries, 1DESIGN5.LIB and SMART."4 IDE- 4!.' P
or vectors. One matrix is defined as a data set, and several vec- SIGN5.LIB contains some subroutines common to many
tors having the same dimensions are included in a data set. For IDESIGNS modules. SMART is a library containing several
interactive graphics. the history of the design data is stored in general-purpose interactive aids and subroutines for matrix
the data base and retrieved when it is used. and other standard operations. Some modules are used in one q

algorithm, while others are shared by many. When the
Dalgn of a Daoa Sae modules are combined into one system, a main program con-
Coleuon of Information trols the flow of progress based on the decisions made in every

To design a data bane for IDESIGNS, the flow of the op-. module. When each module is used independently, theSi
timization data for various algorithms must be studied, operating system capabilities are used for controlling the flow
Various vectors, matrices, and control parameters that are of the calculations.
either input or generated during the solution process must be Each module has a buffer array for vector and matrix data
identified. All of the data must be collected and properly and it is distributed to each subroutine according to the needs. ,,

grouped to define the data base. In every module, these daa A common arry is declared for the problem parameters used
are retrieved from the data base and stored in a common aray in all modules. At the beginning of a module, the problem
for further processing. Table I lists the data for all the parameters are retrieved from the data base. >
modules. Data are stored or retrieved using the variable names '-

shown in the table. The variable names start with different let- Defliat.. of Optimiatuion Problem
ters according to their dimensions. One or several optimiza- In this block of Fig. 1, the designer has to provide two types
tion data are stored in a data set. of information to use the system: input data for the problem

Date Set Definition
By the characteristics of the optimization data, the data sets Design Data

can be defined. One data set represents a matrix or several vec- Dfnto
tors having the same dimensions. If several vectors are includ-
ed in a data set, they are stored like a matrix. The list of data
sets is shown in Table 2. In somte came, a data set is stored by -

row but retrieved by column, or vice versa. These are also ~
shown in Table 2. A permanent data base FPERM is defined Designer Supplied Definition of ~
at the beginning of the execution of the system and used in Cost and Constraint Optimization
each module. Functions and Problem L

Deign of IDESIGNS 57
Strunctur of IDKSIGS5'

A eea-purpose optimization software program can have
an overall structure as shown in Fig. 1. Each block can be prvmn'
composed of several modules. Figure 2 shows the structure ofImrv en
IDESIGNS and the sequenice in which the modules are ex-

TbILsofdfStp Yes No'

Tabl I Lnt 1 ~ topConvergence?

Variable .
Data duscription TyM Diniensioa nun 111g I Oyste struetur of a dusign opdvaadou Propumg.

Corn function gradient Vector nv ACOOR
Values of designs variables Vector nv ADEVL
(Haean mazrix)l design chang Vector ow AHXDB
Increnment of design variable Vector ow AINCT' Table 2 Structuare of data bas FPERM
Gradient of ILapangim a previous Vector av ALOLD Dn e nldddt re fOdro

iteration naamet (Iled dae Dies Ocreto Orseo
Lower bound of designa variable Vector nv ALOWR nn vral ae ieso'ceto s
Upper bound of design variablet Vector ow AUPPR SDINV ACOGR. ADEVL nv x 9 Col Cal
Lagranse multipliers of QP Vector nv + c CLMQP AHXDB. AINCT ,

subplrnn ALOLD, ,

Constraint functioll value Vector nc CONFN ALOWR
Lagrange multipliers vector the CORLM AUPPR, NFIX

Contrum gadint1mp, Vcto at CSENM NRR ~
History of constrait functions Matri itr x ac DCOFN SDINC CONFN.CORLM nc x3 Col Col %"
History of converpeo parameer Vector itrs DCONP CSENM -

History of cost function Vector isis DCOST SDINQ CLMQP nv + oc Col Col
History of desipnvariables Matrix itrs x o DEIVL SSENM TSENM nvxnac Col Col, row
History of maximum constraint Vector itsa DMAXV SUPDT UPPAT ny(nv+l1) Cal Col "

violatio +2+nv -

Active constraint set Vector mc LC SHISA DCOND. DCOST itrsx 3 cot Cot
Design variable status Vco ow NFIX DMAXV A
Active sat of prevou iteration Vecto Be NPREC SHISD DEIVL itr x nv Cot Row .

Constraint semenviy Minx Matrix uv x ac TSENM SHISC DCOFN itr x nc' Cal Row . w
Hessian matrix Vector nv x (nv + ) UPPAT SINTO LC. NPREC nc x2 Cal Col .t

2 + my SSYST Systeni paramieters 300 Col Calota
ov-a~rof dm warablu,. e nu.mer of conarsia ki m of manuee of desig vaiables. nc -number of constraimu itn number of

-f~dw A41*
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and definition of the design problem. The input data for a changing the algorithm or the current data. To help the
problem can be provided interactively from a terminal designer's decision, graphical displays for various data are
through menu displays o( from an input tile. The definition of available. The histories of parameters are plotted. Relative
the design problem in Fig. I is provided by the designer sensitivities for cost and constraint function gradients are .",,.
through four independent modules. These are COSTFN, shown as bar charts. Advice for design-variable change can be
CONSTFN, COSTGR. and CONSTGR, as shown in Fig. 2. given using linear extrapolation. When the design point is in
They contain the cost function, constraint functions, cost the infeasible region, the relation between the correction offunction gradient, and constaint function gradients. respec- constraint violation and cost functon improvement is used to .. %_ .'
tively. These modules can be very simple or very complex advise the designer by linear extrapolation of the sensitivity

depending on the application. The modules calculate function information.
values and gradients and store them in the data base. They can
be written using any utilities of the computer. If the analytic Actiw
expressions for the gradients are not available, IDESIGNS can The potential constraint subset is defined in this module.
automatically calculate the gradients by the finite-difference The potential constraints identified here are used to define a
method. In this case, the modules for gradient calculations subproblem that determines the search direction in the design
need not be supplied. space.

The modules shared by every algorithm are as follows. Normalized" subproblems are solved for the search direc- P

inpu tion using the subroutine QPSOL" in this module. Fixed -' - ,-
This module is the first one executed in [DESIGNS system. design variables are dropped.

Aco input data for the design problem are defined. Input dataconsist of ive groups: 1) initial terminal session-file defini- Modulo for Prbe D)fl,,/"
tions and terminal type; 2) problem definition-numbers of As mentioned earlier, the COSTFN, COSTGR, CONSTFN,
design variables and constraints, etc.; 3) parameter defini- and CONSTGR modules should be prepared for cost func-
tion-convergence parameters, printing code, etc.; 4) design tion, cost function gradient, constraint functions, and con-
variable data-initial design, lower and upper bounds and straint function gradients, respectively. Any data in the data
status of design variables; and 5) algorithm selection. Each base can be used, and the produced data can be stored in the
group of data is defmed using a menu display. Between two data base. a ,'
consecutive menus, the designer can change the data already
defined or the program can be terminated. Also, HELP facil- Modum for UNRM aud PLIA AgeM=b
ity is available at any point of process. Various menus used These modules are used in LINRM and PLBA methods andduring the interacve session are given in Park and Arora. az the hybrid method after a switch to the PLBA algorithm is

Inforwd? made.
vB designer's option, the interactive module can be executed €E

during any iteration. Features of this module are similar to the RQPSTEP
INPUT module. The designer can control the progress of the In this module, step size is determined by a one-dimensional
problem-solving procedure and problem data can be changed search that requires evaluation of the cost and constraint func- '-V

at any point in the execution. Proper menus are displayed for tions. These are calculated using the designer-supplied
modules.

RQPF, MeAT Data that the subproblem will use to determine a search
direction are generated.

M" , The Hessian matrix of the Lagrane function is updated inthe PLEA algorithm in the factorized form. Through internal
T 0 options, the Hessian can be set to an identity matrix and a

_____o__ direct update can be obtained when the full matrix is updated.
- A When the condition number of the Hessian matrix is over a .,. -

______r __ Jcertain positive large number, it is set to the identity matrix.

A______0_A RQPCIP%
From the output of the subsolver, the design increment vec-

A tor is determined and covergence criteria are checked. S_-_

aovcr & A Modulo for CID Mgelth.N
IThen modules are used in the CFB algorithm and hybrid%

method before switching.% ,o%

N ~ j ~ JCFDSTEP
sMV Here, the maxinm constraint violation is calculated. From

L the second iteration onward, the step sin determined in the
' I ~ ICFDUP module is adjusted to remain within the bounds on

* a.~ L.J. the design variables.

Fg2 DHerm, the data for the subproblem are cal-ulated according
RS. 2 Sbucu of IDESIGNS sed is modules. to the current design conditions. Y., ,%

%' %'
% ".
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Tal 3 Imtermea v vmetooto .258 t rse desg probiem" on three problems and LINRM exceeds the maximum itera.
tion limit in six problems. As expected, the performance of the

Iteration Interactive change hybrid and PLBA methods is superior to others. This was also
I MVC -2.7207%

Algorithm - R3 observed in small-scale problem applications. The results of ,

2 MVC-t0.473 PLBA and the hybrid methods are similar to those of
PLBA asonthm is used from this iteration IDESIGN3. If we compare IDESIGN5 to IDESIGN3, theNo. al ue G iv vue athn number of iterations increases in five problems and decreases

7 No. Value Given value Status change in eight problems. The number of calls for function evalua-
I 0.01 1.62 Fixed tions increases in six problems and decreases in eight prob-
2 1.4831 1.80 Fixed lems. The total CPU time of IDESIGNS is generally larger
4 0.0076 1.62 Fixed than that for IDESIGN3. Two main reasons cause the increase
7 2.20765 3.13 Fixed in IDESIGNS: 1) we need computing time for access to the

10 3 2.0093 2.88 Fixed data base and 2) the data are redefined at the beginning of
12 6 958 2.38 Fixed each module. For example, the performances of PLBA and

13 5 1.085928 1.80 Fixed IDESIGN3 are exactly the same in the 25 bar truss with stress
constraints except the computer time. For the 47 bar truss withpimum all constraints, the number of calls for function evaluationsMVC -, 0.5693E - 06CND-0.30E-07 with PLBA is greater than that of IDESIGN3. However, the

total CPU time of IDESIGN5 is less than that for IDESIGN3.
Cost function-0.,7744E +03 This is because the QP solver (QPSOL) in IDESIGN5 is more
CPU for data base- 29.015 efficient than the QP solver (VEO4AD in the Harwell library)
Net CPU =49.796 in IDESIGN3. Therefore, the algorithm and the software for
Total CPU- 78."11 solving the subproblem are also very important. When the
No. of calls for function evaluation 25 structure becomes larger, the CPU time for the data base corn-
No. of total gradient evaluations - 163 prises a smaller percentage of the total CPU time. This is 'JPw'

Design variable values: 1.62. 1.8. 2.88, 1.62. 1.8. 2.38, because the analysis needs a greater portion of the computing
3.6295 time and TRUSSOPT does not use a data base and DBMS.

MVC- maximum constrant vmlation, ND,-orm of direction veotor. olatrlactiy U.. of IDE.SION$

The 25 bar truss given in Refs. 16 and 17 is interactively op-.
timized with all constraints. In practical optimization, the .-

*o CFBUP design variables are usually member sizes that must be selected ..

The design increment vector is calculated and the con- from the available sections. Thus, discrete variable optimiza-
vergence criteria are checked. tion should be employed. The present structure is designed to

have double-angle sections given in the AISC code. The area ',.

Sample Applications of each member is considered as a design variable. The areas
Performance of nonlinear programming algorithm can be available in the AISC code are 1.62, 1.80, 1.99, 2.13, 2.38,

as3ertained only by numerical experiments requiring ollection 2.62, 2.63, 2.88, 2.93, 3.09, 3.13, 3.38, 3.47, 3.55, 3.63., 3.84,
and implementation of the test problems. In IDESIGNS, the 3.87, 3.88, 4.18, 4.22. 4.49, and 4.59. The design process sum-

a n d m a r iz e d n T a l 3 i s e p n d a s f o l w :, -

procedures of algorith and tuning parameters are im-explained
plemented through extensive numerical experiments. 12

Mothe algorithms available in IDESIGN. These include 115 test Maximum violation of constraints is very large, so ccon-
problem from the mathematical programming literature, straint correction step R3 of CFB algorithm is chosen to cor- -.
small-scale engineering design problems, structural design rect constraints.
problems such a trusses and frames, dynamic response op.
timization, and nonlinear response optimization. Details of .11 Iteration 2 1

d these applications are given in Ref. 12. Here we describe some Maximum violation is corrected; PLBA algorithm is S.
details of applications to trusses and the interactive use of selected from this iteration to the end.
IDESIGNS.

, The seven trusses, given in Refs. 16 and 17, are optimized 1:ection 7
for various constraint conditions, such a stress, displacement, The design variables that are not changin during the "..
and natural frequency. Combination of trusses and constraint iterative process are assigned values closest to those available.

% conditions yields IS problems. The formulation, design data, The history of the design variables is shown on a graphics ter-
and sensitivity analysis have been discussed in the litera- minal for this decision.
tures. 3.A. The number of design variables are 7-47, state
variables 8-150, and constraints 18-629. Multiple loading Ieraion 10
caa ra ane treated. Design variable 3 is fixed and design variable 7 is released.

For analy of the strictur oe d .rdient u i The sensitivity bar charts are exploited for this decision; that , -.
" omputer program TRUSSOPT is employed. TRUSSOPT i is, a sensitive design variable is released to the active status.

4" composed of four subroutines, each of which is attached to aI,. designer-supplied module in IDESIGNS. TRUSSOPT does IterWi0M 12 -

not use a data base management system. Desig viResults for each problem in a summary form are given in Design variable 6 is fixed.4
Ref. 12. The data collected for each problem include the
number of iterations, function evaluations, and gradient Itileon 13
evaluations, CPU times for data bas management and total Design variable 5 is fixed.
execution, and optimum point. For the purpose of com-
prison, results of the PLEA algorithm in IDESIGN3 are also ltmwion 15
included. IDESIGN3 is the previous version of IDESIGN5 The optimum is found. All the design variables have fixed
that does not use a data ban management system. CFB fails values except the seventh. After optimum is found, design 4

, W...
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ABSTRACT
Engineering analysis and design of complex systems require the use of

large software components. Development, maintenance, and extension of such a

software system needs modern design and implementation techniques. Usually a

large amount of data is generated. Flow of data is also quite complex adding

further complications in maintenance and extension of the software. A

sophisticated database management system is needed to support data handling 3

during the run-time environment as well as for the integration of various

software components. Design and development of such a DBMS needs new concepts

and ideas such that efficiency of calculations is not sacrificed. Degradation

in efficiency due to the use of a DBMS can hinder large scale applications.

The paper describes a generalized relational model to handle large matrices

and tables that are encountered in numerous engineering applications. A DBMS

based on the model is designed and implemented. The system supports run-time

data management as well as data sharing between various software components. -.

A preliminary evaluation of the system against some existing ones reveals the

new concept and design to be quite appropriate for engineering applications.

The system is very efficient and compact. Some details of design and

performance of the system are given and discussed.

D(TRODUCTION

Management of information has become an extremely important task in

computer-aided design and analysis of engineering systems. Organization of .

large volumes of design information is a complex task and requires careful

consideration [1]. Several systems for management of information are avail- .

able for engineering applications [2]. Programs such as FILES [3], RIM [4], .

SDMS [5], PHIDAS [6] and TORNADO [7] have been used in some engineering

applications.
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These systems have been developed with varying degree of sophistication

and have a variety of capabilities. A study was made to find out the capabil-

ities and usefulness of the existing data management systems for design and

analysis applications [2]. It was found that the use of such systems is

limited to special applications for which they were developed. It is diffi-

cult to modify and extend them for design applications. Similarly, systems

like RIM were found quite useful in integrating general engineering analysis

programs; but their applicability for finite element analysis and design

optimization is limited [8]. Thus, a need for a good data management system

which can deal with organization of both design and analysis data exists [9].

This need for integrated database management is further discussed in the next

section.

The paper describes broad perspectives of research issues in the design

and implementation of a new integrated database management system. Architec-

ture and storage organization of such a system are discussed. The new concept "s

of a generalized relational model is introduced which forms the basis for

design of a new database management system (DBMS). The system is named

MIDAS/GR - Management of Information for Design and Analysis of

Systems/Generalized Relational model. The paper also contains some results of

running applications using the new system. The system is almost two times

faster than MIDAS/N [9,10], an existing DBMS handling only numerical data.

Results are also comparable in efficiency when the program is run without the 1-

DBMS (smaller problem that fits in operating systems virtual memory).

NEED FOR INTEGRATED DATABASE MANAGEMENT ,,'.

Databases can be broadly classified into two types: tabular and numeri-

cal. A tabular database contains data sets that look like tables (relations).

Such databases can be quite large and usually contain permanent type of data.
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Usually the amount of data processed at one time, and the disk I/0 are quite

small. These include databases for such industries as banking, airline,

transportation, etc. Several DBMS for processing these databases have been

developed. They generally have interactive facilities for query, insertion,

deletion and update of the database.

Numerical databases contain matrix type of data sets. These databases

are usually temporary and can be very large. Usually the amount of data

processed and the disk I/O can be very large. Such databases are generated

during engineering analysis and design optimization, numerical analysis, and

other scientific applications. As noted earlier, several DBMS of varying

sophistication to process numerical databases have been developed.

Most scientific and engineering applications need and use both tabular .,. -

and numerical databases. For example, in structural design and optimization

applications, the finite element model and the analysis results can be repre-

sented in a tabular database which is permanent or semi-permanent. However,

during analysis and iterative design optimization, a large amount of numerical

data is generated and processed. Such data must be stored and processed using

numerical databases and a suitable DBMS.

Business oriented DBMS cannot be used for engineering applications for a

variety of reasons. First, they do not support engineering data types; this

precludes their interaction with almost all technical programs. Second, i"..

engineering data exists in several forms; their integration is a difficult ;

problem. Finally, most engineering application programs need a local database

on which an enormous amount of computation is carried out involving the entire

database; this means the DBMS must provide efficient run-time support to a

large I/0 application. P
-i"
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Also, DBMS developed to handle only numerical databases cannot be used 1

for applications requiring integrated databases. The reason is that it is not ]

only inefficient to use such systems but also the programming becomes quite

clumsy due to non-availability of proper data structures. Thus, it is

important to use a DBMS in engineering applications that is capable of

handling various data types.

The design of the new system [11-14] overcomes all the three problems and

facilitates implementation of a unified database management system for such

diverse applications as analysis and design of structural and mechanical

systems, generation of production information, inventory control, project

scheduling, etc. This will allow sharing of common data between business and

engineering applications.

GENERALIZED RELATIONAL MODEL

Relations are important for sharing data among different users. Whereas

most physical models in business applications can be represented conveniently

in database as relations, engineering applications require both matrix and

relational data types. Most large matrices form temporary or semi-permanent

data private to a program. Relations are either permanent data in public ....

domain used by different users or final results of a program to the end user.
S

Therefore a new scheme is needed to represent both relations and matrices in a

unified way for integrated engineering applications.

Engineers and scientists are well versed with the use of matrices and
vectors. It is natural for them to imagine a relation (table) as simply a two

dimensional array whose each column has unique definition. Thus the concept

of a matrix is generalized for relations and the resulting model is termed as

the generalized relational model. This scheme is supported by primitive and

% JdMLV%.
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structured data types. Using these data types users can define their own data

models.

The novelty of the new approach is that the relation is derived from a

matrix. In all previous attempts, e.g. RIM [4], one tried to extend relation

for matrix data type. This led to clumsy and inefficient handling of numeri- -

cal data. In MIDAS/GR the basic data type is matrix. Matrix can be one

dimensional (vector) or two dimensional, and it can have elements with

composite data structure. Relations are derived from the matrices as vectors

of records.

DATA MODELS OF MIDAS/GR

The basic data models in MIDAS/GR are matrices (two dimensional) and

vectors. Vectors are of two types : variable length and fixed length. A

fixed length vector can also be considered as a degenerate matrix with only -

one row. A special type of variable length vector is the relation (vector of

records). Figure 1 shows relationships among different data models.

Matrix and fixed length vectors are static objects, i.e., their sizes are

statically determined at the time of their creation. This essentially means

that they can have elements only of fixed size. In contrast, variable length

vectors are dynamic in nature. Not only is their size determined dynamically

(depending only on the number of elements defined), their elements may also be T7

of variable length.

There are four structured data types available in the system : Record, .i

Vector, Matrix, String. The type record gives the most general method to

obtain structured data type. It joins elements of arbitrary, possibly

themselves structured types, into a compound type. Vectors and matrices are

in contrast homogeneous structures. They consist of all components of the

same type, called the base type. The base type in turn may be a structured

1 1
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Ltype. This opens up the possibility of defining a number of special data ,

types. For example, a matrix of complex numbers, where complex number is a -.

record of two real numbers. %

A vector of records may in general be treated as a relation where each .0

component of the vector is an occurrence of the record, and each component of

the record is an attribute of the relation. Since, a record can have a

component of structured data type, a relation may have non-atomic attribute

values.
If a matrix is defined as matrix of matrices, the matrix is considered to

be made up of a number of submatrices. Matrices may be accessed rowwise,

columnwise, or submatrixwise.

String is a special structured data type designed to deal with a sequence

of characters. String may be used as base type to define other structured

data types.

There are four primitive types available in the system. They are

Integer, Real, Double Precision, and Character. .

UNIQUE FEATURES OF KIDAS/GR-

MIDAS/GR is the first database management system designed to handle large

numerical databases with relational facilities. At the heart of the system

lies the new concept of generalized relational model. The new concept allows

us to unify numerical and relational data models into an integrated system.

The system provides efficient run-time support to various applic'ation OF.1#:

programs handling large numerical and relational data. It also provides a ' 0

central storage area for various groups in a design department. For example,

groups working on structural geometry, structural layout, cost estimation,

material control, project planning, etc. need to share data and interact with

r
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one another. The system provides necessary interface and facilities for such

purpose. , I

Apart from the above, the system provides following facilities which

together make it a unique system:

Data Struct ure

a) The system provides integrated data definition facility, using primi-

tive and structured data types. Relation is just one of the many user .

defined data types.

b) Because of its general approach, the system defines matrix as easily as

any other data type (say relation). As a result, matrix can be treated as

a distinct entity and it can have its own composite data elements.

c) It provides several qualifier (sparse, banded,etc) to define special -.

types of matrices frequently used in engineering applications. This .

allows efficient handling of storage without direct involvement from the

user. Moreover, this provides uniform data structure for such matrices; .

this effectively facilitates development and maintenance of system

routines to manipulate them. . ,

S.,

Data Language
a) It provides unifying data language. It treats relation and matrices

similarly. It is possible to make query (or other data manipulation

operations) on individual elements of a matrix. 2

b) It provides language with same syntax for both terminal users and for %

those using them from a programming language. This leads to ease of *-

communication between two classes of users. -

c) It provides a language which is non-procedural, i.e., its statements I
are statements of intent on the part of the user. This makes search

optimization feasible. Also for a very large class of queries users need

e",
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not resort to loops or branching. This simplicity in turn means more

productivity. -*

Data Independeno.

The system provides multiple view of the same stored record. This is made

possible by maintenance of multiple access paths. Apart from physical

sequence, it maintains indexes and links (binary and unary) for direct

access and for sequential access in a different value ordering. This

leads to data independence.

Concurrent Usageq

It allows several users to use the system concurrently, doing retrieval,

update and other operations, without conflicting with each other.

Reoovery and Restart

It allows database to recover from crash, either undoing everything upto a

check point, or redoing upto a check point and then restarting from that

point.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The overall architecture of MIDAS/GR is described by its two main compo-

nents. The lower level component is Data Storage Interface (DSI), and the

upper level component is called Data Language Interface (DLI), as shown in

Figure 2. DSI is an internal interface which handles access to single data .9

elements. It manages space allocation, storage buffers, transaction consis-

tency, system recovery, etc. It also maintains indexes on selected fields of -

*: relations and pointer chains across relations. PA

The DSI has been designed so that new data objects or new indices can be
1 created at any time, or existing ones destroyed, without quiescing the system

and without dumping and reloading the data. One can redefine data objects,

* -%
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i.e., change dimensions of matrices or add new fields to relations. Existing

programs which execute DSI operations on data aggregates remain unaffected by

the addition of new fields. Ap

DSI has many functions which can be found in other systems, both rela-

tional and nonrelational, such as the support of index and pointer chain

structures. The areas which have been emphasized and extended in the DSI

include integrated data definition and manipulation facilities for numerical 0

(matrices) and relational data models, dynamic definition of new data types

and access paths, dynamic binding and unbinding disk space, and crash

resistance and recovery.FV

Data Language Interface (DLI) is the external interface which can be

called directly from a programming language. The high level data language is

embedded within the DLI and is used as the basis for all data definition and

manipulation.."

Figure 2 shows the major modules of MIDAS/GR in current implementation. ,. -

In the lowest level is I/O library which invokes operating system routines for ....

transfer of data between disk and main memory. Memory management module

manages MIDAS/GR buffer. It partitions the buffer into pages of fixed size.

All I/O at this level is in terms of pages and using I/O library. Data

management module provides facilities of data definition and manipulation.

Index management module provides facilities of index definition and manipula- LI
tion. Relation management module uses data management and index management

modules to provide facilities of relation definition and manipulation. Page

management formats and manages all access to a relation page. Segment

management allocates and frees segmented memory (file is treated as a

contiguous address space). Hash management manages a hash table for locks; I

and lock management allocates and deallocates locks. Lock management is used
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by all the modules and also by the user programs to protect their respective

resources.

The address space of MIDAS/GR is divided into pages. Broadly there are

two types of pages : those containing administrative information and the

others containing user data. Data pages are in turn of two types : for

variable length objects and for fixed length objects. Two distinct storage

organizations are adopted for fixed length data objects and variable length

data objects. For fixed length objects, all data elements are defined at the

time of creation. Therefore, full storage allocation is made as soon as it is

created. Whereas for variable length objects, size of the object at any time

depends on the number of elements defined. Therefore, allocated storage is 9

expanded dynamically as more and more elements are defined.

Data objects are divided into two categories - small and large. The %

mapping between logical and physical pages of the data object is defined by -

using page table. For large data objects the page table becomes quite large.

aJ.
Therefore, the page table of the large object is defined as small fixed length J-%

vector and stored in the database as a permanent object. This technique leads

to very small page table in the virtual memory at the expense of one level of

indirection for each page access.

MIDAS/GR buffer is logically divided into two pools Block Buffer (BB) S

and Page Buffer (PB). Block Buffer contains all administrative informations,

* e.g., cursor table, page tables, page page tables (for large data objects), %

etc. Page Buffer contains the data pages and page table pages (for large data

objects). Configuration of the buffer is shown in Figure 3.

When an object is opened, an entry is allocated in the cursor table. It

has two pointers : pointer to a master record which contains all attributes of

the data object and the other to the page table. A page table contains entry

'e5%
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for each page. They are the addresses of the page in disk and in page buffer,

address of the page entry in LRU stack (for page replacement), and a mark bit

to recognize if the page is modified. For each page in the page buffer, there

is an entry in the stack. This entry contains the address of the entry in

page table. Logically there are two stacks : stack of clean pages and stack . .

of dirty pages. The top most entry represents the most recently used page and

bottom most entry represents the least recently used page.

ALGORITHMS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

MIDAS/GR is designed as a number of cooperating modules. They interact

with each other through well defined interfaces. Each module is designed A

carefully to perform a specific job. Existing literature is studied to deter- .

mine the most suitable algorithm and data structure relevant to a module. A

Research issues related to these modules and relevant algorithms are described ?.

in the following.

I/O Library *.,

At the lowest level is the I/O library. It treats database as a linear

address space at the byte level. This module uses operating system routines

for transfer of data between the disk and the main memory. It provides a

machine independent interface to memory management module for data transfer.

The module will be replaced subsequently with a new disk management module

when it is ready.

Segmented Storage Management

Since we allow dynamic allocation and deallocation of space (objects are , _. "-'

created, expanded and destroyed dynamically), there will be lots of holes in

the file. One solution is to compact every time memory is deallocated; -

%
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compaction, however, is a much slower process, whereas it is much more

economical to search a well organized hole list. -

Since disk access is slow, hole list is organized in the header of the

file and is retained in the main memory after it is read first time. The list

contains the addresses of the available spaces and its length; and it is

arranged in an increasing order of addresses. Since this list contains

sufficient information, no disk access is necessary for allocation and

deallocation purposes. 6

Paged Buffer Management

To reduce redundant I/O, i, is important to have a well managed buffer in y

the main memory. Several memory management schemes are studied [151. It is -

felt that a paging mechanism with the least recently used replacement policy

will be the most suitable choice. Accordingly, the buffer is divided into a

collection of page frames which are equal to the physical slots on the disk. -

LRU policy is implemented using two stacks : stack of dirty (modified)

pages and stack of clean pages. Top most entry of the stack is the most

recently used page and the bottom most one is the least recently used page.

Every time a page is accessed, its position in the stack is moved to the

top. Pages are simply read into the page buffer till it is full. Once it is

full and a new page has to be read in, the system reuses the page frame of the

least recently used clean page. If there is no clean page in page buffer then

the content of the least recently used dirty page is written back to disk and '1
the page frame is reused.

To achieve further efficiency, the system allows a page to be pinned in

the buffer. In that case the page will not be removed until it is unpinned.

This facility is useful when the system has fore knowledge about activities of

certain pages. Also the system allows two levels of page table. In that case

.:.:.-
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an entry in the page table points to a page which in itself is a part of the

next level of page table. This leads to smaller page table for large objects,

at the expense of indirection in data page access.

Stack Management

This module manages the two stacks for the implementation of the least

recently used replacement policy. For reasons of efficiency, they dynamically P:

share the same memory. Total space occupied by two stacks together equals the

number of page frames in the page buffer. The entries of each of the stacks

are connected together by double links.

Matrix Management

A matrix is a fixed length object, i.e., its elements are created or

deleted all at once. Therefore, the problem of internal fragmentation within

a page is avoided for such objects. Also elements in a matrix are accessed

both at random and in sequence. Therefore, it is important that the logically

contiguous elements are stored physically close to each other.

McKellar and Coffman [16] show a technique that allows quick access to

matrices rowwise, columnwise and submatrixwise. Matrices are stored sub-

matrixwise. Each submatrix contains a fixed number of rows and columns such

that the size of the submatrix is not greater than a page size. It is

possible to choose the number of rows and columns of submatrices in such a way

to minimize the wastage of storage space. Figure 4 shows storage organization

for such a data model. Fixed length vectors are stored similarly where the

number of rows is one.

Relation Management

Figure 5 shows the organization of a page of variable length object.

This organization was originally proposed by Astrahan, et al. [17] for their
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experimental DBMS System R. Each individual record has a numeric identifier, .5"'

called DaId (Da for data aggregate). Each DaId is a concatenation of a page -6

number, along with a byte offset from the bottom of the page. The offset

denotes a special entry or 'slot' which contains the location of the data

aggregate in that page.

This technique allows efficient utilization of space within data pages,

since space can be compacted and data aggregates moved with only local changes

to the pointers in the slots. The slots themselves are never moved from their

positions at the bottom of each data page, so the existing DaIds can still be _ ' i

employed to access the data aggregates. Since the position of the byte offset

at the bottom of the page is fixed, internal movements of the data aggregates 3
within a page does not change its address. This provides easy way to compact

data aggregates within a page. A variable length object is made up of a ,

collection of such pages.

Relation Page Management .-

A relation page is divided into a number of physical records. Allocation

and deallocation of space takes place with respect to physical records. A

modified version of Boundary Tag method with improved first fit algorithm

using rover counter [18] is used for allocation and deallocation of space. ..

reduces storage overhead which is at a premium in a page. It also allows the

use of a very simple algorithm for space liberation, as no search or collap-

sing of adjacent free blocks is involved. Even space reservation involves

little search as allocation is distributed over the page using the rover

counter. However, allocation procedure is slightly complex, and runs little

longer as collapsing of adjacent free blocks is done at this time. Figure 6

shows the configuration of free and used space.

• .'.%'S
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A

Index Hanagement

An index is a logical ordering with respect to values in one or more sort

fields. Indices provide the ability to scan data objects along a value

ordering. Also, an index provides associative access capability. The DLI can

quickly fetch data aggregate from an index by keying on the sort field values.

The DLI can also open a scan at a particular point in the index, and retrieve

a sequence of data aggregates with a given range of sort values. wk

Many techniques for organizing index have been proposed. Knuth [19]

provides a survey of the basics. While no single scheme can be optimum for all

applications, a technique of organizing indices called B-tree [20] has become

widely used. The B-tree is, de facto, the standard organization for indices

in a database system. For reasons of efficiency in both random and sequential

access, we have adopted a variation of B-tree, called B+-tree [21]. In a B+-

tree all keys reside in the leaves. The upper levels, which are organized as _

a B-tree, consist only of an index. Leaf nodes are linked together allowing

easy sequential processing.

Sort Management

Sorting is required at various phases of database management, e.g., while

creating an index on an existing data object, or data is returned in an order

different from that of retrieval. So, it is necessary to have an efficient

general purpose sorting system.

Depending on the amount of data the system choses either array sort (data

contained entirely in the main memory), or file sort (data is spread in main

memory and disk). Array sort is based on Quick sort algorithm [22,23]. File "'" -.

sort is a superior version of Polyphase sort [24]. In our algorithm, we

combined an array sort method, called Heap sort [25], and used it in the

,I
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distribution phase of initial runs. As a result these runs always have the '

length of approximately the size of the available main memory.

Lock Management

Two types of locks are implemented - shared and exclusive. Shared lock a

allows a number of processes to read an object concurrently. Exclusive lock

allows a single writer to modify an object. The algorithms, based on Courtois

et al. [26] are considered efficient and are implemented using semaphore

facilities of the operating system.

Hash Management

This module provides facility for name resolution. A number of methods A,

are studied for hash addressing, collision handling and table layout. Finally

an algorithm based on scatter index table [27] is chosen. The data area is

chained together by double links. This leads to overall quicker performance-
at the expense of slight space overhead. .

EVALUATION

Currently, application programs access MIDAS using a well defined inter- U

face. The specification of this interface is given in MIDAS/N User's Manual A0 %

[28]. The same interface is implemented on top of MIDAS/GR access method. As %

a result MIDAS/GR has become accessible to all applications that have been

using MIDAS.

For the pur--se of benchmarking MIDAS/GR and comparing it with MIDAS/N,

an application program is chosen. This program solves a system of equations

using the skyline method. The reason for choosing this program is that in

m: t engineering problems it is necessary to solve a system of equations, and -,.
the performance of the application depends critically on the performance of

the equation solver.

N
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Table 1 and 2 gives some idea about the performance of MIDAS/GR. More

detailed results are contained in Refs. 13 and 14. All tests are run on a

DN460 Apollo computer with 2 MB of primary memory. A

In general, MIDAS/GR is about twice as fast as MIDAS/N. Another

interesting observation relates to the use of DBMS itself. It is a popular .. T

belief in the scientific field that one must make great sacrifice in

efficiency to use DBMS (for other gains). Our result shows that with DBMS

(MIDAS/GR) the program runs only about 10-12% longer than that without DBMS

(database is in the virtual memory). This small increase in cpu time is r

acceptable in most cases.

At this time, MIDAS/GR does not manage its own disk or primary memory.

The increased run-time is attributed to MIDAS/GR's dependence on the Operating

System for memory management and disk space allocation. This leads to dupli-

cation of effort in memory management and inefficiency in allocation of disk

space. We believe that MIDAS/GR will, in fact, improve efficiency in future V11%

when it manages its disk and buffer directly.

It is noted here that MIDAS/N has been recently evaluated against RIM

[8]. Parameters such as the number of reads, number of writes, number of

calls to DBMS, and the CPU time were measured for the two systems. MIDAS/N Q.," '
*

was determined to be far superior to RIM for dynamic run-time support environ-

ment. Main drawbacks of RIM for such applications are in data models, data

access methods and the memory management scheme. Using the results of that K;]
study, we can safely conclude that MIDAS/GR is far superior to RIM as a run- S

time support system. .'-

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In addition to the MIDAS/N user interface, MIDAS/GR supports a very

powerful and flexible user language developed in the BNF notation. The

S ',
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language has numerous data definitions and data manipulation facilities for

vectors, matrices and relations. It can be used from the terminal on an ad

hoc basis, or from a programming language (currently C and FORTRAN). The

language is described in detail in the MIDAS/GR user's manual [29].

Creation of an efficient computer-aided analysis and design environment

needs run-time support of an integrated database management system. A

properly designed DBMS will have enormous impact on the architecture of future

software for complex engineering applications. As more computational power

becomes available, the range of applications and complexity of the software

increases. Extensions, maintenance and debugging of the software can be

considerably facilitated by the use of a proper database and DBMS. Thus, a

properly designed and implemented DBMS, such as MIDAS/GR, will be an invalu-

able tool for future software developments to solve complex - interdiscip-

linary engineering analysis and design problems.
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Table I MIDAS/GR VS. MIDAS/N
Page Size - 4 KB

Buffer Size - 64 KB
Workspace Size = 8 KB

Band width = 100

No. of CPU Time in CPU Time in Ratio
Eqns. MIDAS/GR MIDAS/N MIDAS/N :GR

(Seconds) (Seconds)

1000 899 1811 j 2.01

5000 j 5444 10,2437 1 1.92

10,000 j 9905 j 20,194 j 2.024

2000 227140,945 i .80
,oooI o . I ., '

30,000 34,827 62,050 I 1.78

40,00oI 4,251 I 81,329 I 1.

'p%

.'
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Table 2 MIDAS/GR VS. Virtual Memory
Page Size - 16 KB .%,1

Buffer Size - 1024 KB

Workspace Size - 128 KB

No. of CPU Time in CPU Time W/o Penalty for
Eqns. MIDAS/GR DBMS DBMS use %

(Seconds) (Seconds)

S 301 281 .I .1

5000160 I 1502 6.6

10,000 337 3031.

20,000 6839 6193 10. 04

30,000 10,319 9241 I 11.7

40,000 13,785 12,228 12.7 WA

-lo

%i

"*'. .,

0*.i

.WA:.
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MatrixVector Vector
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Figure 1. Data Model of MIDAS/GR
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II
MIDAS/GR Data Language Interface

J IASG Data Storage Interf ace

Data Relation

Management Management

Segment
Vector Management Index

Management _Management

Management

Matrix Page
Mah'agement H Management

Memory Management

I/O Library

Figure 2. Organization of MIDASIGR
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File Block Buffer Page Buffer

To Attribute.
Data Cursor Tab]e Record

. . :~., :.,.,

* Page Table ** .Page Table *

* * I

• * .P-

Top Top

* [Bottom Bottom *

Clean Stack Dirty Stack *

L R U Stack

Figure 3. MIDAS/GR Buffer Configuration
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SU13 1 SB 1 SUB 3 SB.1
SU13 1 SB 2 2SU132 3 SB 2

SUBi3 1 SUB 32 SUB 33 SUBi34 /

SUB4 1 SUB 42 SUB4 3 SUB44

Page

Figure 4. Storage Organization or Fixed Length Object
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bit bit

- Size Size

Forward Link

Backward Link

Free Block Used Block

Figure 6. Configuration of Free and Used Space
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